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Abbreviations 

 

5-HT – Serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine)  

AIF1 – Allograft inflammatory factor 1  

BDNF – Brain-derived growth factor  

CFA – Complete Freund’s Adjuvant 

CGRP – Calcitonin gene-related peptide 

CNS – Central nervous system 

COX2 – cyclooxygenase 2 

CSD – Cortical spreading depression 

DRG – Dorsal root ganglia  

DE – Differentially expressed  

ECS – Extracellular solution  

GFAP – Glial fibrillary acid protein 

Grp39 – G-protein coupled receptor 39 

HK-1 – Hemokinin-1 

IASP – International Association for the Study of Pain  

Iba1 – Ionized calcium-binding adaptor molecule 1  

ICHD – International Classification of Headache Disorders 

IL-1β – Interleukin 1-beta 

IL-6 – Interleukin 6 

Kiss1 – Kisspeptin 1 

Kiss1r – Kisspeptin-1 receptor 

Lkaaear1 – LKAAEAR Motif Containing 1 

MCP-1/CCL2 – Monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 

MGC – Mixed glial cell culture  

NK – Neurokinin  

OFP – Orofacial pain 

OFT – Open field test 

PACAP – Pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating peptide 

PBMCs – Peripheral blood mononuclear cells 

PBS – Phosphate buffered saline 

PCR – Polymerase chain reaction 

PNS – Peripheral nervous system 

SGC – Satellite Glial cells  

SP – Substance P 

SST – Somatostatin 

TACs – Trigeminal autonomic cephalalgias 

TCC – Trigeminocervical complex 

TNC – Trigeminal nucleus caudalis 

TNFα – Tumour necrosis factor-alpha  

TG – Trigeminal ganglion 

TRPA1 – Transient receptor potential ankyrin 1 

TRPV1 – Transient receptor potential vanilloid 1 

TVS – Trigeminovascular system 

RT-qPCR – Quantitative reverse transcription PCR   
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Introduction 

Orofacial pain (OFP) and headache conditions are among the most common pain 

diseases afflicting a significant portion of society. Orofacial pain is a frequent pain perceived 

in the face and oral cavity. Migraine is a primary headache with a characteristically recurrent 

unilateral, throbbing, convulsive pain sensation, with the intensity ranging from moderate to 

very severe. Migraine headaches present various symptoms: most often associated with nausea, 

vomiting, and increased sensitivity to sound and light, sometimes smell and touch. The 

pathophysiological background of these illnesses might be diverse; however, according to the 

most accepted theory, an essential part of the pathomechanism is activation and sensitisation of 

the extra- and intracranial trigeminal primary afferents. Altered functioning of the 

trigeminovascular system stands behind the arising pain. However, the underlying 

pathophysiology is still unclear.  

The present thesis aims to get a better insight into understanding the process of 

trigeminal sensitisation and migraine pathomechanism describing transcriptomic alterations in 

inflammatory orofacial pain animal models, in a human migraine study and cell culture 

experiments. 

Orofacial pain disorders 

International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) terminology defines pain as “an 

unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage” 

[1]. Meanwhile, orofacial pain may be described as pain “localized to the region above the neck, 

in front of the ears and below the orbitomeatal line, as well as pain within the oral cavity” [2]. 

Focusing on the OFP, Lipton and his colleagues declare that an estimated 22% of the American 

adult population suffers from chronic OFP and approximately 7% in the UK with a high degree 

of prevalence rates in women [3,4]. This estimation was confirmed by other studies showing a 

commonness around 17–26% in the general population, of which 7–11% can be considered 

chronic [5], therefore causing reduced quality of life [6]. Despite its relatively widespread 

presence, proper diagnosis and treatment of orofacial pain conditions display a complex and 

essential health care problem. OFP can be derived from several target tissues (meninges, cornea, 

tooth pulp, mucosa and the temporomandibular joint, etc.); thus, it can have a distinct 

pathophysiological background [7]. Therefore, it is difficult to categorize the various types of 

pain [8]. Several pain societies disclosed classifications of orofacial pain conditions (Appendix 

Table 1.), which present overlaps and dissimilarities, reflecting the complexity of the disorders. 
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Despite the complexity of their pathophysiology, neuroplastic alterations in the trigeminal 

system, involving anatomical structures like the trigeminal ganglion (TG), trigeminal nucleus 

caudalis (TNC), and upper cervical spinal cord (C1-2), are considered to be the common 

phenomenon underlying OFP conditions [9]. Aspects of pain transduction, peripheral and 

central mechanisms, neuronal and glial interactions, neuronal transmitters involved in processes 

are in the focus of ongoing studies regarding OFP and trigeminal system to elucidate unique 

properties of different OFP conditions [7,9–11]. Inflammation of the temporomandibular joint, 

temporal artery, sinuses, or orbit can cause headache, which could have the same characteristics 

as the primary disorders. A positive association between painful temporomandibular conditions 

and primary headaches have also been reported [12,13]. 

Headache disorders, migraine 

Although activation of the trigeminal system is at the pathophysiological basis of all 

orofacial and headache disorders, location, attack frequency, duration, accompanying 

symptoms, and treatment response can be a guide to classify craniofacial pains [14]. Migraine–

associated phenomena might include moderate-to-severe unilateral pain of pulsating or 

throbbing quality and accompanying symptoms such as nausea/emesis or photo-/phonophobia 

and allodynia [15–17]. It is a complex spectrum disorder caused by various genetic and 

environmental aetiological factors occurring in several clinical manifestations with or without 

aura [18]. As a primary headache disorder, migraine is a common disabling brain disorder 

affecting up to 15–20% of the general population, and it constitutes a significant health problem. 

According to the Global Burden of Disease (GBD) study, migraine took second place in 2017 

in the world ranking, contributing to 5.6% of all years lived with disability [19–21] and third 

place in 2019 below low back pain and depressive disorders [22]. In addition, headache 

disorders were enlisted second among females aged 15–49 years [22].  

The origin and precise pathological mechanisms of migraine are still being debated, 

particularly concerning peripheral and central sensitisation processes [23–27].  

The pharmacological therapy is not a resolved issue since the frequent use of combined 

analgesics or the specific antimigraine drugs, triptans, can paradoxically exacerbate the 

condition (medication overuse headache), and treatment used as prophylaxis (e.g. certain 

antiepileptics and antidepressants – Table 1.) may only offer partial relief at the cost of 

potentially unpleasant adverse effects [27–30]. Therefore, it is evident that identifying potential 

novel drug targets is needed to advance antimigraine drug development. 
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Table 1. Preventive drugs for migraine therapy and side effects [31–33]. 

Preventive therapy for migraine 

Drug Side effects 

β-Adrenergic–receptor antagonists 

Propranolol 
fatigue, postural symptoms; 

contraindicated in patients with 

asthma Metoprolol 

Antidepressants 

Amitriptyline drowsiness 

Antiepileptics 

Valproate 

sleepiness, weight gain, tremor, hair 

loss, fetal disorders, hematologic, 

liver abnormalities 

Gabapentin tiredness, dizziness 

Topiramate confusion, paresthesia, weight loss 

Calcium channel blockers 

Verapamil 

constipation, leg swelling, 

atrioventricular conduction 

disturbances 

Flunarizine 
tiredness, weight gain, depression, 

parkinsonism 

Serotonin antagonists 

Pizotyline drowsiness, weight gain 

Methysergide 
drowsiness, leg cramps, hair loss, 

retroperitoneal fibrosis 

  

Since the 1990s, the trigeminovascular system (TVS) activation theory has been in the 

focus of migraine research [34,35]. The TVS provides an important pain-transmission link 

between the vascular and neuronal elements because this is the major afferent pain pathway 

between the cranial vessels and the nuclei in the brainstem [36]. A wide variety of triggers 

initiates migraine, and there is a vast variation between the aetiological factors, clinical 

manifestations, and severity. Therefore, for decades, there has been a great debate on the 

predominant importance of the vascular and neurogenic inflammatory mechanisms and 

peripheral versus central sensitisation processes. Furthermore, the interactions between genetic 

predisposal and environmental factors also seem critical [37–39]. Among the mechanisms of 

migraine neuro-vascular alterations, sensory neuropeptide (e.g. calcitonin gene-related peptide 

– CGRP and substance P – SP)  and serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine- 5-HT) release, neurogenic 

inflammation, plasma protein extravasation, peripheral and central sensitisation are enlisted, 

but the precise pathophysiological mechanisms are still unclear [40–42]. Based on several data 

lines, it is now evident that a significant contributor to headache development is the 
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neuropeptide CGRP contained in both primary and secondary trigeminal sensory neurons. 

CGRP plasma levels were shown to be elevated during attacks. The administration of 

exogenous CGRP can trigger headaches and monoclonal antibodies blocking the peptide or its 

receptors as well as receptor antagonists have been proven to have clinical efficacy and are 

currently approved medications [43]. The presently used first-line drugs in migraine attacks are 

serotonin 5-HT1B/1D receptor agonists, which contract the pathologically dilated meningeal 

vessels and inhibit neuronal hyperexcitability in the TVS. However, due to several therapy-

resistant patients, as well as severe cardiovascular and gastrointestinal side effects, treatment 

optimization is still required [44]. More recently, the CGRP receptor antagonists, 5-HT1F 

receptor agonists and anti-CGRP monoclonal antibodies have been developed. Fortunately, 

several of these have been approved for use (Table 2.), pinning great hope for their efficiency 

[45–51]. Although the newly developed monoclonal antibodies against CGRP or its receptor 

seem to be effective and safe, the risks of long-term CGRP blockade in migraine patients still 

needs to be elucidated. Also, little is known about the efficacy and safety during pregnancy or 

in adolescents [46]. Therefore, understanding the pathophysiological mechanisms through 

precise clinical and translational research approaches is crucial to identify key mediators and 

determine novel therapeutic targets. 
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Table 2. Triptans and recently approved drugs in migraine therapy [46,52–54]. 

Triptans and recently approved drugs 

Classification Drugs Side effects Indication Date of approval 

Stimulation of 5-

HT1B,  

5-HT1D(1F) 

receptor 

        

Triptans 

Almotriptan 

cardiovascular 
acute treatment 

of migraine 

class of drugs first 

introduced in the 1990s. 

Eletriptan 

Frovatriptan 

Naratriptan 

Rizatriptan 

Sumatriptan 

Zolmitriptan 

Stimulation  

of 5-HT1F 

receptor 

        

Ditans Lasmiditan 

dizziness, 

paresthesia, 

somnolence 

  FDA - October 2019 

Blockade of 

CGRP receptors 
        

Monoclonal 

antibody 
Erenumab 

constipation, 

pruritus, muscle 

spasms, transient 

reactions at the 

injection site 

migraine 

prophylaxis 

FDA - May 2018 

EMA - July 2018 

Gepants 

Atogepant 
constipation, 

nausea 

episodic 

migraine 

prophylaxis 

FDA - September 2021 

Rimegepant 

dizziness, nausea, 

urinary tract 

infection 

acute treatment 

of migraine 
FDA - February 2020 

Ubrogepant 

dizziness, nausea, 

excessive 

sleepiness 

acute treatment 

of migraine  
FDA - December 2019 

Blockade of 

CGRP 
        

Monoclonal 

antibody 

Eptinezumab 

 reactions at the 

injection site 

migraine 

prophylaxis (first 

intravenous) 

FDA - February 2020 

Fremanezumab 
migraine 

prophylaxis 

FDA - September 2018 

EMA - March 2019 

Galcanezumab 
migraine 

prophylaxis 

FDA- September 2018 

EMA - November 2018 
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Trigeminovascular system 

Cell bodies of the pseudounipolar primary afferents lie in the TG, the first centre of the 

pain processing course, through which stimuli from extra and intracranial structures are 

transmitted further to the trigeminocervical complex (TCC). TNC and C1-C2 regions of the 

cervical spinal cord together form the TCC. The trigeminal nerve enters the brainstem at the 

pontine level, from where orofacial nociceptive stimuli are transmitted to second-order neurons. 

Afterwards, information is transferred to the third-order thalamocortical neurons [55,56]. 

Sensitisation of this system may be responsible for developing various orofacial pains and 

headaches and is also responsible for the development of facial allodynia. Three divisions of 

the trigeminal sensory nerve exist, which consists of the ophthalmic (V1), maxillary (V2), and 

mandibular (V3) branches (Figure 1.). Location of these nerve innervations might be at the 

basis of distinct localizations of primary headaches and facial pain: ophthalmic branch (V1) is 

considered the most important in primary headache disorders, like migraine, given the 

characteristic periorbital pain. Small meningeal branches of V1 richly innervate the cerebral 

dura mater. Activation of primary trigeminal afferents causes the release of vasoactive 

neuropeptides (e.g., CGRP and SP), thus causing vasodilatation, protein extravasation, and 

neurogenic inflammation. V2 and V3 might also innervate the dura mater, not only the 

maxillary and mandibular regions of the head, indicating an overlap between regions [14,57]. 

TCC also receives inputs from the posterior dura and cervical dermatomes, synapsing in the 

C2-C4 regions, and explaining occipital head and neck pain in migraine [58]. Apart from the 

sensory cortex, thalamic nuclei, the cingulate cortex, and insulae participate in a network of 

neuronal structures that can mediate pain processing [16]. 
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Figure 1. Outlines of the trigeminovascular system. Trigeminal primary afferents (ophthalmic (V1), 

maxillary (V2), and mandibular (V3) branches of the trigeminal nerve), whose cell bodies are located 

in the trigeminal ganglion (TG), innervating the dura mater and meningeal vasculature from which 

stimuli are transmitted to second-order neurons in the trigeminal-cervical complex (TCC), which 

includes the trigeminal nucleus caudalis (TNC) and first and second cervical dorsal horn (C1, C2). From 

here, information passes into the thalamus and then into the somatosensory cortex. The trigeminal nerve 

also innervates the face, the eye, and the nasal and oral cavities [33,58–60]. 

Overview of the trigeminal sensory neurons 

Sensory or afferent neurons are specific types capable of sensory transduction and 

transmission by conveying various sensory stimuli to the central nervous system. Nociceptive 

afferents mainly include thinly myelinated and unmyelinated A and C fibres [61]. Sensory 

ganglia contain the cell bodies of primary afferents that transmit sensory information from the 

periphery into the central nervous system (CNS). The cell bodies of sensory afferents are 

situated in the dorsal root ganglia (DRG) or in the case of the orofacial complex in the TG. 

Sensory neurons are classified as pseudounipolar cells, consisting of an axon with two 

branches—one projects to the periphery, the other to the CNS. DRG and TG present several 

functional similarities and the capability to detect and respond to various stimuli (pain, touch, 

Meningeal vessels 

Somatosensory cortex 

Pain perception 

Thalamus 

Trigeminal nucleus caudalis 

V1 

V2 

V3 
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temperature, and proprioception). Besides functional homogeneity, their location, 

embryological origin, transcription pattern, and responsiveness to multiple medications differ 

[62–64]. TG is localized at the base of the skull, outside the blood-brain barrier and their sensory 

neurons innervate the facial region, while DRG innervates the rest of the body [65]. Both can 

detect several chemical, mechanical, and thermal stimuli. Interestingly, TG presents unique 

features regarding the chemosensitive perception of olfactory and taste detection [66]. 

The TG mainly includes soma and axons of primary afferent neurons and glial cells. Neurons 

present as small- and medium-sized pseudounipolar cells, with bodies of primarily round, oval, 

elongated shape, in which a particularly round and centrally located nucleus and nucleoli might 

be observed. Cell bodies of the trigeminal neuron are enveloped by satellite glial cells 

(SGC)  [67].  

A significant percentage of trigeminal and dorsal root ganglia nociceptive sensory 

neurons are peptidergic, thus expressing various neuropeptides like tachykinins (SP and 

neurokinins) and CGRP in response to activation [68–70]. These neuropeptides constitute the 

main focus of primary headaches, like migraine research. Neuropeptides can be released from 

primary sensory neurons' peripheral and central endings, contributing to inflammatory 

processes and pain transmission [71,72]. CGRP is a potent vasodilator neuropeptide released 

during migraine attacks, thus seems to have an essential role in the pathophysiology of 

migraine. The peptide can bind to the CGRP receptor, widely present on smooth muscle cells 

in cranial vasculature and the TG, which consists of calcitonin receptor-like receptor (CLR), 

receptor activity modifying protein 1 (RAMP1), and receptor component protein (RCP) 

subunits [36,41]. Beyond the well-studied CGRP, SP, and pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating 

peptide (PACAP), others like cholecystokinin, galanin, somatostatin are present in the ganglia, 

with their receptors declared on the neurons [73,74]. In addition, receptors for other 

neurotransmitters also are localized on trigeminal ganglion neurons. Glutamate receptors seem 

to be present on the neuron, among which metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluR) is located 

in SGCs. N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor activation is proved to contribute to 

mechanical hyperalgesia via sensitisation of the transient receptor potential vanilloid 1 

(TRPV1) [75]. Transient receptor potential (TRP) receptors are mostly Ca2+-permeable, non-

selective cation channels, typically expressed in nociceptors [76], thus being involved in 

sensitizing mechanisms. TRP channels are essential pain transducers as they sense low pH 

media, oxidative stress, heat, protons, proinflammatory cytokines, and other mediators 

associated with pain and inflammation. Besides TRPV1, transient receptor potential ankyrin 1 

(TRPA1) and transient receptor potential melastatin 8 (TRPM8) receptors are also expressed, 
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partly co-expressed in TG neurons. Their implication in trigeminal nociception and headache 

disorders is widely discussed [77–79]. P2X3 receptors also might be involved in nociception in 

inflammatory pain [80]. 

Sensitisation, trigeminovascular activation 

The terminology of sensitisation is described by IASP as follows: “Increased 

responsiveness of nociceptive neurons to their normal input, and/or recruitment of a response 

to normally subthreshold inputs”. Clinically, this may stand behind hyperalgesia, when 

increased pain might be felt due to a painful stimulus, and allodynia, when pain is given rise by 

a stimulus that does not normally provoke pain. Peripheral and central sensitisation exists 

depending on which type of neuron is involved [81]. 

Studies report changes in pain sensitivity in patients with fibromyalgia, osteoarthritis, 

musculoskeletal disorders with headache, temporomandibular joint disorders, dental pain, 

neuropathic pain disorders [81]. When sensitisation occurs, nociceptor inputs can trigger a 

prolonged hyper-excitability of neurons in nociceptive pathways, bringing forth eventual 

spontaneous action potential firing [82]. Cutaneous allodynia reported in chronic migraineurs, 

orofacial inflammation, or nerve injury manifests due to trigeminal sensitisation. In this process, 

the sensitisation of primary afferents and the second-order or third-order thalamic neurons 

develop. As a background for central sensitisation in chronic pain, synaptic plasticity, an 

imbalance between excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmitters, and lately glia–neuron 

interaction have been enlisted [10,83]. Thereby nerve injury inflammation causes gliosis. The 

glial cells in the CNS undergo a massive change with a similar phenomenon in sensory ganglia 

[82]. Description of detailed mechanisms that alter pain sensitivity and released mediators that 

regulate neuronal excitability are presented in the following chapters, focusing mainly on 

trigeminal ganglia.  
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Role of glial cells in sensitisation 

Several studies focused on the involvement and critical role of glial cells in pathological 

conditions, such as dysfunction of the nervous system, including the generation and/or 

maintenance of pain [11,55,82,84–88]. Due to inflammatory processes, the hyperactivation of 

TG neurons occurs, followed by activation of non-neuronal glial cells and macrophages and 

cytokine production (Figure 2.). Glial mediators further promote neuronal sensitisation. Thus, 

understanding neuron-glia interaction and crosstalk is relevant in orofacial pain and headache 

development [10,89]. 

 

Figure 2. Sketch of hypersensitivity and headache development in the trigeminovascular 

microenvironment. Activation of immune cells inflicts the release of inflammatory molecules, such as 

cytokines and chemokines, causing vasodilation of dural vasculature and influencing tight junction 

between endothelial cells. Activated trigeminal neurons send signals to cortical brain regions for further 

processing. C-C motif ligand 3 (CCL3); C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 1 (CXCL1); C-X-C motif 

chemokine ligand 2 (CXCL2); C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 3 (CXCL3); endothelial cell (EC); 

interleukin-1β (IL-1β); interleukin-8 (IL-8); trigeminocervical complex (TCC); tumor necrosis factor 

(TNF); trigeminal ganglion (TG) [89]. 
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Glial cells are non-neuronal cells of the peripheral and central nervous system (PNS, 

CNS) that regulate the neuronal microenvironment, taking part in the nutrition, structural 

maintenance of neuronal networks, and modulation of neuronal excitability. The extracellular 

gap between glial and neuronal surfaces is small (around 20 nm), neuronal microvilli/gap 

junctions helping the vast exchange of chemical neurotransmitters between them. Inflammation 

in facial skin might also cause the augmented formation of gap junctions (connexin 26) in TG 

neurons and glial cells. Although glial cells play a similar role in PNS and CNS, different glial 

subtypes are distinguished. Oligodendrocytes, astrocytes, ependymal cells, and microglia are 

part of the CNS, while peripheral ganglions contain Schwann cells, SGCs and resident 

microglia-like macrophages [10,64,82,90,91]. 

Although certain differences can be detected, SGCs and astrocytes present similar 

characteristics. Astrocytes express specific proteins of the S100 family (found in 

oligodendrocytes and Schwann cells as well), glutamine synthetase (GS) and glial fibrillary 

acidic protein (GFAP). SGCs share most of the characteristics of astrocytes, for example, 

contributing to neuronal nutrition and functioning and maintaining the environment around 

neurons. Similar to astrocytes under a normal state, SGCs contains low levels of GFAP. Still, 

inflammation and nerve injury cause massive expression of GFAP, observed in various 

orofacial pain models [55,82]: dental injury [92], temporomandibular joint (TMJ) inflammation 

[93], whisker pad inflammation [94], chronic constriction injury of the infraorbital nerve [95], 

migraine [96]. Among various mediators, CGRP has been suggested to have a role in the 

crosstalk between neurons and glial cells. Its receptors have been confirmed not only on neurons 

but both Schwann and satellite cells. It is believed that neuropeptides like SP and CGRP, due 

to various noxious stimuli, are synthesized and released from the neuronal soma of the TG. 

Apart from autocrine functions, it can activate SGCs, thus increasing GFAP expression and 

activating purinergic pathways [97,98]. An increment in the sensitivity of SGCs to ATP was 

observed when orofacial inflammation caused adenosine triphosphate (ATP) release from the 

soma of the trigeminal neuron [99]. Enhanced P2X7 signalling in SGCs and elevated 

intracellular Ca2+ concentration may be in the background of orofacial allodynia following 

peripheral nerve injury and inflammation. The increased intracellular calcium concentration led 

to the synthesis and release of proinflammatory cytokines: tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNFα) 

or interleukin 1-beta (IL-1β) from SGCs in the trigeminal nerve injury model. Further, IL-1β 

binds to its receptor in small-diameter TG neurons, increasing neuronal excitability. Similarly, 

in vitro, SP, or CGRP application to trigeminal SGC cultures results in cytokine (IL-1β, TNFα, 

or IL-6) release [11,100] (Figure 3.). 
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. 

Figure 3. Representation of signalling processes between trigeminal ganglion and satellite cells; nitric 

oxide (NO); cAMP response-element binding protein (CREB); mitogen-activated protein kinase 

(MAPK); nitric oxide synthase (NOS); interleukin 1β (IL-1β); brain-derived neurotrophic factor 

(BDNF); macrophage-like cells (MLC); tumour necrosis factor α  (TNFα ) [101]. 

 

Microglia represents the principal resident immunocompetent cells in the brain sharing 

monocytes and macrophages' phenotypic markers and features [102]. Immune cells seem to 

contribute to pain hypersensitivity [103]; therefore, activation of microglial cells also occurs 

during orofacial inflammation. Activated microglia can release various reactive molecules and 

regulate neuronal excitability, such as pronociceptive cytokines: TNFα, interleukins (IL-1β and 

IL-18), and brain-derived growth factor (BDNF), thereby modulating pain processes [104]. 

Proteins, like ionized calcium-binding protein (Iba1) and CD11b, are typically used as markers 

of proliferation and morphologic activation of microglial cells/macrophages [102,105]. 
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Extensive macrophage infiltration in the TG beside resident microglia-like macrophage might 

occur due to trigeminal nerve injury and inflammation [10,64].  

Communication between neurons and microglia/macrophages seems important in migraine-

related sensitisation, acting through purinergic pathways [106]. CGRP inflicts neurotrophin 

release from SGCs, BDNF and CGRP being both elevated in migraine [107]. TNFα or SP 

released from proliferating macrophages, involving ERK 1/2 and p38 MAPK signalling 

pathways, redounds to trigeminal hyperexcitability [9]. Various neuropeptide receptors have 

been detected in different microglial cell systems like PACAP (VPAC1, PAC1), somatostatin 

(sst2, sst3, sst4), CGRP, tachykinin (NK-1, NK-2, NK-3) receptors [103,108]. Overall, PNS 

and CNS glia might have a substantial effect in the context of pain and inflammatory processes. 

The importance of the tachykinin family  

As previously mentioned, tachykinins are among the neuropeptides contained in 

peptidergic primary afferent neurons with relevant roles in neurogenic inflammation and 

nociceptive transmission [71,72]. Important tachykinin members are SP and neurokinin A 

(NKA), derived from Tac1, neurokinin B (NKB), coded by Tac3, and hemokinin-1 (HK-1) by 

Tac4. The three tachykinin proteins act through the G-protein coupled neurokinin NK-1, NK- 2, 

and NK-3 receptors [109,110]. NK-1 receptor antagonists were proved to reduce neuropathic 

mechanical hyperalgesia and inflammatory pain in animal models [111–113]. Since SP and its 

NK-1 receptor play an essential role in pain transmission, and given their presence in trigeminal 

sensory neurons [114], it has also become the focus of migraine studies. SP released from the 

trigeminal neurons induces plasma extravasation and vasodilatation in the dura mater [35]. It 

has been shown that the SP/NK-1 system participates in the orofacial heat hyperalgesia in 

animal models of orofacial inflammation and nerve injury [115]. Preclinical data were 

promising regarding NK-1 receptor antagonists in several pain conditions and inflammatory 

disease models [115–117]. Nevertheless, human clinical studies could not prove the analgesic 

effect of these compounds, either in migraine [118–120] or other conditions like post-operative 

dental pain [121] or neuropathic pain [122]. The possible explanation for the failure of NK-1 

receptor antagonists as analgesics and anti-migraine drugs remains unclear [123,124].  
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Hemokinin-1 

The discovery of HK-1 encoded by the Tac4 gene [125] raised new questions in 

tachykinin research. HK-1 might be a novel essential molecule in pain and inflammatory 

processes [126]. There is a growing amount of information regarding the mRNA expression of 

the Tac4 gene both in the PNS and CNS. In contrast with other tachykinin members, relatively 

high expression of the Tac4 gene can be found in peripheral non-nervous tissues, such as the 

lung, spleen, adrenal gland and immune cells like B and T lymphocytes, macrophages, and 

dendritic cells [125,127–129]. Tac4 gene predicts one homologous transcript in mice and rats, 

but several peptide isoforms can be found in humans. HK-1 binds to all tachykinin receptors, 

presenting the highest affinity to the NK-1 receptor [129,130]. However, HK-1 also has distinct, 

NK-1-independent actions [131,132]. The structural similarity of the family members makes 

further exploration of HK-1 detection difficult. Although a few studies focus on antibody 

development [133], trying to avoid cross-reactivity between antibodies with an in-house 

developed antibody [134], the validity of existing antibodies against HK-1 on the market is 

questionable. Despite the structural similarities and joint receptors of HK-1 and SP, some of 

their functions appear to be different, even opposing each other [131,135–138]. This could be 

explained by the activation of different signalling pathways by HK-1 compared to SP or by the 

suspected existence of a specific receptor for HK-1 [131]. Therefore, since the receptor 

affinities of HK-1 are not precisely known, antagonists cannot be used to validate the target. 

Studies investigating the pain modulatory task of the HK-1 provided evidence for the 

complex functioning of the peptide. HK-1 produced a pronociceptive effect after intrathecal or 

intracerebroventricular administration in rat/mice, causing pain and scratching behaviour 

without influencing the withdrawal latency to a noxious heat stimulus [129,136,139]. However, 

an analgesic effect was shown in other studies using similar concentrations upon 

intracerebroventricular injection in mice [140–142]. Upregulation of Tac4 mRNA expression 

in microglia upon lipopolysaccharide stimulation [143] and in the dorsal spinal cord of rats after 

complete Freund's adjuvant (CFA)-induced paw inflammation [144] has been described, 

suggesting a possible role in neurodegenerative and neuroinflammatory disorders. A recent 

study of our research group suggests its role in mediating arthritic pain and cellular, but not 

vascular inflammatory mechanisms. Using HK-1, NK1-deficient mice and TG cell cultures 

from NMRI mice, the authors also propose an NK-1 receptor-independent activation [145] and 

provide further evidence for the pronociceptive role of HK-1 [138]. However, little is known 

about the Tac4 gene / HK-1 in the trigeminovascular system. 
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Animal models in trigeminal sensitisation  

Various gene expression studies on migraine patients have provided consistent evidence 

for the involvement of inflammatory pathways [146,147], supporting the validity of animal 

models of inflammation. Central sensitisation of secondary nociceptive neurons of the TNC in 

migraine patients was postulated by the presence of cutaneous allodynia during the headache 

phase [148]. Experimental demonstration of sensitized cornea reflex of migraineurs supported 

this hypothesis [149]. The phenomenon was also shown in animal models. Inflammatory soup 

induced sensitisation of peripheral and central trigeminovascular neurons, resulting in increased 

mechanical hypersensitivity of the dura and the face [150,151]. Also, experimental data confirm 

that inflammation or nerve lesion on the face can induce meningeal vasodilation or neurogenic 

inflammation [152,153].  

Animal models are frequently used to validate drug targets, however, modelling the 

complex mechanisms and symptoms accompanying primary headache disorders like migraine 

continues to be challenging. All models have limitations since pain cannot be objectively 

measured in animals, and we have an incomplete understanding of the pathophysiological 

processes involved in migraine. Complete translation of the human disorder to rodents is not 

possible. As discussed before, there is convincing evidence that activation of the 

trigeminovascular system, resulting from peripheral and central sensitisation, is responsible for 

the headache phase of the migraine, furthermore hyperalgesia and allodynia [154–157]. 

Several reviews describe validated animal models of pain relevant for headache. Direct 

electrical stimulation of trigeminal neurons, administration of inflammatory, algogenic 

substances (“inflammatory soup”: bradykinin, serotonin, histamine and prostaglandin) to the 

meninges, exogenous administration (e.g. nitroglycerin, PACAP) chemicals, cortical spreading 

depression induction, medication overuse of headache models present a wide range of animal 

models to choose from. Behavioural assays are performed besides electrophysiology, 

flowmetry, and various marker detection using immunohistochemistry. These reflect migraine-

like phenomena such as mechanical allodynia (e.g. von Frey filaments applied to whisker pad 

or periorbital regions to determine withdrawal response), sensitivity to light (e.g. place or light 

avoidance tests), and altered overall spontaneous response activity [158–160].  

A frequently used inflammatory animal model applies CFA [94,161–163]. CFA injected 

in the whisker pad of rodents results in inflammation and mechanical hyperalgesia/allodynia on 

the orofacial region [164]. Although it is not considered a typical migraine model, it can be 

used as a trigeminal activation model, having the advantage of being reliable and highly 
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reproducible. Besides the enlisted methodologies, transcriptomic analysis allows an unbiased 

approach to reveal critical pathways responsible for the pathophysiological changes [165]. 

Microarray analysis after CFA injection in the whisker pad [166] or masseter muscle [167] had 

been performed.  

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) isolated from peripheral blood consist of 

lymphocytes (T cells, B cells, natural killer cells) and monocytes. Due to minimally invasive 

sampling and relatively simple isolation, PBMCs became attractive biological marker 

candidates in clinical practice. They are considered biological materials capable of reflecting 

pathophysiological changes in the CNS in various diseases. Neuroinflammatory processes can 

be characterized in a specific way using PBMCs. Thus, it has provided new opportunities for 

biomarker research [168–170].  
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Aims 

1. We aimed to follow the temporal changes of facial mechanonociceptive thresholds and 

gene expression in TG, TNC, and PBMCs in parallel after CFA inflammation in rats 

using microarray and RT-qPCR analysis to get a better insight into the pathomechanism 

of trigeminal pain disorders.  

2. To identify disease- and headache-specific pathophysiological pathways and possible 

therapeutic targets, we aimed to analyse the transcriptome of PBMCs of migraineurs in 

a self-controlled manner during and between attacks. 

3.  Since the role of HK-1/Tac4 in the trigeminovascular system and facial pain have been 

poorly investigated, we aimed to explore the potential role of HK-1 in the trigeminal 

environment. We aimed to detect the changes of expression of Tac4 in the TG in a rat 

inflammatory orofacial pain model and investigate behavioural alterations and gene-

expression variations of selected markers of neuronal sensitisation and 

neuroinflammation in the same model in mice, comparing wild-type and Tac4-deficient 

(Tac4-/-) mice. 

4.  We aimed to describe the expression of the Tac4 gene on glial cells in an in vitro set-

up and the effect of HK-1 in mixed glial cell culture to get a better insight into the 

potential impact of HK-1 on neuron-glia communication and its molecular pathways.  
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Materials and Methods 

Animal studies 

Experiments were performed on male Wistar rats (Toxicoop, Hungary) weighing 200–

300 g and on male, C57Bl/6 and Tac4 gene-deleted (Tac4-/-) mice weighing 20–25 g (8-12 

weeks old). The original breeding pairs of the Tac4-/- mice were obtained from Alexandra 

Berger’s lab (University Health Network, Toronto, Canada) [171]. Transgenic mice were 

obtained on a C57Bl/6 background and backcrossed to homozygosity for > 5 generations before 

using C57Bl/6 mice as controls (Charles River, Sulzfeld, Germany).  

Animals were kept under standard conditions: light-dark cycle (12h light/dark cycle) and 

temperature (24-25ºC). Standard diet and water were provided ad libitum in the animal house 

of the University of Pécs Department of Pharmacology and Pharmacotherapy. All rats were 

habituated to handling and light restraint used for the orofacial von Frey test for three days, 

mice one day before the start of the experiments.  

All experiments were approved by the National Ethics Committee on Animal Research 

(license No.: BA02/2000-9/2011 and BA02/2000-7/2018) and were carried out according to 

the European legislation (Directive 2010/63/EU) and Hungarian Government regulation 

(40/2013., II. 14.) on the protection of animals used for scientific purposes. 

Orofacial inflammatory pain model 

          Induction of the local inflammatory state was achieved by unilateral s.c. injection of 

50  µl complete Freund's adjuvant (CFA; Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, USA; killed 

Mycobacteria suspended in paraffin oil; 1 mg/ml) into the whisker pad of rats and bilateral s.c. 

injection of 10-10 μl CFA into the whisker pad of the mice under ketamine (rats: 72 mg/kg, 

mice: 100 mg/kg) and xylazine (rats: 8 mg/kg, mice: 5 mg/kg) anaesthesia. The same volume 

of saline injection was given in the case of control groups, both mice and rats. 
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Microarray analysis 

Gene expression was analysed using Agilent microarray platforms. TG tissue samples 

were collected from rats seven days after receiving s.c. CFA injection. TGs were immediately 

snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen after excision. Contralateral sides of CFA-injected rats were the 

controls. Total RNA was isolated from snap-frozen samples using the RNeasy Mini Kit 

(Qiagen, Carlsbad, CA), and high-quality samples (RIN>8.0) were further used for expression 

analysis. Sample labelling, array hybridization and primary data analysis were performed by 

ArrayStar Inc. (Rockville, MD, USA). Total RNA samples were amplified and labelled with 

Cy3-dCTP. Labelled amplicons were purified, fragmented and hybridized to rat LncRNA Array 

v1.0 (4 x 44K, Arraystar Inc.) slides. One-colour microarray-based gene expression analysis 

was used. After hybridization, slides were washed, fixed and scanned. Data files were deposited 

to NCBI's Gene Expression Omnibus [172] and are accessible through GEO Series accession 

number GSE111160.  
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Mechanonociception measurement 

A set of von Frey nylon monofilaments (Stoelting, Wood Dale, Illinois, U.S.A) was 

used to perform mechanical pain thresholds measurements on the orofacial region on days zero 

(control day) and one, three, seven days after CFA or saline administration. Rodents were 

lightly restrained using a soft cotton glove to allow easier habituation. The series of von Frey 

filaments were used with increasing strengths (rats: 0.8-12 g, mice: 0.0075-1 g) to measure 

facial mechanosensitivity (Figure 4.). Based on previous experience and literature data, a 

protocol previously used on the paw was adapted to the orofacial region [173]. Out of five 

stimulations, the mechanonociceptive threshold was determined as the lowest force evoking at 

least two withdrawal responses (face stroking with the forepaw or head shaking). 

Figure 4.  Orofacial mechanical pain threshold measurements with von Frey filaments (A) in mice (B) 

and rats (C, D). 

Spontaneous motor activity measurement 

The open field test (OFT) was used to assay mice's spontaneous activity and anxiety 

levels. The mice were placed into the same area of a brightly lit observation box (60 cm x 40 cm), 

then the behaviour of mice was recorded for 10 min. Recorded videos were evaluated using 

Ethovision software (Noldus Information Technology, Wageningen, Netherlands).  
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Sample collection and handling 

For RT-qPCR analysis, TG and TNC tissue samples were collected from animals one, 

three, seven days after receiving s.c. CFA injection, following behavioural experiments. 

Animals were anaesthetized using pentobarbital (rats: 50 mg/kg and mice 70 mg/kg: i.p.). Blood 

was drawn by cardiac puncture and further processed as follows in the Isolation of peripheral 

blood mononuclear cells section. After exsanguination, animals were decapitated, and TGs and 

TNCs were excised, immediately snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80°C until real-

time PCR processing.  

For the RNAscope method, animals were transcardially perfused with 0.01 M 

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; pH 7.6) followed by 4% paraformaldehyde on day three after 

CFA or saline injections. TGs were postfixed for 24 hours at room temperature, rinsed in PBS, 

dehydrated, and embedded in paraffin. 5 µm sections were cut using a sliding microtome (HM 

430 Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA).  

Mice TG samples for NanoString analysis were snap-frozen on day three and stored at 

−80°C until use. RNAscope and NanoString analysis were performed on tissues from animals 

not involved in behavioural studies. 

Peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) isolation 

PBMCs were purified from fresh peripheral blood according to the Ficoll-

PaquePREMIUM manufacturer’s instructions (GE Healthcare, Budapest, Hungary). 

Anticoagulant-treated blood and an equal volume of salt solution were transferred to sterile 

centrifuge tubes. The mixture was carefully overlaid on Ficoll-PaquePREMIUM and 

centrifuged 40 min at 400×g, 20 °C. The white coat layer was transferred into a new centrifuge 

tube, suspended with salt solution and centrifuged 10 min at 400×g, 20 °C. The supernatant was 

removed, the pellet was resuspended in a salt solution, followed by another centrifugation (10 

min at 400×g, 20 °C). After removing the supernatant, the obtained cells were resuspended with 

1 ml of TRI Reagent (Molecular Research Center, Inc., Cincinnati, OH, USA) and stored at 

−80°C until further process. In the case of mice, for technical reasons (small blood volume), a 

sample was pooled from 3 individual animals. 

 

 

 

  

http://topics.sciencedirect.com/topics/page/Real-time_polymerase_chain_reaction
http://topics.sciencedirect.com/topics/page/Real-time_polymerase_chain_reaction
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Quantitative real-time PCR (RT-qPCR) 

According to the TRI Reagent manufacturer's protocol, total RNA isolation was carried 

out. Briefly, tissues were homogenized in 1 ml of TRI Reagent, and 200 µl of bromo-chloro-

propane (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, USA) was added. After corresponding incubation times 

and centrifugations, RNA was purified using the Direct-zol RNA MiniPrep kit (Zymo 

Research, Irvine, CA, USA) as follows. An equal volume of the aqueous phase and absolute 

ethanol were mixed. The mixture was loaded onto the column, washed, and the RNA was eluted 

in RNase-free water. The quantity and quality of the RNA samples were checked on Nanodrop 

ND-1000 Spectrophotometer V3.5 (Nano-Drop Technologies, Inc., Wilmington, DE, USA). 

According to the manufacturer’s instructions, total RNA was reverse transcribed using Maxima 

First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (ThermoScientific, Santa Clara, CA, USA). RT-qPCR was 

done using a Stratagene Mx3000P qPCR System (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, USA). 

PCR amplification was performed with SensiFast SYBR Lo-ROX Kit (Bioline, Taunton, USA). 

Transcripts of the housekeeping genes glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (Gapdh), 

hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase 1 (Hprt1), beta-2-microglobulin (β2m) and peptidyl-

prolyl cis-trans isomerase (Ppia) were measured in all tissue samples. The best-suited reference 

genes or combinations for normalization were selected using geNorm: Ppia and Hprt1 for 

PBMCs and β2m, Hprt1 for TG and TNC rat; Ppia for TG and Ppia, Gapdh for PBMCs and 

TNC mice samples. The geometric mean of their Cq values was calculated. Primers of similar 

efficiencies were used, and 2-ΔΔCq fold change values were calculated. Appendix Table 2. 

contains the sequences of primers used for RT-qPCR. 

RNAscope in situ hybridization (ISH) 

RNAscope technique was performed on 5 µm thick longitudinal rat and mice TG 

sections processing with RNAscope Multiplex Fluorescent Reagent Kit v2 (ACD, Hayward, 

CA, USA). Briefly, tissue sections were baked, deparaffinized, H2O2-blocked, boiled, 

pretreated with Protease Plus and hybridized with mouse Tac4, mouse 3-plex positive and 

negative control probes. Signal amplification and channel development were applied 

sequentially. Sections were counterstained with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) and 

mounted with ProLong Glass Antifade Mountant for confocal imaging. Probes applied dilutions 

of fluorophores are listed in Appendix Table 3. Fluorescent images were acquired using an 

Olympus Fluoview FV-1000 laser scanning confocal microscope (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) and 

Fluo-View FV-1000S-IX81 image acquisition software system. The confocal aperture was set 
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to 80 µm. The analogue sequential scanning was performed using a 40x objective lens (NA: 

0.75). The optical thickness was set to 1 μm, and the resolution was 1024x1024 pixels. The 

excitation time was set to 4 µs per pixel. Virtual colours were selected to depict fluorescent 

signals: blue for DAPI, green for fluorescein (Polr2a, Kcnn3 and Aif1), red for Cyanine 3 (Tac4 

and Ppib) and white for Cyanine 5 (Ubc, Gfap, Rbfox3 and Olig2). Images of the respective 

four channels were stored both individually and superimposed to evaluate the co-localization 

of fluorescent signals. Basal and elevated Tac4 expression levels were analysed semi-

quantitatively using ImageJ software according to the manufacturer’s guideline in a blinded 

manner.  

RNAscope was also performed on air-dried cytospins prepared from Mixed Glial Cell 

Cultures (MGCs), according to the previously described method, with minor differences. Air-

dried cytospin MGC samples were fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin (Merck KGaA, 

Darmstadt, Germany), treated with Protease III (1:10 diluted from RNAscope Pretreatment 

Reagents) according to the manufacturer’s protocol (320538 Tech Note). Probe hybridization 

and signal amplification steps have been described above.  

NanoString nCounter technology  

Mouse neuroinflammation panel of 770 genes included for research of immunity and 

inflammation, neurobiology and neuropathology were described using NanoString nCounter 

technology (NanoString Technologies, Seattle, WA), according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. Total RNA isolation and purification from mouse TG tissues were made using TRI 

Reagent and Direct-zol RNA MiniPrep kit as previously described, including an additional on-

column DNase treatment. The RNA quality and quantity were measured with Bioanalyzer 2100 

(Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA), Qubit Fluorometer Fluorescence Qubit 4.0 (ThermoFisher 

Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), and Nanodrop ND-1000 Spectrophotometer V3.5 (Nano-

Drop Technologies, Inc., Wilmington, DE, USA). Only samples with high quality (RIN > 8.1 

and 260/280 ratios of ∼2.0) were used for NanoString analysis. 

The RNA samples (25 ng of each) were processed using Mus musculus Neuroinflammation 

panel v1.0 according to the manufacturer's instructions (manual MAN-10023-11) on the 

NanoString SPRINT Profiler instrument. Data analysis was performed using nCounter® 

Advanced Analysis plugin v2.0.115 for the nSolver Analysis Software v4.0.70 with the 

ProbeAnnotations_NS_Mm_NeuroInflam_v1.0 file provided by NanoString. Default settings 

were used. Briefly, raw data with gene counts lower than 50 were removed, suitable reference 

genes were evaluated using geNorm pairwise variation statistic, gene count data were 
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normalized, differentially expressed (DE) genes were determined and cell type profiling was 

performed for each comparison. 

Mixed Glial Cell Culture (MGC) 

Primary cell cultures composed of astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, and microglia, free of 

neurons, meningeal cells, and fibroblasts, were prepared using neonatal mice cortical tissue. 

After removal of bulbus olfactorius and cerebellum, the whole brains of one-three-day old 

C57Bl6 mice pups were enzymatically dissociated using Neural Tissue Dissociation Kit (P), 

following the manufacturer’s instructions (Miltenyi Biotec Inc, Auburn, USA). Single-cell 

suspensions were seeded on poly-L-lysine coated Petri dishes and were kept at standard 

culturing conditions (37 °C, 5% CO2) through 3 weeks of differentiation. Mixed glial cell 

cultures (MGC) were treated as follows. In situ hybridization by Advanced Cell Diagnostics 

RNAscope was performed on air-dried cytospins prepared from MGCs. Cultures were treated 

with mouse HK-1 (500 nM, 1 µM, 5 µM) for the radioactive 45Ca2+-uptake technique. 

Inflammatory cytokine measurement was also performed using Luminex Multiplex 

Immunoassay from the supernatants of HK-1 (500 nM, 1 µM, 5 µM) treated glial cells.    

Radioactive 45Ca2+-uptake technique 

Radioactive 45Ca2+-uptake experiments were performed as previously described [174]. 

Briefly, mixed glial cell cultures were washed 5 times with calcium-free Hank’s solution 

(pH  7.4), then incubated in 15 μl of the same buffer containing the appropriate hemokinin-1 

concentrations (500 nM, 1 µM, 5 µM) at 37C. The procedure was followed by washing steps 

with an extracellular solution (ECS) to eliminate the residual buffer. The retained isotope was 

collected in 15 μl 0.1% SDS, and Packard Tri-Carb 2800 TR scintillation counter was used to 

measure radioactivity, presented in Counts Per Minute (CPM), where CPM represented the total 

radiation read from each sample. 

Luminex Multiplex Immunoassay 

Supernatants of MGCs treated for 24 hours with HK-1 (500 nM, 1 µM, 5 µM) were 

stored at −80°C before running the assay. Luminex xMAP was used to determine the protein 

concentrations of 5 distinct cytokines/chemokines: CCL5 (RANTES), CXCL1 (KC), 

interleukin 1 beta (IL-1β), interleukin 6 (IL-6), monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 

(MCP- 1/CCL2), tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNFα). MILLIPLEX®MAP Kit (Merck 

KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) was used according to the manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, 
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all samples were thawed and were tested in a blind fashion and duplicate. 25 µl volume of each 

sample, standard, universal assay buffer and ECS, as the matrix solution was added to a 96- well 

plate. The same volume of detection antibodies was added at the end of overnight incubation, 

followed by streptavidin-PE. After the last washing step, 150 µl drive fluid was added to the 

wells, and reading was performed using the Luminex MAGPIX® and Luminex xPonent 4.2 

software. The Five Parameter Logistic regression curve was generated by the Analyst 5.1 

(Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany) software calculating with bead median fluorescence 

intensity values. Results are shown in pg/ml. 

Human study 

The protocol of the human study was authorized by the National Public Health Center, 

Ministry of Human Capacities of Hungary (28324–5/2019/EÜIG). All subjects gave their 

written informed consent according to the Declaration of Helsinki. 

Study subjects 

Episodic migraineurs with (n=3) or without aura (n=21) between 20 and 65 years were 

recruited. Migraine patients were included according to the criteria of the third edition of the 

International Classification of Headache Disorders [175]. Recurrent attacks last 4–72 hours and 

are characterized by pain with unilateral, pulsating quality, moderate-severe intensity, 

aggravation by routine physical activity and association with nausea and/or photophobia and 

phonophobia. Patients with chronic inflammatory diseases and depression were not included in 

the study. In the control group, healthy volunteers were recruited, matching all demographic 

characteristics. Thirty-six female and 1 male subject were included in the study: 24 episodic 

migraine patients with or without aura and 13 healthy controls. 

Protocol for sample collection 

Blood samples were collected from migraine sufferers in an attack-free (interictal) 

period and during an attack (ictal). The attack-free (interictal) sample was drawn if the patient 

had no headache for at least 24 hours. For ictal samples, no painkiller was taken by patients 

until the blood sampling. There were no restrictions on fluids and food intake. Features of 

migraine were assessed using a detailed questionnaire filled out by participants.  

Blood was collected from cubital veins of participants into glass tubes containing 

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). The PBMCs were isolated using Ficoll-Paque 

PREMIUM (GE Healthcare, Budapest, Hungary), as previously described, using 4 ml of 
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anticoagulant-treated blood. At the end of the procedure, cells were resuspended with 1 ml of 

TRI Reagent (Molecular Research Center, Cincinnati, OH, USA) and stored at −80°C until 

further investigations. 

RNA extraction procedure and quality control 

Extraction and purification of total RNA were performed as previously described 

(Quantitative Real-Time PCR), adding on-column DNase digestion during purification. RNA 

concentrations were determined using Qubit 3.0 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), and quality 

control of RNA was carried out on TapeStation 4200, using RNA ScreenTape (Agilent 

Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). We proceeded with high-quality (RIN > 8) RNA 

samples for library preparation. 

Illumina library preparation and sequencing 

The library for Illumina sequencing was prepared using NEBNext Ultra II Directional 

RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina (NEB, Ipswitch, MA, USA). Briefly, mRNA was isolated 

from 500 ng total RNA using NEBNext Poly(A) mRNA MAgnetic Isolation Module (NEB, 

Ipswitch, MA, USA). The mRNA was fragmented, end prepped and adapter-ligated. Finally, 

the library was amplified according to the manufacturer's instructions. The quality of the 

libraries was checked on the 4200 TapeSation System using D1000 Screen Tape. The quantity 

was measured on Qubit 3.0. Illumina sequencing was performed on the NextSeq550 instrument 

(Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) with a 1x76 run configuration. 
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Statistical analysis and bioinformatics 

The raw microarray data were analysed using R and Bioconductor [176,177]. The data 

were quantile normalised to reduce technical noise with the Limma package [178]. The 

statistical testing for differential expression was also performed using Limma, which applies 

linear modelling with a modified t-test to calculate the p-values and fold change values. The 

functional enrichment analysis against Gene Ontology (GO) [179], KEGG [180] and Reactome 

[181] databases were performed using the topGO [182] and gage [183] packages in R.  

GraphPad Prism software (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA) was used to 

analyse behavioural data, RT-qPCR, radioactive 45Ca2+-uptake experiments, Luminex 

Multiplex Immunoassay and RNAScope quantification. Two-way analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) with repeated measures followed by Tuckey’s multiple comparison tests were 

performed for time-matching samples (behavioural studies), one-way or two-way ANOVA 

followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison tests for RT-qPCR data and Student’s t-test for 

unpaired samples for RNAScope analysis to compare saline- and CFA-treated tissues. Results 

are plotted as the mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). Probability values p≤0.05 were 

accepted as significant in all tests. 

Analysis of NanoString data was performed using nCounter® Advanced Analysis 

Software v2.0.115. Differentially expressed genes were determined by applying log-linear 

model (linear regression) with a p-value threshold of 0.05. The correlation of cell-type marker 

genes was determined with a threshold of p<0.05 for each comparison. 

 Twenty interictal samples were included in the transcriptomic analysis of the human 

study. The sequencing reads were aligned against the Homo sapiens reference genome 

(GRCh37 Ensembl release) with STAR v2.5.3a. After alignment, the reads were associated 

with known protein-coding genes, and the number of reads aligned within each gene was 

counted using Rsubread package v2.0.0. Gene count data were normalized using the trimmed 

mean of M values (TMM) normalization method of the edgeR R/Bioconductor package (v3.28, 

R v3.6.0, Bioconductor v3.9). The data were further log-transformed for statistical testing using 

the voom approach in the limma package. Normalized counts were represented as transcripts 

per million (TPM) values. Fold change (FC) values between the compared groups resulting 

from the linear modelling process and modified t-test p-values were produced by the limma 

package. The Benjamini–Hochberg method was used to control the False Discovery Rate 

(FDR), and adjusted p-values were calculated by limma. In the case of paired ictal and interictal 

samples, the correlation between samples originating from the same patient was taken into 
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account using the duplicateCorrelation function of limma. Functional analysis was performed 

to consider the annotations of genes using the Gene Ontology (GO), Kyoto Encyclopedia of 

Genes and Genomes (KEGG), and Reactome databases. Detection of functional enrichment 

was performed in the differentially expressed gene list (DE list enrichment: Fisher’s exact test 

for GO, hypergeometric test for KEGG and Reactome) and towards the top of the list when all 

genes have been ranked according to the evidence for being differentially expressed (ranked 

list enrichment: non-parametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for GO and KEGG, hypergeometric 

test for Reactome) applying the topGO v2.37.0, ReactomePA v1.30.0, gage v2.36.0 packages. 

The pathview package v1.26.0 was used to visualize mapping data to KEGG pathways [89]. 
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Chapter 1. Transcriptional alterations in the trigeminal ganglia, nucleus 

and peripheral blood mononuclear cells in a rat orofacial pain model 

Results 

CFA induced gene expression changes between ipsi- and contralateral sides in TG on day 

seven 

512 DE (319 up- and 191 downregulated) transcripts were identified between the control 

(contralateral) and CFA (ipsilateral) TG samples (p≤0.05; |FC|> 2), using microarray analysis. 

The top up-and downregulated transcripts are provided in Appendix Table 4. At the top of the 

list, a lncRNA (MRAK049104; FC 5.20) takes place; however, its function is unknown. 

Neurod2, involved in neurogenic differentiation, was the most downregulated (FC -9.20). 

Figure 5. shows the 44 differentially expressed genes at a significance level p≤0.001 and |FC|> 

2, including some olfactory, taste and pheromone receptors, as well as the chemokine receptor 

(Ccr7) and the estrogen receptor 1 (Esr1). The treatment effect was reflected in the clustering 

of the samples (Figure 5.). Microarray analysis was performed on TG samples from day seven. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Heat map clustering of the 

top 25 DE genes, as results of CFA-

treated and contralateral side TG 

comparison (n=5-6). Pearson’s 

metrics have been used in the 

hierarchical clustering. Red: high 

expression; green: low expression; 

rows: one differentially expressed 

(DE) feature; columns: one sample. 
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Several biological processes and pathways were shown to be involved in CFA-induced 

inflammation 

Functional enrichment analysis was performed, including the DE genes (|FC|>2, p-value 

≤0.001) found in contralateral and ipsilateral comparisons, to gain information regarding the 

biological processes and pathways involved (Appendix Table 5.). Steroid and carbohydrate 

metabolic processes, sensory perception and olfactory transduction were enlisted among terms.  

Inflammation caused decreased orofacial mechanonociceptive threshold in rats 

The facial mechanonociceptive threshold of the CFA-injected side of rats was 

significantly decreased compared to the contralateral side starting from day one after injection. 

The threshold reached its minimum on day three and reversed on day seven (Figure 6.).  
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Figure 6. Changes in orofacial mechanical threshold in responses to mechanical stimuli during the von 

Frey test before (control) and one, three, seven days after 50 µl s.c. complete Freund's adjuvant injection. 

Data: mean ± SEM; n=3-9; asterisks: significant differences between contralateral (CT) and ipsilateral 

(CFA) sides (** p≤0.01, ***p≤0.001); two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's multiple comparison test.  
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Inflammation induced alterations in the expression of various genes in rat tissues 

Validation of differentially expressed mRNAs in TG  

Using quantitative real-time RT-qPCR, the transcription levels of four differentially 

expressed genes were further determined to validate microarray results. Lkaaear1, G-protein 

coupled receptor 39 (Gpr39) (FC 3.04 and 4.01), kisspeptin (Kiss1) and kisspeptin-1 receptor 

(Kiss1r), Neurod2 (FC -1.74, -2.63 and -9.2), were chosen for validation (Appendix Table 4. 

and Supplementary Material of the original article). On day seven, Gpr39 and Kiss1r expression 

changes were similar to the microarray data (Figure 7.). However, PCR results could not 

confirm microarray data on Lkaaear1, Neurod2 and Kiss1. Besides, we could detect Neurod2 

in TNC but not in TG using our RT-qPCR protocol. Although FosB, Allograft Inflammatory 

Factor 1 (Aif1, encoding Iba1 protein), Glial Fibrillary Acidic Protein (Gfap) and Calcitonin 

Related Polypeptide Alpha (Calca, encoding CGRP) were not enlisted among DE genes, we 

also analysed the variation of these mRNA levels. On day seven, no significant differences were 

detected with the PCR method related to these markers, results being in line with microarray 

data. 

Gene expression alterations reached their maximum on day three in TG samples 

Using the RT-qPCR method, we measured temporal changes of mRNA levels of eight 

genes in TG tissues after CFA injection. CFA caused a significant elevation in mRNA levels of 

Kiss1r, neuronal (FosB), glial (Aif1), and astrocyte/satellite (Gfap) activation markers 

compared to the saline treatment on day one. By day three, Gpr39 (9.18), Lkaaear1 (9.97), 

Kiss1 (9.51), Kiss1r (14.31), Calca (117.82), FosB (7.40) and Gfap (27.80) reached their 

maximum. Aif1 reached a 3.6-fold peak on day one. mRNA levels of Lkaaear1, Kiss1r, Aif1 

gradually decreased at the last time point until reaching a non-significant level compared to the 

saline-treated control side (Figure 7.). 
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Figure 7. Time course of fold changes relative to saline control in the trigeminal ganglia. Gpr39 (A), 

Lkaaear1 (B), Kiss1 (C), Kiss1r (D), Calca (E), FosB (F), Aif1 (G) and Gfap (H) mRNA expressions 

are provided one, three and seven days after CFA injection. Housekeeping genes: β2m and Hprt1; data: 

mean ± SEM; n=3-3; asterisks: significant differences saline vs CT/CFA samples (*p≤0.05, **p≤0.01, 

***p≤0.001, ****p≤0.0001); hash mark: significant differences between CT and CFA samples 

(#p≤0.05, ##p≤0.01, ###p≤0.001, ####p≤0.0001); one-way ANOVA followed Tukey's multiple 

comparison test. 

Some of the genes presented alterations in TNC 

Similar trends were seen in TNC samples. Almost all genes showed significantly altered 

temporal change due to CFA compared to CFA control and saline control groups, presenting a 

maximum at day three. There was no significant difference case of Kiss1r at different time 

points (Figure 8.). 
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Figure 8. Time course of fold changes relative to saline control in the TNC. Gpr39 (A), Lkaaear1 (B), 

Neurod2 (C), Kiss1 (D), Kiss1r (E), Calca (F), FosB (G), Aif1 (H) and Gfap (I) mRNA expressions are 

provided one, three and seven days after CFA injection. Housekeeping genes: β2m and Hprt1.; data:  

mean ± SEM; n=3-3; asterisks: significant differences between saline and CT/CFA samples (*p≤0.05, 

**p≤0.01, ***p≤0.001, ****p≤0.0001); hash marks: significant differences between CT and CFA 

samples (#p≤0.05, ##p≤0.01, ###p≤0.001, ####p≤0.0001); one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's 

multiple comparison test. 
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Gene expression alterations were reflected in PBMC samples 

Alterations of Lkaaear1 and Kiss1r gene mRNA levels in PBMC were low but 

significant when CFA was compared to saline. Lkaaear1 showed a similar pattern to Kiss1r, 

where Lkaaear1 presented a maximum of 2.33 and Kiss1r a 3.86-fold change at day one. There 

were no significant differences in Gpr39 expression changes. Interestingly, FosB and Aif1 

showed significantly increased levels at each time point due to CFA treatment, while Gfap only 

on day seven (Figure 9.). 
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Figure 7. Time course of fold changes relative to saline control in PBMC. Gpr39 (A), Lkaaear1 (B), 

Kiss1r (C), FosB (D), Aif1 (E) and Gfap (F) mRNA expression are provided one, three and seven days 

after CFA injection Housekeeping genes: Ppia and Hprt1; data: mean ± SEM; n=3-3; asterisks: 

significant differences between saline and CT/CFA samples (*p≤0.05, **p≤0.01, ***p≤0.001, 

****p≤0.0001); hash marks: significant differences between CT and CFA samples (#p≤0.05, ##p≤0.01, 

###p≤0.001, ####p≤0.0001); one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's multiple comparison test. 
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Discussion 

To our knowledge, these data represent the first comprehensive study on the CFA-

induced orofacial inflammatory rat model that includes transcriptional changes in the TG, TNC 

and peripheral blood mononuclear cells in correlation with behavioural observations. We 

detected up- and downregulation of several genes, with possible involvement in sensitisation 

of both primary and secondary trigeminal nerves. 

The nociceptor sensitisation in rodents after inflammation has been in the focus of 

various experiments, using electrophysiological, histological and molecular biological 

approaches [61,73,185–188]. Yet, there have only been a few rodent studies investigating gene 

expression changes in the TGs after CFA-induced orofacial inflammation [166,167].  

Our microarray analysis revealed many DE olfactory, taste and pheromone receptor 

genes between the ipsi- and contralateral sides seven days after CFA treatment. Interestingly, 

besides chemoreceptors, TG-specific genes linked to olfactory signal transduction in mice and 

humans [189,190] had been revealed. Odorants stimulate both olfactory and trigeminal systems 

[191]; however, their degree of interaction and involvement in trigeminal sensitisation is 

unknown. Olfactory hypersensitivity can be associated with migraine, as the phenomenon was 

linked with a unique cortical response even outside of attacks [192]. In addition to perfume-

triggered migraine, osmophobia, odour hallucination, and taste abnormalities are associated 

with migraine [16,193,194]. The microarray analysis showed the transcript of thyroid hormone 

receptor beta (Thrb) significantly altered. Literature data suggest that migraine is more frequent 

in patients with subclinical hypothyroidism [195]. In addition, chemokine signalling (Ccr7), 

among many others, and long non-coding RNAs (lncRNA) are putatively involved in the 

process of sensitisation.  

We further determined the time-dependent changes of one of the most upregulated genes 

(Lkaaear1) from microarray data. Lkaaear1 (C20orf201) encodes an LKAAEAR motive 

containing protein with little information in the literature regarding its function. The expression 

of Lkaaear1 mRNA in various cancer cell lines has been described; thus, its role in cancer 

development has been studied lately [196]. Neurod2 might be implicated in neuronal 

differentiation and synaptic plasticity [197,198]. Studies suggest that Neurod2, among others, 

can control distinct peptidergic functioning of inhibitory neurons in the dorsal spinal cord [199]. 

Two G-protein-coupled receptors (Gpr39 and Kiss1r) and kisspeptin (Kiss1), genes with 

possible roles in nociception, were also chosen for further investigation. Gpr39, being a member 

of the ghrelin receptor subfamily, has zinc as a natural ligand. Its expression was shown in brain 
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regions associated with mood disorders and has become part of the antiepileptic drug 

development strategy [200]. Recently it has been proposed that Gpr39 might play an active role 

in reducing inflammation [201,202]. Kisspeptin, encoded by the Kiss1 gene, has an emerging 

role in the neuroendocrine regulation of reproduction and puberty [203–206]. In addition, 

elevation in both mRNA and protein levels of Kiss1/kisspeptin was seen due to intra-articular 

CFA injection [207]. Both intraplantar and intrathecal kisspeptin administration caused 

hyperalgesia in mice [208]. Moreover, i.c.v. injection of kisspeptin-10 produces hyperalgesia 

and opioid antagonistic activity [209], suggesting its possible involvement in regulating pain 

sensitivity. Interestingly, different experimental data suggest the role of different tachykinins 

in puberty modulation through interaction with kisspeptin signalling [210]. 

CFA induced significant orofacial mechanical allodynia with a maximum on day three. 

This is in accordance with previous literature findings [211] and in correlation with patterns of 

the previously mentioned genes in TG and, interestingly, some of them in TNC. Lkaaear1 and 

Kiss1r expression were also notably increased in PBMCs.  

It is essential to highlight a delayed but considerable increase of mRNA levels on the 

contralateral side of CFA-treated rats. This result underlines previous findings regarding the 

existence of a contralateral effect more minor in magnitude after inflammatory and neural injury 

in animal models and humans [212,213]. Thus, we also included a saline-injected group as a 

control in PCR measurements. We aimed to keep the animal number at a minimum level while 

considering the possible trauma caused by only the injection itself. However, there was no 

significant functional alteration on the contralateral side; thus, the comparison to the opposite 

side remains functionally valid. 

We chose to investigate CGRP encoding Calca since it is a valid mediator and novel 

pharmacological target of migraine and was associated with inflammatory pain [41,214–218]. 

Its expression was shown to be up-regulated in TGs in rodent models of orofacial inflammation 

[219–222]. Accordingly, transcripts of Calca were significantly increased in the TG at day three 

after CFA injection. Transcriptional changes of Calca in the TNC showed a similar expression 

pattern, reflecting mechanisms involved in central sensitisation. Presenting only transcriptional 

alterations in our work represents a limitation of the study. However, lately, the elevation of 

CGRP protein in TNC was proved in the same model [223]. 

Markers of activated neuronal and glial cells were selected for gene expression 

profiling. Therefore, we chose FosB as a neuronal activation marker, Gfap for astrocyte/SGC 

and Aif1 for microglia/macrophage activation [224–226]. GFAP has been proved to be an 

important marker in astrocyte proliferation, blood-brain barrier functioning, signal transduction 
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pathways and neuron-glia interactions and is known to be induced due to brain damage and 

CNS degeneration. Although initially it was described as an astrocyte-specific marker, later 

several studies described its presence in peripheral glial cells and non-CNS cells, including 

lymphocytes [227]. Iba1, encoded by Aif1, expressed in various cells such as 

monocyte/macrophages and activated T lymphocytes, is mainly used as a 

microglia/macrophage-specific marker [228,229]. All mentioned activation markers were 

significantly increased at day one of the inflammation in both TGs and TNCs, peaked on day 

three and decreased by day seven when allodynia was declining. Remarkably, a more minor but 

significant increase of expression was also detectable in PBMCs, highlighting the importance 

of blood transcriptomics data in CNS diseases. To the best of our knowledge, these findings are 

the first to describe these transcripts in the PBMCs of animals in this setup. However, various 

human data suggests GFAP as a blood biomarker in diseases like acute stroke diagnosis [230], 

head trauma [231], intracerebral haemorrhage with symptoms of acute stroke [232–234], 

traumatic brain injury [235,236],  being predictive of a neurological outcome. Recently, 

elevated GFAP protein expression in TG after CFA injection in the rat's whisker pad was 

confirmed [237]. Elevation in the density of Iba1 immunopositive cells in TNC after CFA 

injection in the facial skin of rats [238] was already presented. Aif1 was identified in human 

PBMCs, and extracellular Aif1 treatment of PBMCs potentiates Th1 response [239]. In addition, 

human data suggest that Aif1 driven from peripheral blood monocytes/serum might serve as a 

diagnostic biomarker to detect allograft rejection [240] and endometrial cancer [241]. Although 

more studies focus on Fos gene/protein expression in CNS, some recent data describe slight 

modulation of FosB mRNA in peripheral blood lymphocytes of addict patients [242]. 

 The advantage of PBMCs, as an easily accessible material of immune cells, is 

increasingly recognized in recent literature [170]. Yet, no study has evaluated TG gene 

expression changes by combining data with peripheral blood mononuclear cell sample 

measurement and behavioural studies. It is clear that the measurement of FosB, Aif-1, Gfap, 

Lkaaear1 changes in the PBMCs does not have a diagnostic value at this stage, and it is too 

early to conclude. Although, it would be interesting to perform further studies to see whether it 

could have a predictive value regarding orofacial pain and headache disorders. In addition, it 

would be worth considering using peripheral blood mononuclear cell isolation in animal models 

as a translational tool for human studies. 
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Chapter 2. Identification of disease- and headache-specific mediators and 

pathways in migraine using blood transcriptomic analysis 

Results 

Clinical characteristics  

The demographic and clinical data of study participants are provided in Table 3. The 

presented groups were without any between-group differences in any enlisted characteristics. 

Interictal blood samples were collected from all twenty-four migraineurs, while during the 

attack, eight samples were gathered in a self-control manner. 

DE genes derived from interictal vs healthy comparison 

When interictal was compared to the healthy group, 163 DE genes were found (fold 

change threshold of 1.5, p-value threshold of 0.05): 135 were upregulated, and 28 were 

downregulated. The interleukin IL-1β gene (IL1B), cyclooxygenase 2 (COX2/ PTGS2), tumor 

necrosis factor (TNF), and numerous chemokines, such as IL-8 (IL8), were enlisted in the top 

DE gene list (Appendix Table 6.).  

DE genes derived from ictal vs interictal comparison 

In ictal - interictal comparison, 144 DE genes were detected (fold change: 1.3, p-value: 

0.05): 64 were upregulated, 80 were downregulated. Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein 

C like 1 (HNRNPCL1), olfactory receptor family 10 subfamily G member 2 (OR10G2) and 

interleukin 20 receptor subunit alpha (IL20RA) can be found among the top DE gene list 

(Appendix Table 7.). After false discovery rate (FDR) correction, two genes remained on the 

list, with the adjusted p-values below 0.25: the heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein C like 

1 (HNRNPCL1) and the cornichon family AMPA receptor auxiliary protein 3 (CNIH3). 

DE genes derived from ictal vs healthy comparison 

In ictal samples compared to healthy ones, 131 genes were differentially expressed (fold 

change: 1.5, p-value: 0.05), 118 were upregulated, 13 were downregulated. The IL1B gene was 

also implicated in this comparison, among others, like PTGS2, TNF, and IL8 (Appendix Table 

8.). DE genes are visualized on heat maps (Figures 8-10.). 
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Table 3. Demographic and clinical characteristics of study participants. Values are provided as 

mean±SD. 

Group 
Migraineurs with (n=3) 

and without aura (n=21) 

Healthy control 

subjects (n=13) 

Gender female n=23 male n= 1 female n=13 

Age (years) 35 ± 12.25 35 ± 4.96 

Body mass index (BMI) 22.21 ± 4.57 24 ± 3.47 

Last meal (hours ago) 6.59 ± 6.29 3.69 ± 5.32 

Co-morbidities and therapy  

Known other diseases n=10  

Regular medication (except for attack therapy) n=7   

Hormonal contraceptives n=8 n=4 

Antimigraine prophylactic therapy n=24  

Clinical features of the headache  

Disease duration (years) 15 ± 12  

Attack frequency (attack/year) 32 ± 37.37  

Visual analogue scale (VAS) 7 ± 1.44  

Allodynia n=9  

Menstruation-headache relationship (sensitive) n=10   

Migraineurs in the family n=15  

Regular sport activity n=13   

Features of attacks before samplings  

Number of attacks in the previous month 3 ± 3.31  

Last attack before interictal blood sampling 

(days ago) 
16.58 ± 28.35  

Beginning of attack before ictal blood sampling 

(hours) 
17.91 ± 29.47  

 

Mitochondrial dysfunction was suggested by analysis of migraineurs’ samples 

Functional enrichment analysis of DE genes (DE list enrichment) and ranked list 

enrichment of all genes was performed to better insight into functions, networks and biological 

processes involved in migraine. Significant GO, KEGG and Reactome terms are provided in 
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Appendix Table 9. When interictal was compared to the healthy group, cytokine and chemokine 

receptor binding, interleukin-10 (IL-10) signalling, and oxidative phosphorylation in the 

mitochondria were significantly altered. When the ictal group was compared to interictal, 

hormone and cytokine activity, oxidative phosphorylation and chemosensory receptors were 

implicated. Furthermore, the ictal-healthy comparison included IL-4, IL-10 and IL-13, and 

chemokine, growth factor and neuroactive ligand-receptor interactions. The ranked list 

enrichment analysis of all genes statistically significantly implicated the metabolic pathway of 

oxidative phosphorylation (Appendix Table 9.) in interictal-healthy and ictal-interictal 

comparison of the PBMC samples. Mitochondrial functioning was affected in both 

comparisons. 

 

Figure 8. Heat map 

representation of DE 

genes in the interictal - 

healthy comparison. 

Columns indicate 

samples; rows indicate 

genes.  

Pearson correlation was 

respectively calculated 

between samples and 

genes, visualized by 

dendrograms. 
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Figure 9. Heat map representation of DE genes in the ictal - interictal comparison. Columns indicate 

samples; rows indicate genes. Pearson correlation was respectively calculated between samples and 

genes, visualized by dendrograms. Patients A and B have two samples from different time points. 
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Figure 10. Heat map representation of DE genes in the ictal - healthy comparison. Columns indicate 

samples; rows indicate genes. Pearson correlation was respectively calculated between samples and 

genes, visualized by dendrograms. Patients A and B have two samples from different time points. 
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Discussion 

Animal models provide powerful tools of human disease pathophysiology mapping; 

however, adapting human disease phenomena to animal models is challenging (reverse 

translation). Forward translation (from animals to humans) is also crucial for the appropriate 

interpretation of the experimental findings. One of our target scopes was to build a database 

that might work both ways regarding migraine and headache disorders. Thus, our next step was 

to initiate a human migraine study, where PBMC samples would represent the key element, 

making possible the comparison of animal and human data. To our knowledge, this is the first 

study to perform transcriptome analysis of PBMCs isolated from migraine patients, including 

samples taken in an attack-free period and during headaches. Comparing these groups with 

healthy controls made possible the identification of both disease-specific and headache-specific 

alterations and revealed the importance of inflammatory pathways and the potential 

contribution of various cytokines to migraine susceptibility. Furthermore, our results suggest 

the possible implication of mitochondrial dysfunction in migraine.  

As previously described in the introductory section, there has been an ongoing debate 

about the precise pathophysiological mechanism of migraine. However, the headache is a 

prevalent neurovascular brain disorder, possibly generated by activating the trigeminovascular 

system, causing neurogenic vasodilation and inflammation of the meninges [16,26]. Although 

there is positive feedback regarding the recently approved anti-CGRP monoclonal antibodies 

used in therapy, most preventive treatment is still based on empirical observations. Thus, a 

better understanding of the pathophysiological mechanisms is essential for identifying the key 

mediators and new therapeutic targets. 

It is also now accepted that migraine susceptibility has a vital genetic component. Novel 

methodologies, such as next-generation sequencing can be implemented to discover critical 

genes in migraine research. Few genomic next-generation sequencing studies exist on this topic, 

focusing on specific genes associated with glutamatergic neurotransmission, neuron and 

synaptic development, pain-sensing, brain vasculature function [243]. Although recently 

several genetic discoveries were made by genome-wide association studies (GWASs), for the 

time being, none of the harvested genes could be compelling as genetic biomarkers of migraine 

[244]. DE genes have been described in the whole peripheral blood of migraineurs by 

microarray or bead array [168,245]. Next-generation RNA sequencing was also performed in a 

late study, where healthy individuals were compared to migraineurs. This study provided 

significant changes in immune function and cytokine signalling [146]. As mentioned before, 
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the PBMC transcriptome had been reported to correlate better with the alterations in the brain 

[168], thus instead of whole blood, we analysed PBMCs, which makes a unique component of 

the study.  

Significant gene expression could be detected independently of headache episodes 

compared to the control group, which could be markers of migraine susceptibility but not 

necessarily attack-specific. 

It is known that inflammatory processes are also crucial in headache generation. 

Meningeal mast cell, glial cell activation, subsequent proinflammatory cytokines (IL-1β, IL-6, 

TNF-α), and chemokine release play significant roles in the progression of migraine headache 

(Figure 2.). Moreover, cortical spreading depolarization induces neuroinflammatory signalling 

in the brain parenchyma due to inflammasome activation [246–248]. Our study detected 

upregulation of several cytokines and chemokines (ILB, TNF, IL6, CXCL1, 2 or 3) and COX-2 

in PBMCs samples of migraineurs interictal and ictal samples compared to healthy controls, 

thus suggesting a systemic change of immune functions. Elevated plasma levels of several 

proinflammatory cytokines like IL-1, IL-6 [249], TNFα [250], IL-8, CCL3 and CCL5 [251,252] 

and C-reactive proteins (CRP) [253,254] have been shown in migraine reports. According to 

the literature, during attacks, the concentration of IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, and TNF-α were 

further increased [255,256]. Cytokines are essential regulators of inflammatory and immune 

signalling. Several of them, such as IL-1β or TNFα, have been directly implicated in pain 

sensitisation by acting on peripheral nociceptive nerve terminals and sensory ganglia and 

causing central sensitisation. [257–260]. Data supported their potential contribution to 

headache-related mechanisms in various animal studies. [261,262]. The pronociceptive nature 

of CXCL1, 2 or 3 (ligands of the CXCR2 receptor) have been reported [263], their intrathecal 

administration initiated hyperalgesia in mice [264]. These chemokines might have implications 

in neuropathic pain [264–266] and traumatic brain injury [267,268]. CXCL1 in the synovial 

fluid correlated with osteoarthritis severity [269]. Amphiregulin and epiregulin (AREG/EREG), 

both ligands of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), have been involved in tumour growth 

and inflammation [270,271]. Epiregulin seems to be pronociceptive in mice, and EGFR 

inhibitors were analgesic in various animal models of chronic pain [272]. Elevated levels of 

AREG/amphiregulin in PBMCs isolated from bone marrow and synovial fluid of patients with 

rheumatoid arthritis has been detected. [273]. An interesting finding among the DE genes is the 

upregulation of CD83, which is mainly expressed on dendritic cells and acts as an activator of 

regulatory T cells and thus has a major role in the suppression of the inflammatory reaction. It 

has been implicated in various autoimmune diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis or 
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inflammatory bowel disease [274]. The importance of elevated expression in PBMCs of 

migraine patients is not clear at this point. Not surprisingly, our functional enrichment results 

highlighted the importance of a cytokine, chemokine, inflammatory, and immune activity 

alteration found in all comparisons. 

Abnormalities in energy metabolism, mitochondrial function and oxidative stress in 

migraine have focused on recent comprehensive reviews [275,276] and a meta-analysis [277] 

indicating its emerging importance relating to the topic. It has been suggested that the headache 

attack can be regarded as an adaptive response to restore energy homeostasis. Impaired 

mitochondrial functioning has been detected in the brain and skeletal muscle of migraine 

patients during attacks, but also even interictally [278–281]. Moreover, migraine triggers have 

also been raised to act as promoters of oxidative stress [282,283]. Various studies have 

consistently reported elevated oxidative stress markers or a deficit of antioxidant mechanisms 

[275,277]. Our functional enrichment analysis revealed functions and biological processes that 

confirms and supplements this literature data. Our findings might highlight mitochondrial 

functioning, oxidative stress in migraine research and offer valuable targets for further drug 

therapy development. 

This study has two considerable limitations. Briefly, RNA-based results are not 

confirmed by measuring the concentrations of the affected cytokines. Still, the transcriptome 

analysis results are in line with previous literature data [284]. The second limitation is that only 

the ictal-interictal comparison yielded results after controlling for the false discovery rate. 

Heterogeneity of the patient pool might indicate an increased number of patients. Critical results 

remain to be confirmed in a later study with a more significant number of participants.  
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Chapter 3. Hemokinin-1 gene expression is upregulated in trigeminal 

ganglia in an inflammatory orofacial pain model: potential role in 

peripheral sensitisation 

Results 

Tac4 mRNA levels changed in parallel with orofacial allodynia after CFA-induced 

inflammation in rat TG   

The mechanonociceptive threshold of the whisker pad area of CFA-injected rats was 

significantly decreased compared to the saline-injected rats in all three days, reaching its 

minimum on day three (Figure 11. A), as described in the previous chapter. Tac4 gene 

expression was also measured in PBMCs, TG and TNC samples. Tac4 mRNA expression levels 

in TG (Figure 11. B) correlated with the shift in von Frey thresholds, reaching its maximum on 

day three. Unfortunately, in TNC and PBMC samples, the Tac4 expression could not be 

detected with sufficient reliability using this method.  
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Figure 11. Changes in orofacial mechanical threshold in responses to mechanical stimuli during the von 

Frey test before (control) and one, three, seven days after 50 µl s.c. complete Freund's adjuvant/saline 

injection. Data: mean ± SEM; n= 5-16; asterisks: significant differences control day vs days after CFA 

treatment (***p≤0.001 ***p≤0.001); hash marks: significant differences between saline and CFA 

samples (##p≤0.05, ###p≤0.0001, ####p≤0.0001); two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's multiple 

comparison test (A); Time course of Tac4 mRNA fold changes relative to saline control in rat TG on 

day one, three and seven after CFA/saline injection. Housekeeping genes: β2m and Hprt1; Data: mean 

± SEM; n=3 at each time point; asterisks: significant differences between saline and CFA samples 

(***p≤0.001, ****p≤0.0001), one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's multiple comparison test (B). 
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CFA induced upregulation Tac4 mRNA in both primary sensory neurons and SGCs of the 

rat TG 

To investigate the basal and altered level of Tac4 mRNA expression in rat TG after saline 

or CFA injection, we performed fluorescent RNAscope in situ hybridization that provides 

cellular resolution and tissue context. Tac4 transcripts were localized primarily on SGCs and 

sensory neurons in saline-treated samples (Figure 12. left panel). CFA treatment caused 

significant upregulation in both cell types (Figure 13.). Tac4 expression levels were analysed 

semi-quantitatively using ImageJ software and plotted as Tac4 specific total dot area/number 

detected either in SGC or sensory neuron soma (Figure 12.). Sensory neurons and SGCs were 

identified morphologically (Figure 12.). In addition, histological co-localization of Tac4 with 

neuronal [285] (NeuN, encoded by Rbfox3) and satellite glial marker [95] (SK3, encoded by 

Kcnn3, Figure 14.) was performed. Tac4 positive transcripts were also detected on Schwann 

cells, identified only morphologically. RNAscope was validated by RNAscope 3-plex negative 

control probes designed to bacterial dapB gene giving no detectable fluorescent signal on any 

channel (Appendix Figure 1.).  

 

 

Figure 12. Representative images of Tac4 mRNA (red) counterstained with DAPI are displayed on 

longitudinal slices of rat trigeminal ganglia after injection of saline or CFA. Arrows: sensory neurons; 

arrowhead: SGCs; scale bar: 50 µm; inset scale bar: 20 µm.  
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Figure 13. Quantification of Tac4 mRNA. CFA induced upregulation of transcripts when compared to 

saline group in neurons (CFA: n=120, saline: n=68) and in SGCs (CFA: n=69, saline: n=52) of n=4-6 

rats/group. Asterisks: significant differences in saline vs CFA samples (*p≤0.05, **p≤0.01); Student’s 

t-test for unpaired samples; ROI: region of interest; unit of the area: μm2. 

 

Figure 14. Representative image of rat longitudinal TG section. RNAscope probes specific to Kcnn3 

(green encoding SK3) to detect SGCs, and to Rbfox3 (white encoding NeuN) to visualize sensory 

neurons were used to co-localize with Tac4 mRNA (red). Scale bar: 50 µm; inset scale bar 10 µm.  

Behavioural tests suggested anxiety-like behaviour in Tac4-/- gene-deficient mice 

To examine the effect of the lack of Tac4 gene on behaviour, we applied our orofacial 

inflammation model on Tac4-/- mice. CFA administration caused significantly decreased 

orofacial mechanonociceptive threshold one and three days after injection in both WT and 

Tac4 -/- mice. However, saline injection caused similar, although non-significant changes. No 

significant changes were observed between the thresholds of WT and Tac4-/- mice. However, 

saline and CFA treated groups seem to be better separated in WT mice (Figure 15.). No 
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substantial change in spontaneous behaviour was seen due to CFA injection (saline vs CFA). 

However, Tac4-/- mice spent less time in the centre zone of the open field box, suggesting an 

anxiety-like behaviour compared to their littermates (Figure 16.). 
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Figure 15. Changes in orofacial mechanical threshold in responses to mechanical stimuli during the 

von Frey test before (control) and one, three, seven days after CFA (10 μl s.c. complete Freund's 

adjuvant) inflammation or saline injection. The mean of the orofacial thresholds on both sides was 

calculated. Data: means ± S.E.M; n=7-18; asterisks: significant differences between control and 

saline/CFA-treated samples (*p≤0.05, **p≤0.01, ***p≤0.001); two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's 

multiple comparison test. 
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Figure 16. Changes in spontaneous behaviour measured in the open field test. Data: means ± SEM; 

n=3-15; asterisk: significant differences in WT saline vs Tac4-/- saline comparison (*p<0.05, **p≤0.01); 

two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison tests. 
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CFA induced upregulation Tac4 mRNA in both primary sensory neurons and SGCs of the 

mice TG 

Similar to Tac4 expression found in rat TG, basal Tac4 mRNA was detected both in sensory 

neurons and SGCs of mouse TG (Figure 17.). Moreover, CFA-induced upregulation in mouse 

Tac4 mRNA (Figure 18.). Sensory neurons and SGCs were identified morphologically (Figure 

17.).  

 
 

Figure 17. Representative images of Tac4 mRNA (red) counterstained with DAPI is shown on 

longitudinal slices of mouse TG after saline or CFA administration. Arrows: sensory neurons; 

arrowheads: SGCs; scale bar: 50 µm; inset scale bar: 20 µm.  
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Figure 18. Quantification of Tac4 mRNA. CFA induced upregulation of transcripts when compared to 

saline group in neurons (CFA: n=119, saline: n=71) and in SGCs (CFA: n=54, saline: n=38). n=4-5 

mice/group; ROI: region of interest; unit of the area: μm2. 
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CFA-induced changes in neuronal and glial activation marker levels in the TG of Tac4 

gene-deficient mice 

Mouse TG samples showed a relatively low value of Tac4 expression, and thus it could 

not be reliably quantified by RT-qPCR. With this method, we could not reliably detect Tac4 in 

TNC and PBMC samples either, similarly to rat TNC and PBMC samples. 

The gene pattern of neuronal and glial activation markers in the rat TG and TNC was 

presented in the previous chapter. We also investigated the same markers in the mouse samples 

after orofacial inflammation. Since this chapter focuses on peripheral trigeminal ganglia, in the 

following, only results of the TG are going to be described. In WT mice, neuronal FosB gene 

expression was significantly upregulated by day three compared to intact samples (data not 

shown). However, both CFA injection and the saline administration increased FosB expression 

level. The differences between saline- and CFA-treated samples were significant only on day 

one. A significant upregulation of the FosB was only detected in Tac4-/- animals at a later time 

point, on day seven. Upregulation of the neuronal marker on days three and seven was 

significantly lower in the TG of Tac4-/- mice when compared to its matching WT (Figure 19.).  

In intact animals, the microglia/macrophage activation marker (Aif1) presented lower 

expression levels in Tac4-/- mice compared to WT (data not shown). Aif1 expression was 

slightly higher in both saline- and CFA-treated Tac4-/- mice than their corresponding WT 

groups, significant on days one and three. Although, these changes were probably too small to 

be biologically meaningful (Figure 19.). After treatment, the SGC/astrocyte activation marker 

was upregulated in all groups on all days compared to intact samples (data not shown). CFA 

induced a significant elevation in WT compared to the respective saline-treated group on days 

one and three. Interestingly, inflammation did not cause alteration in Gfap levels in Tac4-/- mice. 

Moreover, most of the comparisons showed that Gfap mRNA expression levels were lower in 

all Tac4-/- groups than in the WT group (Figure 19.). 
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Figure 19. Time course of fold changes relative to WT saline day one group of FosB, Aif1, 

Gfap mRNA expression in the trigeminal ganglia of WT and Tac4-/- mice one, three and seven 

days after saline/CFA injection. Housekeeping gene: Ppia. Data: means ± SEM; asterisks: 

significant differences between saline and CFA treated samples (*p≤0.05, ***p≤0.001); n=3-

10; hash marks: significant differences in WT and Tac4-/- samples (#p≤0.05, ##p≤0.01, ### 

p≤0.001, ####p≤0.0001); two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's multiple comparison test. 

Neuroinflammation-related genes were differently altered in TG of saline-or CFA-treated 

Tac4-/- and WT mice 

Nanostring analysis was performed on TG samples collected on day three after CFA or 

saline injection in the whisker pad of WT and Tac4-/- mice. Results revealed various 

neuroinflammation-related differentially expressed genes and significant cell type-specific 

gene expressions correlations. In the saline-treated Tac4-/- group, 15 genes were differentially 

(9 upregulated, 6 downregulated) expressed (p-value threshold of 0.05) in comparison with 

saline-treated WT samples (Figure 20.). Significant alterations in microglia/macrophage and 

cytotoxic cell-specific genes were enlisted when saline-treated Tac4-/- mice were compared to 

saline-treated WTs (Figure 21.). In the TG of CFA-treated Tac4-/- mice, 22 genes were 

differentially expressed (p-value threshold of 0.05) compared to the CFA-treated WT group. 

13 genes were upregulated, nine were downregulated in the Tac4-/- TG samples (Figure 22.). 

Alterations in genes specific to neutrophil granulocytes were significantly correlated in CFA-

treated Tac4-/- vs CFA-treated WT comparison (Figure 23.). The treatment effect was reflected 

in the clustering of the samples in all cases. 
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Figure 20. Heat map of the DE genes with annotations between TG saline groups of Tac4-/- 

and WT mice. Rows: genes; columns: samples; n=3-3. Normalized gene counts data are shown 

as row-wise z-scores (scale is shown on legend). Rows and columns were hierarchically 

clustered using Pearson correlation distance measure and average method. Distances are 

displayed as dendrograms. References for the functional annotations: Cp [286] Pecam1 [287] 

Gdpd2 [288] Crip1 [289] Nlgn2 [290] Pdpn [291] Mdm2 [292] Dnmt1 [293] Itga7 [294] 

Rapgef3 [295] Spp1 [296] Cidea [297] Tm4sf1 [298] Kcnj10 [299] Rps9 [299]. 
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Figure 21. Barplots of p-values for correlation of cell-type-specific gene expressions in saline 

groups of Tac4-/- vs WT mice. p-values are -log10 transformed.  
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Figure 22. Heat map of the DE genes with annotations between CFA groups of Tac4-/- and WT mice.  

Rows: genes; columns: samples; n=3-3. Normalized gene counts data are shown as row-wise z-scores 

(scale is shown on legend). Rows and columns were hierarchically clustered using Pearson correlation 

distance measure and average method. Distances are displayed as dendrograms. References for the 

functional annotations: Bcas1 [300] Pttg1 [301] Brd4 [302,303] Bcl2a1a [304] Ppp3ca [305] F3 

[306,307] Grn [308,309] Lmna [310] Tmc7 [311,312] Reln [313] Fgf13 [314–317] Cdc25a [318] Il1r2 

[319] Plxdc2 [320] Tmem100 [321,322] Fancd2 [323] Gpr62 [324,325] Bcl2l1 [326] Kmt2c [327] Slfn8 

[328,329] Cflar [330]. 
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Figure 23. Barplots of p-values for correlation of cell-type-specific gene expressions in CFA 

groups Tac4-/- vs WT mice. p-values are -log10 transformed. 
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Discussion 

In the current chapter, results confirmed the presence of Tac4 mRNA in the trigeminal 

ganglion and its upregulation due to orofacial inflammation. However, it was already previously 

shown that HK-1 is distributed throughout the CNS and the TG [129,134]; and little data exists 

on describing Tac4 alteration in human studies  [331,332]; to our knowledge, ours is the first 

study to assess the changes of Tac4 expression under a pathological condition in an animal 

trigeminal sensitisation model. Hemokinin-1 had only been shown in small and medium-size 

neurons using immunohistochemistry in the TG [134]. In turn, we detected Tac4 transcripts on 

neurons and all types of glial cells of the TG in the present study. In addition, significant 

inflammation-induced upregulation of Tac4 was demonstrated in both neurons and satellite 

glial cells. Based on our orofacial mechanonociceptive threshold measurements in the rat and 

the qPCR results, we have shown that Tac4 upregulation happened parallel to the development 

of allodynia which suggests a potential role in the sensitisation process. There is growing 

evidence for the crucial role of neuron-glia crosstalk in chronic pain conditions, including 

orofacial pain [82,221,333]. Therefore, simultaneous upregulation of Tac4 in trigeminal 

sensory neurons and SGCs might be particularly important. Other neuropeptides such as CGRP 

have already been suggested to have a role in glial cell activation during sensitisation [334] and 

appears to be an essential mediator in the neuron-glia interactions in the TG [64,335,336]. Our 

results suggest a role of the neuropeptide in question in two-way communication between 

neuronal and glial cells. Furthermore, a possible physiological role of HK-1 in the trigeminal 

system can be suspected by detecting baseline differences in the expression of genes associated 

with glial cell activity.  

Previous studies proved that HK-1 could contribute to hyperalgesia in acute and chronic 

pain models. HK-1 can elicit pain when injected intrathecally [129,136]. Recent articles of our 

workgroup described reduced nocifensive behaviour of Tac4-/- mice in chemically-induced pain 

models and suppressed hyperalgesia/allodynia in chronic inflammatory and neuropathic pain 

models [138,337]. In models of inflammatory pain and arthritis, a proinflammatory component 

is also likely to contribute since the expression of HK-1 have been described in the immune 

system as well [125,128,338], and Tac4 deficiency also alleviated experimental lung 

inflammation [137]. After nerve injury, spinal microglia and astrocyte activation were damped 

in Tac4-/- mice, proving a potential role in central nociceptive sensitisation [138]. Few human 

data exist on Tac4 gene expression alteration. Tac4 mRNA was upregulated in the mucosa of 

ulcerative colitis patients [331]. Using a commercially available ELISA kit, a recent study 
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declared that serum protein levels of patients with chronic spontaneous urticaria were decreased 

compared to the control group [332]. In addition, its serum level increased in patients with 

fibromyalgia syndrome [339].  

HK-1 is a potent NK-1 receptor agonist [129]. Though, more evidence propounds a 

different mechanism of action, suggesting the existence of a possible unknown target. This 

hypothesis is underlined by the difference between the phenotypes of Tac4- and SP- or NK-1 

receptor-deficient mice in chronic pain models [135].  

We aimed to investigate the role of HK-1/Tac4 in trigeminal sensitisation by adapting 

the CFA-induced orofacial pain model to Tac4-/- and wild-type mice. Although a certain 

tendency was seen in the temporal change of the mechanical thresholds, we could not prove 

clearly that orofacial allodynia was attenuated in Tac4 deficient mice. Unlike rats, mice do not 

adapt well to repeated handling [340], and stress might cause hyperalgesia in humans and 

animal models [341]. We limited the handling and the number of repeated measurements, but 

even light restraint seemed to be a significant stress factor. This could explain why the 

mechanical thresholds of saline and CFA mice decreased from the baseline. Alterations in 

spontaneous behaviour measured in the open field test are in line with previous results, 

suggesting a possible role of HK-1 in mediating anxiolytic effects [135].  

In the previous chapter, temporal changes of mRNA levels of neuronal and glial 

activation markers in rat TG, TNC and PBMC were detected, which correlated with changes in 

the orofacial allodynia. Unfortunately, we could not reproduce these results clearly in mice. In 

addition, PBMC isolation from pooled mice blood failed to give the necessary quantity and 

quality mRNA; thus, we did not follow with further quantification. In the intact Tac4-/- mice, 

there was a lower baseline expression of microglia/macrophage marker Aif1 and SGC/astrocyte 

marker Gfap in all the sampled tissues. The basal difference might be conceivable since 

macrophages express both HK-1 and the NK-1 receptor, and the Tac4 mRNA was also present 

in cultured microglia. Resident CNS cell types like astrocytes and microglia also express the 

NK-1 receptor, through which glial NK-1 receptors might be necessary to regulate CNS 

neuroimmune responses [342].  

All activation markers increased significantly in both saline and CFA groups, probably due 

to the restraint-induced stress. Tac4-/- mice presented a substantially lower FosB and Gfap 

upregulation than their respective WT counterparts due to all treatments. The mentioned 

difference in Gfap between wild-type and gene-deficient mice could also suggest that HK-1 

might activate SGCs and astrocytes during stress.  
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NanoString neuroinflammation panel methodology revealed additional DE genes to 

explore our orofacial inflammation model better. To our knowledge, these are the first results 

using this technology in mouse TG samples to investigate neuroinflammation in a pain model. 

Compared to saline-treated wild-type and Tac4-/- animals, the cell type-specific profiling 

showed significantly altered microglia and cytotoxic cell-related genes. Thus, Tac4 deficiency 

might be involved in macrophage/microglia-related gene expression changes, not surprising 

since the allocation of Tac4 and the NK-1 receptor has been described on these cells. DE genes 

found in this comparison highlight that not only macrophage-like microglia functioning seem 

to be altered, but the functions of SGCs as well. 

Interestingly, downregulation of the Kcnj10 gene has been observed. Kcnj10 encodes 

Kir4.1, a member of the inward rectifier-type potassium channel family. Takeda and his 

colleagues have already suggested that inflammation could dampen Kir4.1 in SGC of the TG, 

resulting in impaired glial potassium microenvironment and pain [299]; these findings are in 

line with our results. Comparing the cell type-specific profiling of differentially expressed 

genes between CFA-treated wild-type and Tac4-/- mice resulted in significantly concerned 

neutrophil granulocytes. Furthermore, the list of DE genes revealed alterations in transcripts 

regarding microglia, inflammatory and immune modulation. Nevertheless, future validation is 

required to strengthen the role of detected genes in the effects of HK-1 in the TG. 

In conclusion, our present findings support the importance of HK-1 in the inflammatory 

processes and nociceptive sensitisation underlying orofacial pain. We have also revealed that 

HK-1 participates in neuron-glia interactions both under physiological conditions and after 

inflammation. Although we provide evidence for expression changes at the mRNA level only 

which is an explicit limitation of the study, the concomitant behavioural alterations suggest that 

the protein products of the examined mRNAs were also affected. A limitation of our study is 

the lack of clear behavioural, functional data for the Tac4-/- phenotype in this model; therefore, 

the link and the precise mechanism between HK-1 and glial activation should be further 

investigated in other models of trigeminal sensitisation. 
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Chapter 4. Hemokinin-1 expression and effect on a mixed glial cell culture 

Results 

Tac4 transcripts were co-localised with Aif1 (Iba1), Gfap, Olig2-expressing cells of mouse 

MGCs 

To investigate the basal level of Tac4 mRNA expression in mouse MGCs, we performed 

fluorescent RNAscope in situ hybridization that provides cellular resolution. Tac4 transcripts 

localized uniformly throughout the cell culture (Figure 24.).  

 

 

 
 

Figure 24. Representative confocal images of Tac4 mRNA (red) counterstained with DAPI are 

presented on 3-week-old mixed glial cell culture derived from whole brains of 1-3-day-old mouse pups. 

Scale bar: 50 µm. 

 

All glial cell types show Tac4 transcripts, both in nucleus and cytoplasm, although it 

appears that co-expression is higher in oligodendrocytes and astrocytes than with microglia. 

Different glial cell types were identified based on Aif1, Gfap, Olig2 (specific markers of 

microglia, astrocyte, oligodendrocyte, respectively) cell positivity (Figure 25.).  
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Figure 25. Representative confocal images of Aif1/Tac4/Gfap (A) and Aif1/Tac4/Olig2 (B) mRNA 

(green, red, white, respectively) counterstained with DAPI are presented on 3-week-old mixed glial cell 

culture from whole brains of 1-3-day-old mouse pups. Scale bar: 50 µm. 
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Hemokinin-1 treatment induced radioactive 45Ca2+ uptake in mouse MGCs   

Incubation of MGCs with HK-1 resulted in concentration-dependent radioactive 45Ca2+ 

uptake. Whereas the 1 μM HK-1 could increase the 45Ca2+ uptake in the cells compared to ECS, 

the 5 µM HK-1 treatment generated a significant influx (Figure 26.).  
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Figure 26.  Effect of 500 nM, 1 and 5 μM hemokinin-1 (HK-1) on 45Ca2+-uptake on mixed glial cell 

cultures. Data: means ± SEM; asterisks: significant differences between treated and ECS control groups 

(*p≤ 0.05, ** p≤0.01); one-way ANOVA followed by Tuckey’s multiple comparison test. 45Ca2+- 

isotope retention is given in Counts Per Minute (CPM).  

Hemokinin-1 treatment increased the inflammatory cytokine production in mouse MGCs  

Figure 27. shows changes of 5 inflammatory cytokines/chemokines concentrations: 

CCL5 (RANTES), CXCL1 (KC), interleukin 1 beta (IL-1β), interleukin 6 (IL-6), monocyte 

chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1/CCL2), tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNFα) in interest, after 

24-hour treatment of MGCs with mouse HK-1. IL-1β presented nondetectable levels 

(concentrations below 2.06 pg/mL) in supernatants of treated MGC samples. In the case of 

MCP-1 and TNFα, significant differences were seen in concentrations when MGSs were treated 

with 5 μM, but not lower HK-1 concentrations, compared with the control (ECS) treatment. 

Although different HK-1 treatments did not significantly affect RANTES, KC and IL-6 levels, 

the observed tendencies were similar to the previously mentioned cytokines. 
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Figure 27. Effect of hemokinin-1 on cytokine expression of mixed glial cell cultures. Levels of CCL5 

(RANTES), CXCL1 (KC), Interleukin 6 (IL-6), Monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1/CCL2), 

Tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNFα) are shown in pg/ml. Data: means ± SEM; n=6 (from two separate 

MGC); asterisks: significant differences between treated and ECS control groups (*p≤0.05, 

***p≤0.001); one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison test.  
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Discussion 

In the present chapter, we show the presence of Tac4 mRNA in several glial cells 

derived from cerebral tissue. While it was previously proved that Tac4 is expressed in both 

peripheral and central nervous system tissues [129,134], ours is the first study to assess the 

expression of Tac4 on mRNA level, including localization of the transcripts on a cellular level. 

Recently, an immunohistochemistry based study located HK-1 only in small and medium-size 

neurons in the TG [134]. We showed previously that Tac4 mRNA was expressed by neurons 

and all types of glial cells of the TG. Besides, we demonstrated significant inflammation-related 

upregulation of Tac4 occurs in both neurons and satellite glial cells. These data suggest a role 

of Tac4 in glial cell function in the periphery, which is supplemented with its existence in glial 

cells derived from central nervous tissue. Our RT-qPCR methodology seemed to fail in the 

reliable detection of Tac4 mRNA in TNC rodent tissues (very low values close to detection 

limit). Fortunately, the ISH technique can unmask signals on their transcript levels, adding 

localization as an essential value to the results.  

HK-1 is a potent NK-1 receptor agonist [130]. Some of its effects, but not all, might be 

explained by NK-1-receptor activation. Even the first study describing cloning of the Tac4 gene 

suggests a possible existence of a fourth tachykinin receptor [125]. Since then, several lines of 

evidence point to a different mechanism of action and even the possibility of a yet unknown 

target. According to our group's previous results, interestingly HK-1 (1 μM), but not SP, caused 

a slow and reproducible Ca2+ influx into the TG neurons obtained from both WT and NK1-/- 

mice [145], suggesting that HK-1 directly activates the primary sensory neurons via an NK1-

independent, possibly an ion channel-coupled receptor mechanism. In our study, we showed a 

similar Ca2+ influx into the MGCs. However, a higher concentration HK-1 had to be used to 

achieve significant results, suggesting that neurons excluded from our setup might also have a 

role in this process, and HK-1 functions are more prominent in the periphery.  

Various cytokines released from glial cells have been described in the literature 

[85,104,343,344]. We were interested in which are mainly involved in HK-1 induced responses. 

Although several studies focus on IL-1β expression, in our experiments, IL-1β presented at 

non-detectable levels. In the case of other inflammatory markers like MCP-1 and TNFα, a 

significant increase of RANTES, KC, IL-6 levels an increased tendency was seen when MGSs 

were treated with 5 μM HK-1. Therefore, we showed that these proinflammatory molecules are 

involved in HK-1 mediated signalling for the first time. Thus, our finding supports that glial 

cell activation is of great importance in the context of inflammatory progression. It should be 
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highlighted that results originate from cell cultures, where the lack of neuron and natural 

composition exists; thus, in vivo validation is necessary. 

 

Chapter 3. is based on experiments performed by Angéla Kecskés, Anita Steib, Éva Szőke, Ágnes 

Kemény and Timea Aczél. Confocal images were taken by Balázs Gaszner (unpublished data).  
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Novelty and relevance of our findings 

• We have described some up-and downregulated genes at the levels of the 

trigeminovascular system's primary and secondary sensory neurons that might play 

essential roles in peripheral and central sensitisation mechanisms.  

• We are the first to present transcriptomic alterations in the PBMCs similar to the 

changes detected in the neuronal tissues. These results open new perspectives and 

initiate further investigations in the research of trigeminal pain disorders. 

• These are the first data revealed from transcriptome analysis of PBMCs isolated from 

both ictal and interictal samples of migraineurs. Comparing these groups with healthy 

controls made possible the identification of both disease-specific and headache-specific 

alterations and revealed the importance of inflammatory pathways and the potential 

contribution of various cytokines to migraine susceptibility.  

• Furthermore, our results suggest the possible implication of mitochondrial dysfunction, 

oxidative stress, cytokine and immune activity in migraine. 

• We have confirmed the presence of Tac4 mRNA in the trigeminal ganglion and 

established the upregulation of the gene after orofacial inflammation, this being the first 

study to assess the changes of Tac4 expression under pathological conditions.  

• We have shown Tac4 mRNA expression and localization on the cellular level on 

sensory neurons and all types of glial cells of the trigeminal ganglion. Furthermore, 

significant inflammation-induced upregulation of Tac4 was shown in both neurons and 

satellite glial cells. Our findings support the importance of HK-1 in the inflammatory 

processes and nociceptive sensitisation underlying orofacial pain.  

• We have confirmed the presence of Tac4 mRNA in several glial cells derived from 

cerebral tissue. Our work is the first to assess the expression of Tac4 on mRNA level, 

including localization of the transcripts on the cellular level, in all glial cell types driven 

from central nervous tissue. 

• We have shown that inflammatory molecules, mostly MCP-1 and TNFα and eventually 

RANTES, KC, IL-6, are involved in HK-1 mediated signalling. 
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Future perspectives 

Migraine and orofacial pain disorders are specifically human and very complex 

diseases; therefore, it is impossible to model them precisely in animals. However, clinically 

relevant models of TVS activation are fundamental to reveal mechanisms related to the 

neuronal sensitisation pathways neuro-vascular-immune interactions and identify functional 

evidence for key mediators and targets in the brain.  

In migraine research, reverse translation (from humans to animals) is necessary to prove the 

validity of the model and its clinical relevance. Forward translation (from animals to humans) 

is also crucial for the appropriate interpretation of the experimental findings on the disease. 

Such an approach has been planned to validate the functional importance of the several 

differentially expressed genes described in the thesis. The human migraine study is still in 

progress to increase the number of participants, to validate and expand results using an 

integrative transcriptomic and metabolomic approach.  
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Appendix 

 

 

Appendix Figure 1. RNAscope control conditions were performed on saline-injected rat and mouse 

longitudinal TG sections counterstained with DAPI. (a) Representative confocal image of 3-plex 

negative control probes specific to the bacterial dabP gene giving no specific signal on rat TG; (b) 

Representative confocal images of 3-plex positive control probes specific to mouse Polr2a (in green), 

Ppib (in red) and Ubc (in white) mRNA targets on rat TG; (c) Representative confocal image of 3-plex 

negative control probes specific to the bacterial dabP gene giving no specific signal on mouse TG; (d) 

Representative confocal images of 3-plex positive control probes specific to mouse Polr2a (in green), 

Ppib (in red) and Ubc (in white) mRNA targets on mouse TG. Scale bar: 50 µm. Note that the sensitivity 

of mouse 3-plex positive control probes applied on rat tissue samples reflects the highly conserved 

mouse and rat genome. 
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Appendix Table 1. Classifications of primary and secondary headache and orofacial pain disorders. 

The International Association for the Study of 

Pain [345] 

International Headache Society 

- ICHD-3 

[175] 

The American 

Academy of 

Orofacial Pain [346] 

Chronic primary headache or orofacial pain 

 

Chronic migraine without or with aura  

Chronic tension-type headache  

Chronic trigeminal autonomic cephalalgias (TACs): 

      Chronic cluster headache  

      Chronic paroxysmal hemicranias  

      Short-lasting unilateral neuralgiform headache with 

conjunctival injection and tearing  

      Hemicrania continua  

Chronic primary temporomandibular disorder pains 

      Myalgia  

      Myofascial pain with referral 

      Arthralgia  

Chronic burning mouth 

      Glossodynia  

Chronic primary orofacial pain 

      Orofacial pain as a presentation of primary    headaches 

      Persistent idiopathic dentoalveolar pain 

            Atypical facial pain (persistent idiopathic facial 

pain)  

 

Chronic secondary headache or orofacial pain 

 

Chronic headache/orofacial pain attributed to trauma or 

injury to the head and/or neck 

Chronic headache/orofacial pain attributed to a cranial 

or cervical vascular disorder 

Chronic headache/orofacial pain attributed to 

nonvascular intracranial disorder 

Chronic headache attributed to a substance or its 

withdrawal 

Chronic headache/orofacial pain attributed to infection 

Chronic headache/orofacial pain attributed to disorders 

of homeostasis or their nonpharmacological treatment 

Chronic headache/orofacial pain attributed to disorder 

of the cranium, neck, eyes, ears, sinuses, salivary glands, 

and oral mucosa 

Chronic dental pain 

      Diseases of pulp and periapical tissues  

      Other diseases of hard tissues of teeth  

Chronic neuropathic orofacial pain 

      Pain attributed to a lesion or disease of the trigeminal 

nerve, including trigeminal neuralgia (primary parent: 

chronic peripheral neuropathic pain) 

      Other cranial and regional neuralgias and neuropathies 

Chronic secondary temporomandibular disorder pain 

      Chronic secondary orofacial muscle pain 

            Systemic disorders or trauma 

      Chronic secondary temporomandibular joint pain 

           Systemic disorders, trauma, or infection 

 

Migraine  

 
Tension-type headache (TTH)  

 
Trigeminal autonomic 

cephalalgias (TACs): Cluster 

headache and other trigeminal 

autonomic cephalalgias  

 
Other primary headache disorders  

 

 Headache attributed to trauma or 

injury to the head and/or neck 

Headache attributed to a cranial or 

cervical vascular disorder  

Headache attributed to 

nonvascular intracranial disorder  

Headache attributed to a 

substance or its withdrawal  

Headache attributed to infection  

Headache attributed to disorder of 

homeostasis  

Headache or facial pain attributed 

to disorder of cranium, neck, eyes, 

ears, nose, sinuses, teeth, mouth, 

or other facial or cranial structures  

Headache attributed to psychiatric 

disorder  

Painful lesions of the cranial 

nerves and other facial pain 

Other headache disorders 

 

 

Temporomandibular 

Joint disorders 

Masticatory 

musculoskeletal pain 

Cervical 

musculoskeletal pain 

Neurovascular pain 

Neuropathic pain 

Sleep disorders related 

to orofacial pain 

Orofacial Dystonias 

Headaches 

Intraoral, intracranial, 

extracranial, and 

systemic disorders that 

cause orofacial pain 
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Appendix Table 2. Sequences of primers for real-time PCR. 

Gene symbol 

  

Species 

  

Accession 

number 

Forward primer sequence (F, 5' - 3') 

Reverse primer sequence (R, 5' - 3') 

Aif1 (Iba1) mouse NM_001361501.1 
F: CAA CAA GCA ATT CCT CGA TGA TCC 

R: CTC CAG CAT TCG CTT CAA GG  

B2m mouse NM_009735.3 
F: TTC TGG TGC TTG TCT CAC TGA 

R: CAG TAT GTT CGG CTT CCC ATT C  

FosB mouse 
NM_001347586.1 

NM_008036.2 

F: CGA GAA GAG ACA CTT ACC CCA 

R: GTT TCC GCC TGA AGT CGA TCT  

Gapdh mouse AY618199.1 
F: GTG GAG TCA TAC TGG AAC ATG TAG 

R: AAT GGT GAA GGT CGG TGT G  

Gfap mouse NM_010277.3 

F: CGG AGA CGC ATC ACC TCT G 

R: TGG AGG AGT CAT TCG AGA CAA  

Hprt1 mouse NM_013556.2 
F: CCC CAA AAT GGT TAA GGT TGC 

R: AAC AAA GTC TGG CCT GTA TCC  

Ppia mouse NM_008907.2 

F: GAG CTG TTT GCA GAC AAA GTT 

R: CCC TGG CAC ATG AAT CTT GG  

Tac4 mouse NM_053093.2 

F: CCG TGA ACC TGA AGG GAA T 

R: CCC ATC AGA CCA TAG AAC TGG 

Aif1 (Iba1) rat 

NM_017196; 

XM_006256062; 

XM_006256065; 

XM_006256061; 

XM_006256063 

F: TCC GAG GAG ACG TTC AGT TA 

R: GTT GGC TTC TGG TGT TCT TTG 

B2m rat NM_012512 
F: CCC ACC CTC ATG GCT ACT TC 

R: CCA CTT CAC TTC ACT CTG GCA 

Calca (Cgrp) rat 

NM_017338; 

NM_001033955; 

NM_001033956; 

XM_008759676 

F: TTG TCA GCA TCT TGC TCC TGT AC 

R: GCC TGG GCT GCT TTC CA 

FosB rat NM_001256509 
F: CAC TTC CAA CAT GTC TCC TCT C 

R: CCA CCC AGT CAC ACT TAC TTA C  

Gapdh rat NM_017008 
F: GTA ACC AGG CGT CCG ATA C 

R: TCC TCT GCT CCT CCC TGT TC  

Gfap rat NM_017009 
F: GAT CCG AGA AAC CAG CCT GGA C 

R: TGG GCA CAC CTC ACA TCA CAT  

Gpr39 rat 
NM_001114392; 

NM_001100943 

F: GTC TTC CAG TCC AGC ATC TTT 

R: GCT TGC TCT TCA TTA GCA CTT TC 

Hprt1 rat NM_012583 
F: GCT TTT CCA ACT TTC GCT GAT G 

R: GGT GAA AAG GAC CTC TCG AAG 

Kiss1 rat 

NM_181692; 

XM_008769443; 

XM_017598697 

F: ATG ATC TCG CTG GCT TCT TGG 

R: GGT TCA CCA CAG GTG CCA TTT T 

Kiss1r rat 
NM_001301151; 

NM_023992 

F: TTC TAC ATC GCT AAC CTG GC 

R: AAA GTG GCA CAT GTG GCT TG 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/NM_001347586.1?report=genbank&log$=nucltop&blast_rank=1&RID=YCE59N9K01N
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/NM_008036.2?report=genbank&log$=nucltop&blast_rank=1&RID=YCFCE0E6014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/NM_010277.3?report=genbank&log$=nucltop&blast_rank=1&RID=YCGXV45M01N
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/NM_008907.2?report=genbank&log$=nucltop&blast_rank=84&RID=YCPEBF7G014
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/NM_053093.2?report=genbank&log$=nucltop&blast_rank=5&RID=YCR9HXYR016
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Lkaaear1 rat 

NM_001106551; 

XM_006235763; 

XM_008762502; 

XM_006235764; 

XM_008762501 

F: CTC TCC TGA TCC AGA AGC AAA G 

R: GTC CAA AGG ATC AGG GAT CTT C 

Neurod2 rat NM_019326 
F: GGC TCT CTC GGA GAT CTT GC 

R: TGC TCC GTG AGG AAG TTA CG  

Ppia rat NM_017101 
F: CCA TTA TGG CGT GTG AAG TC 

R: GCA GAC AAA GTT CCA AAG ACA G  

Tac4  rat NM_172328.2 
F: CTG TCC CCA GCA TCG AAC TT 

R: CCA GCT GAT ACC CCG TTC TC 

 

 

Appendix Table 3. Probes applied dilutions of fluorophores. 

Target 
Catalog 

number 
Fluorophores Dilutions 

Mm-Aif1 (Iba1) 319141 TSA Plus Fluorescein 1:750 

Mm-Gfap 313211-C3 TSA Plus Cyanine 3 1:3000 

Mm-Olig2 447091-C3  TSA Plus Cyanine 5  1:3000  

Mm-Tac4 449651-C2 TSA Plus Cyanine 3 1:750 

Mm-Kcnn3 427961 TSA Plus Fluorescein 1:750 

Mm-Rbfox3 313311-C3 TSA Plus Cyanine 5 1:750 

Mm-3-plex positive ctrl 

probes 
320881 

TSA Plus Fluorescein, Cyanine 

3, 5 

1:750 

3-plex negative ctrl 

probes 
320871 1:750 
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Appendix Table 4. The top 25 up-and downregulated genes. ID: microarray feature identifier; FC: expression ratio (fold-change) between CFA-treated and 

contralateral sample groups. 

ID FC P-value SystematicName GeneSymbol Description EnsemblID 

948 5.20 0.0381 MRAK049104 NA lncRNA (chromosome 1) NA 

11131 4.55 0.0353 TC598318 NA NA NA 

9725 4.35 0.0214 NM_199489.3 Ccr7 C-C motif chemokine receptor 7  ENSRNOG00000010665 

5534 4.34 0.0076 NM_001011951.1 Sf3b4 splicing factor 3b, subunit 4  ENSRNOG00000021181 

12278 4.29 0.0010 NM_001037518.1 Defb23 defensin beta 23  ENSRNOG00000023477 

519 4.28 0.0218 NM_001000099.1 Olr1640 olfactory receptor 1640  ENSRNOG00000048857 

13893 4.13 0.0236 NM_001106821.1 Atm ATM serine/threonine kinase  ENSRNOG00000029773 

40839 4.08 0.0135 NM_134399.2 Mk1 Mk1 protein  ENSRNOG00000019657 

6132 4.01 0.0172 NM_001106551.1 Lkaaear1 LKAAEAR motif containing 1  ENSRNOG00000024815 

10158 3.83 0.0477 NM_001013956.1 RGD1309049 similar to RIKEN cDNA 

4933415F23  

ENSRNOG00000014123 

10494 3.80 0.0138 NM_001013147.1 Axl Axl receptor tyrosine kinase  ENSRNOG00000020716 

2571 3.78 0.0404 NM_019128.4 Ina internexin neuronal 

intermediate filament protein, 

alpha  

ENSRNOG00000020248 

12538 3.73 0.0232 NM_198133.2 Uts2b urotensin 2B  ENSRNOG00000038512 

3346 3.72 0.0156 NM_001047878.1 F5 coagulation factor V  ENSRNOG00000057855 

6931 3.71 0.0198 uc.339+ NA lncRNA (chromosome 7) NA 

5544 3.70 0.0316 NM_001001034.1 Olr199 olfactory receptor 199  ENSRNOG00000029755 
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9136 3.69 0.0250 NM_012735.1 Hk2 hexokinase 2  ENSRNOG00000006116 

4102 3.67 0.0212 NM_001001010.1 Olr283 olfactory receptor 283  ENSRNOG00000030782 

3492 3.67 0.0159 uc.470+ NA lncRNA (chromosome X) NA 

1789 3.66 0.0240 XR_005913 NA lncRNA (chromosome 16) NA 

4451 3.64 0.0064 NM_173305.1 Hsd17b6 hydroxysteroid (17-beta) 

dehydrogenase 6  

ENSRNOG00000002597 

11677 3.63 0.0013 NM_001000387.1 Olr416 olfactory receptor 416  ENSRNOG00000029069 

6676 3.62 0.0322 NM_001107582.2 Pdcd1lg2 programmed cell death 1 ligand 

2  

ENSRNOG00000016136 

9724 3.61 0.0247 NM_153466.1 Gzmf granzyme F  ENSRNOG00000028810 

5556 3.60 0.0103 NM_001099514.1 Vom2r48 vomeronasal 2 receptor, 48  ENSRNOG00000028538 

39867 -3.50 0.0007 NM_001047931.1 LOC498460 LRRGT00055  ENSRNOG00000028821 

41314 -3.62 0.0313 NM_001080939.1 Tas2r109 taste receptor, type 2, member 

109  

ENSRNOG00000032724 

38176 -3.63 0.0005 NM_001164826.1 RT1-Db2 RT1 class II, locus Db2  ENSRNOG00000030431 

44381 -3.64 0.0049 NM_001130497.1 Pnpla5 patatin-like phospholipase 

domain containing 5  

ENSRNOG00000022296 

35607 -3.67 0.0016 MRAK078136 NA lncRNA (chromosome 1) NA 

16902 -3.73 0.0186 uc.163+ NA NA NA 

41319 -3.76 0.0102 NM_001012084.1 Adh6 alcohol dehidrogenase 6 NA 

37492 -3.78 0.0025 NM_001003979.1 Tmprss11c transmembrane protease, serine 

11C  

ENSRNOG00000033910 

36560 -3.87 0.0023 NM_001000338.1 Olr619 olfactory receptor 619  ENSRNOG00000021473 
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43356 -4.15 0.0009 NM_022673.2 Mecp2 methyl CpG binding protein 2  ENSRNOG00000056659 

42598 -4.17 0.0001 NM_001017480.1 Hoxb7 homeo box B7  ENSRNOG00000007611 

38934 -4.62 0.0036 NM_052808.1 Bpifa2 BPI fold containing family A, 

member 2  

ENSRNOG00000013540 

38765 -4.64 0.0056 NM_001000575.1 Olr741 olfactory receptor 741  ENSRNOG00000053815 

37233 -4.69 0.0053 NM_012689.1 Esr1 estrogen receptor 1  ENSRNOG00000019358 

43878 -4.71 0.0017 NM_001000307.1 Olr485 olfactory receptor 485  ENSRNOG00000009747 

38741 -4.80 0.0043 NM_001001355.1 Olr905 olfactory receptor 905  ENSRNOG00000057325 

44809 -4.86 0.0006 NM_001109459.1 LOC685171 similar to protein disulfide 

isomerase-associated 6  

ENSRNOG00000058543 

40038 -4.88 0.0012 uc.400- NA lncRNA (chromosome 19) NA 

43786 -5.14 0.0023 NM_001109285.1 C2cd4c C2 calcium-dependent domain 

containing 4C  

ENSRNOG00000008026 

43442 -5.40 0.0004 uc.225+ NA lncRNA (chromosome 4) NA 

40720 -5.65 0.0041 NM_001000692.1 Olr25 olfactory receptor 25  ENSRNOG00000046609 

41996 -6.14 0.0014 uc.47- NA lncRNA (chromosome 6) NA 

43609 -6.60 0.0018 NM_001000394.1 Olr428 olfactory receptor 428  ENSRNOG00000030460 

36293 -8.03 0.0021 XR_008902 NA lncRNA (chromosome 19) NA 

44472 -9.20 0.0012 NM_019326.1 Neurod2 neuronal differentiation 2  ENSRNOG00000028417 
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Appendix Table 5. Results of gene set enrichment analysis of a subset of genes DE between the control (contralateral) and seven-day CFA (ipsilateral) samples 

from TG as detected by microarray. Enrichment analysis for the differentially expressed filtered gene lists tests whether the genes within a certain KEGG or 

Reactome pathway or GO term are statistically over-represented in a given comparison. 

 Term Annotated Significant Expected P-value 

GO.ID Biological process     

GO:0008202 steroid metabolic process 223 3 0.3 0.0031 

GO:0005975 carbohydrate metabolic process 400 3 0.54 0.0155 

GO:0007600 sensory perception 1453 5 1.97 0.0380 

GO:0050911 detection of chemical stimulus involved in sensory perception of 

smell 

1059 4 1.43 0.0487 

      

 Cellular component     

GO:0005576 extracellular region 3051 6 3.95 0.181 

GO:0005615 extracellular space 2639 5 3.41 0.243 

GO:0071944 cell periphery 4053 7 5.24 0.246 

GO:0044421 extracellular region part 2763 5 3.57 0.276 

GO:0016021 integral component of membrane 4420 7 5.72 0.334 

GO:0031224 intrinsic component of membrane 4505 7 5.83 0.356 

GO:0044425 membrane part 5350 8 6.92 0.381 

GO:0005886 plasma membrane 3959 6 5.12 0.407 

GO:0044464 cell part 11048 15 14.29 0.476 

GO:0005623 Cell 11071 15 14.32 0.486 
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 Molecular function     

GO:0004984 olfactory receptor activity 1059 4 1.21 0.0269 

GO:0099600 transmembrane receptor activity 1749 5 2 0.0374 

      

KEGG.ID KEGG Pathway Term     

604 Glycosphingolipid biosynthesis - ganglio series 12 1 0.012067578 0.012014279 

603 Glycosphingolipid biosynthesis - globo series 13 1 0.01307321 0.013010232 

533 Glycosaminoglycan biosynthesis - keratan sulfate 14 1 0.014078842 0.014005382 

512 Mucin type O-Glycan biosynthesis 20 1 0.020112631 0.019959439 

500 Starch and sucrose metabolism 28 1 0.028157683 0.027853402 

4740 Olfactory transduction 842 3 0.846741754 0.036986751 

      

Reactome.ID Downregulated Reactome Term GeneRatio BgRatio P-value  

R-RNO-

8957275 

Post-translational protein phosphorylation 2/5 74/5483 0.001750444  

R-RNO-

381426 

Regulation of Insulin-like Growth Factor (IGF) transport and uptake 

by Insulin-like Growth Factor Binding Proteins (IGFBPs) 

2/5 82/5483 0.002145931  
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Appendix Table 6. Top 10 differentially expressed genes in interictal vs healthy comparison. Avg rank: average rank of p-value and fold change (FC) ranks; 

ID: Ensembl gene identifier. 

Interictal vs Healthy 

Avg 

rank 

ID FC P-Value adj.  

P-value 

 Description  geneName 

1 ENSG00000125538 13.6 1.27E-04 0.98947 interleukin 1 beta  IL1B 

2 ENSG00000073756 7.8 4.85E-04 1 prostaglandin-endoperoxide 

synthase 2 (cyclooxygenase 

2) 

PTGS2 (COX2) 

3 ENSG00000169429 7.0 9.72E-04 1 C-X-C motif chemokine 

ligand 8  

IL8 

4 ENSG00000232810 7.0 1.19E-03 1 tumor necrosis factor  TNF 

5 ENSG00000163739 8.7 2.80E-03 1 C-X-C motif chemokine 

ligand 1  

CXCL1 

6 ENSG00000165685 5.3 3.84E-04 1 transmembrane protein 52B  TMEM52B 

7 ENSG00000205021 8.5 2.91E-03 1 C-C Motif Chemokine 

Ligand 3 Like 1 

CCL3L1 

8 ENSG00000205595 7.0 2.55E-03 1 amphiregulin B AREGB 

9 ENSG00000120738 6.1 1.56E-03 1 early growth response 1  EGR1 

10 ENSG00000124882 8.4 3.62E-03 1 epiregulin  EREG 
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Appendix Table 7. Top 10 differentially expressed genes in ictal vs interictal comparison. Avg rank: average rank of p-value and fold change (FC) ranks; ID: 

Ensembl gene identifier. 

Ictal vs Interictal 

Avg 

rank 
ID FC P-value adj.  

P-value 

 Description  geneName 

1 ENSG00000179172 -3.2 1.09E-07 0.0018 heterogeneous nuclear 

ribonucleoprotein C like 1  

HNRNPCL1 

2 ENSG00000267908 -2.8 5.96E-04 1 zinc finger and SCAN 

domain containing 5D 

pseudogene  

ZSCAN5D 

3 ENSG00000268154 -3.0 3.48E-03 1 Metazoan signal 

recognition particle RNA  

AL591806.1 

4 ENSG00000248874 3.4 4.86E-03 1 chromosome 5 open 

reading frame 17 (putative)  

C5orf17 

5 ENSG00000229937 2.6 1.60E-03 1 phosphoribosyl 

pyrophosphate synthetase 1 

like 1  

PRPS1L1 

6 ENSG00000180389 -2.5 2.05E-04 1 ATP synthase F1 subunit 

epsilon pseudogene 2  

ATP5EP2 

7 ENSG00000255582 3.1 4.90E-03 1 olfactory receptor family 10 

subfamily G member 2  

OR10G2 

8 ENSG00000133136 -2.5 1.47E-03 1 G protein subunit gamma 5 

pseudogene 2  

GNG5P2 

9 ENSG00000120156 2.7 4.55E-03 1 TEK receptor tyrosine 

kinase  

TEK 

10 ENSG00000125207 -2.6 4.47E-03 1 piwi like RNA-mediated 

gene silencing 1  

PIWIL1 
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Appendix Table 8. Top 10 differentially expressed genes in ictal vs healthy comparison. Avg rank: average rank of p-value and fold change (FC) ranks; ID: 

Ensembl gene identifier. 

Ictal vs Healthy 

Avg 

Rank 

ID FC P-Value adj.  

P-value 

 Description  geneName 

1 ENSG00000125538 21.7 1.14E-04 1 interleukin 1 beta  IL1B 

2 ENSG00000073756 10.8 3.27E-04 1 prostaglandin-endoperoxide 

synthase 2 (cyclooxygenase 

2) 

PTGS2 (COX2) 

3 ENSG00000205021 13.9 9.44E-04 1 C-C Motif Chemokine 

Ligand 3 Like 1 

CCL3L1 

4 ENSG00000232810 10.8 5.02E-04 1 tumor necrosis factor  TNF 

5 ENSG00000124882 11.8 1.33E-03 1 epiregulin  EREG 

6 ENSG00000256515 14.5 1.72E-03 1 C-C Motif Chemokine 

Ligand 3 Like 3 

CCL3L3 

7 ENSG00000197262 8.4 1.18E-03 1 C-C Motif Chemokine 

Ligand 4 Like 2 

CCL4L2 

8 ENSG00000006075 12.6 1.83E-03 1 C-C Motif Chemokine 

Ligand 3 

CCL3 

9 ENSG00000169429 9.2 1.43E-03 1 C-X-C motif chemokine 

ligand 8  

IL8 

10 ENSG00000205020 8.2 1.35E-03 1 C-C Motif Chemokine 

Ligand 4 Like 1 

CCL4L1 
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Appendix Table 9. Functional enrichment results of migraine study data in all group comparisons. DE list enrichment: overrepresentation of functional terms 

in the differentially expressed gene list. Ranked list enrichment:  enrichment of genes associated with a specific pathway towards the top of the ranked whole 

data. GO: gene ontology, BP: biological process, CC: cellular component, MF molecular function. KEGG: Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes. R: 

Reactome database. Significant: number of statistically associated genes with the given term.  

Interictal vs healthy Ictal vs interictal Ictal vs healthy 

ID  DE list enrichment    p-value ID  DE list enrichment    p-value ID DE list enrichment p-value 

GO:0006954 BP inflammatory 

response 

2.60E-14 GO:1902305 BP regulation of sodium 

ion transmembrane 

transport 

2.60E-14 GO:1901700 BP response to oxygen-

containing compound 

2.60E-14 

GO:0005126 MF cytokine receptor 

binding 

6.10E-09 GO:0070382 CC exocytic vesicle    0.0019 GO:0070851 MF growth factor 

receptor binding 

0.000019 

GO:0042379 MF chemokine 

receptor binding 

8.90E-07 GO:0005179 hormone activity  0.00924 
   

R-HSA-6783783 Interleukin-10 

signaling 

2.60E-14 KEGG 4742 Taste transduction 0.019843 R-HSA-6783783 Interleukin-10 

signaling 

2.60E-14 

 Ranked list 

enrichment 

p-value 
 

Ranked list  

enrichment 

   p-value R-HSA-6785807 Interleukin-4 and 

Interleukin-13 

signaling 

1.71E-09 

GO:0022900 BP electron transport 

chain 

2.60E-14 GO:0005746 CC mitochondrial 

respiratory chain 

2.60E-14 R-HSA-179812 GRB2 events in 

EGFR signaling 

0.00013 

GO:0005746 CC mitochondrial 

respiratory chain 

2.17E-05 GO:0005125 MF cytokine activity 0.000001 
 

Ranked list 

enrichment 

p-value 

GO:0016684 MF oxidoreductase 

activity 

0.000016 GO:0005179 MF hormone activity 6.95E-05 GO:0070098 BP chemokine-mediated 

signaling pathway 

2.60E-14 

KEGG 190 Oxidative 

phosphorylation 

8.82E-06 GO:0030594 MF neurotransmitter 

receptor activity 

0.000107 KEGG 4080 Neuroactive ligand-

receptor interaction 

1.86E-14 

KEGG 4080 Neuroactive 

ligand-receptor 

interaction 

2.28E-05 GO:0004984 MF olfactory receptor 

activity 

0.000433 KEGG 4740 Olfactory 

transduction 

0.000817 

   KEGG 4080 Neuroactive ligand-

receptor interaction 

9.04E-05 
   

   KEGG 190 Oxidative 

phosphorylation 

0.000845 
   

   
KEGG 140 Steroid hormone 

biosynthesis 

0.00112 
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Orofacial pain and headache disorders are among the most debilitating pain conditions.

While the pathophysiological basis of these disorders may be diverse, it is generally

accepted that a common mechanism behind the arising pain is the sensitization of

extra- and intracranial trigeminal primary afferents. In the present study we investigated

gene expression changes in the trigeminal ganglia (TRG), trigeminal nucleus caudalis

(TNC) and peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) evoked by Complete Freund’s

Adjuvant (CFA)-induced orofacial inflammation in rats, as a model of trigeminal

sensitization. Microarray analysis revealed 512 differentially expressed genes between

the ipsi- and contralateral TRG samples 7 days after CFA injection. Time-dependent

expression changes of G-protein coupled receptor 39 (Gpr39), kisspeptin-1 receptor

(Kiss1r), kisspeptin (Kiss1), as well as synaptic plasticity-associated Lkaaear1 (Lkr) and

Neurod2 mRNA were described on the basis of qPCR results. The greatest alterations

were observed on day 3 ipsilaterally, when orofacial mechanical allodynia reached its

maximum. This corresponded well with patterns of neuronal (Fosb), microglia (Iba1),

and astrocyte (Gfap) activation markers in both TRG and TNC, and interestingly also in

PBMCs. This is the first description of up- and downregulated genes both in primary

and secondary sensory neurones of the trigeminovascular system that might play

important roles in neuroinflammatory activation mechanisms. We are the first to show

transcriptomic alterations in the PBMCs that are similar to the neuronal changes. These

results open new perspectives and initiate further investigations in the research of

trigeminal pain disorders.

Keywords: orofacial pain, trigeminovascular system, Kisspeptin-1 receptor, Gpr39, Neurod2, differential gene

expression data analysis
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INTRODUCTION

Orofacial pain and headache disorders are among the most
debilitating pain conditions. While the pathophysiological basis
of these disorders may be diverse, it is generally accepted
that a common mechanism behind the arising pain is the
sensitization of extra- and intracranial trigeminal primary
afferents. The trigeminal nerve provides most of the sensory
innervation to the face and oral cavity as well as the meninges
where the nociceptive primary afferents are closely associated
with the vasculature. The cell bodies of these neurons are
located in the trigeminal ganglion (TRG) and their central
projections terminate in the trigeminal nucleus caudalis (TNC).
It has been described that there is convergence of extra- and
intracranial primary afferents in the TNC (Burstein et al., 1998).
Sensitization of these secondary nociceptive neurons might
be responsible for the phenomenon of the facial allodynia
developing in primary headaches (Burstein et al., 2000). A similar
mechanism could induce the headache associated with disorders
of extracranial structures. Inflammation of the temporal artery,
temporomandibular joint, sinuses or orbit can induce headache
which could have the same characteristics as the primary
disorders. Co-morbidity of migraine and temporomandibular
disorders has also been reported (Romero-Reyes and Uyanik,
2014).

Inflammatory pain models adapted to the orofacial area
induce trigeminal sensitization and can constitute a possible
way to understand the mechanisms of pain associated with
orofacial disorders and headaches (Krzyzanowska et al., 2011;
Krzyzanowska and Avendaño, 2012; Romero-Reyes et al.,
2013). A commonly used model of peripheral inflammation
in animals is injection of Complete Freund’s Adjuvant (CFA)
(Ren and Dubner, 1999; Takeda et al., 2007; Krzyzanowska and
Avendaño, 2012; Gregory et al., 2013). Orofacial inflammation
induces mechanical hyperalgesia/allodynia on the face by
activation/sensitization of trigeminal primary and secondary
sensory neurons (Iwata et al., 2017).

Since the mechanisms of trigeminal sensitization are not
known, global transcriptomic analysis allows an unbiased
approach to reveal key pathways responsible for the
pathophysiological changes (Perrino et al., 2017). Gene
expression changes in the trigeminal ganglion (TRG) had been
assessed by microarray analysis after CFA injection in whisker
pad (Okumura et al., 2010) or masseter muscle (Chung et al.,
2016). However, no study has evaluated TRG gene expression
changes in parallel with the central gene expression variances in
the trigeminal nucleus caudalis (TNC) and correlate it with the
time course and extent of facial allodynia. This comprehensive
approach might facilitate the identification of differentially
regulated genes with a relevant role in the cascade of events
resulting in the sensitization of primary and secondary trigeminal
neurons. Moreover, there is growing evidence that transcriptome

Abbreviations: TRG, trigeminal ganglion; TNC, trigeminal nucleus caudalis;
PBMC, peripheral blood mononuclear cells; CFA, Complete Freund’s Adjuvant;
Iba1, Ionized calcium binding adaptor molecule 1; Gfap, Glial fibrillary acidic
protein.

changes in the central nervous system could be reflected in
peripheral blood cells. Investigation of gene expression changes
in migraine patients identified differential expression of major
genes from the peripheral blood (Gardiner et al., 1998; Hershey
et al., 2004, 2012; Du et al., 2006; Plummer et al., 2011; Gerring
et al., 2017). Gene transcription changes of PBMCs have not been
analysed in animal models of trigeminal sensitization, although
it could provide a good opportunity to compare with human
data.

The aim of the present study was to follow the temporal
changes of facial mechanonociceptive thresholds and gene
expression in TRG, TNC neurones and PBMCs after CFA
inflammation usingmicroarray and qPCR analyses in order to get
a better insight into the mechanisms of trigeminal pain disorders.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
Twenty male Wistar rats (Toxicoop Zrt., Hungary) weighing
between 200–300 g were used. Animals were kept under standard
light-dark cycle (12-h light/dark cycle) and temperature (24–
25◦C) conditions, food and water were provided ad libitum,
in the local animal house of the Pécs University Department
of Pharmacology and Pharmacotherapy. In order to minimise
stress, all rats were habituated to handling and the light restraint
used for the facial von Frey test for 3 days prior to the start of the
experiments.

The study was carried out in accordance with the Ethical
Codex of Animal Experiments of the University of Pécs and
the 1998/XXVIII Act of the Hungarian Parliament on Animal
Protection and Consideration Decree of Scientific Procedures of
Animal Experiments (243/1988). The protocol was approved by
the local Ethics Committee on Animal Research of University of
Pécs (license No.: BA02/2000-9/2011).

CFA Injection
Orofacial inflammation was induced by unilateral s.c. injection
of 50 µl complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA; Sigma-Aldrich, Saint
Louis, USA; killed mycobacteria suspended in paraffin oil; 1
mg/ml) into the whisker pad of male rats, while under ketamine
(72 mg/kg) and xylazine (8 mg/kg) anaesthesia. In the second
series of experiments, a control group received the same volume
of saline injection.

Microarray
Orofacial inflammation-associated gene expression was analysed
using Agilent microarray platforms. Rat TRG tissue samples
were collected from animals 7 days after receiving s.c. CFA
injection (n = 8). Animals were anaesthetized with thiopental
(100 mg/kg i.p.) and sacrificed by exsanguination. TRGs were
excised and snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen. Contralateral sides
of CFA-injected rats served as controls. Total RNA were isolated
from snap-frozen samples using RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen,
Carlsbad, CA) and high-quality samples (RIN > 8.0) were
used for subsequent expression analyses. Sample labelling, array
hybridization and primary data analysis was performed by
ArrayStar Inc. (Rockville, MD, USA). Briefly, total RNA samples
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were amplified and labelled with Cy3-dCTP. Labeled amplicons
were purified, fragmented and hybridized to rat LncRNA Array
v1.0 (4 × 44K, Arraystar Inc.) slides. One-color microarray-
based gene expression analysis was used. After hybridization
slides were washed, fixed and scanned. Gene expression data files
were deposited toNCBI’s Gene ExpressionOmnibus (Edgar et al.,
2002) and are accessible through GEO Series accession number
GSE111160.

Orofacial Pain Sensitivity Tested With Von
Frey Filaments
In a second experiment, mechanical pain thresholds of the
orofacial region were determined with a series of von Frey
filaments. Tests were performed on days 0 (control day) before
and 1, 3, 7 after CFA (n = 9)/saline (n = 3) injection.
Animals were lightly restrained using a soft cotton glove in
order to allow an easier habituation, then a set of calibrated
nylon monofilaments (Stoelting, Wood Dale, Illinois, U.S.A)
was used with increasing strengths (0.8–12 g) to measure facial
mechanosensitivity. Filaments were applied in ascending order,
starting from the 5.2 g filament during control measurements and
the 0.8 g filament after CFA treatment. The mechanonociceptive
threshold was defined as the lowest force evoking at least two
withdrawal responses (face stroking with the forepaw or head
shaking) out of five stimulations.

Experimental Setup of the Second
Experiment
At each time point (1, 3, and 7 days) animals (n = 3) were
anaesthetized with thiopental and blood was collected by cardiac
puncture. Tissue samples (TRG, TNC) were quickly frozen in
liquid nitrogen and stored at −80◦C until RNA extraction and
real-time PCR processing.

Isolation of Peripheral Blood Mononuclear
Cells
Mononuclear cells were purified from fresh peripheral blood
according to Ficoll-PaquePREMIUM (Cat. No. 17-5446-02, GE
Healthcare, Budapest, Hungary) manufacturer’s instructions.
Fresh anticoagulant-treated blood and an equal volume of
balanced salt solution (final volume of 8ml) were transferred to
15ml sterile centrifuge tubes. The mixture was carefully overlaid
on 5ml Ficoll-PaquePREMIUM and centrifuged 40min at 2,100
RPM, 20◦C. The mononuclear layer was transferred into a new
15ml centrifuge tube, suspended with approximately 6ml of
salt solution and centrifuged 15min at 2300 RPM, 20◦C. The
supernatant was removed and the pellet was resuspended in
another 6ml of salt solution, followed by another centrifugation
(10min, 2300 RPM, 20◦C). After the removal of the supernatant
the cells were resuspended with 1ml of TRI Reagent (Molecular
Research Center, Inc., Cincinnati, OH, USA) and transferred to
Eppendorf and stored at−80◦C until use.

Quantitative Real-Time RT-PCR (qRT-PCR)
Purification of total RNA was carried out according to the
TRI Reagent manufacturer’s (Molecular Research Center, Inc.,
Cincinnati, OH, USA) protocol up to the step of acquiring

the aqueous phase. Briefly, tissue samples were homogenized
in 1ml of TRI Reagent, and then, 200 µl of bromo-chloro-
propane (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, USA) was added. RNA
was purified from the aqueous phase using the Direct-zol RNA
MiniPrep kit (Cat. No. R2052; Zymo Research, Irvine, CA, USA)
according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, 400 µl of the
aqueous phase was mixed with 400 µl absolute ethanol, the
mixture was loaded onto the column, washed, and the RNA
was eluted in 50 µl of RNase-free water. The quantity and
purity of the extracted RNA were assessed on Nanodrop ND-
1000 Spectrophotometer V3.5 (Nano-Drop Technologies, Inc.,
Wilmington, DE, USA). 200 ng of PBMCs/TRG and 250 ng
of TNC total RNA was reverse transcribed using Maxima First
Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Cat. No. K1642, ThermoScientific,
Santa Clara, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. qRT-PCR was performed on a Stratagene Mx3000P
qPCR System (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, USA).
PCR amplification was performed using SensiFast SYBR Lo-
ROX Kit (Cat. No. BIO-94020). Transcripts of the reference
genes glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (Gapdh),
hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase 1 (Hprt1), beta-2-
microglobulin (β2m) and Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase
(Ppia) were detected in all samples. Ppia and Hprt1 for PBMCs
and β2m, Hprt1 for TRG and TNC samples were eventually
chosen as internal controls, the geometricmean of their Cq values
was calculated. Primers of similar efficiencies were used and
2−11Cq fold change values were calculated. Sequences of primers
used for qRT-PCR are given in Supplementary Table 1.

Statistical Analysis
The raw microarray data were analysed using R and
Bioconductor (Gentleman et al., 2004; R Development Core
Team, 2008) The data were quantile normalised to reduce
technical noise with Limma package (Ritchie et al., 2015). The
statistical testing for differential expression was also performed
using Limma, which applies linear modeling with a modified
t-test to calculate the p-values and fold change values. One-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukeys’ multiple
comparison tests on RT-PCR data and in case of mechanical pain
threshold detection two-way ANOVA with repeated measures
followed by Bonferroni’s post-test for time-matching samples
were performed using GraphPad Prism software (GraphPad
Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). Probability values p ≤ 0.05
were accepted as significant. Results are presented as the mean±

standard error of the mean (SEM). Log2 mRNA fold change data
measured by qPCR were further analysed by hierarchical cluster
analysis (1-Pearson correlation and average linkage method) and
then visualised by heat map using the free web tool Morpheus
(Morpheus)1.

Functional Classification of Differentially
Regulated Genes
The functional enrichment analyses against Gene Ontology (GO)
(Ashburner et al., 2000; The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2017),

1https://software.broadinstitute.org/morpheus/ Broad Institute, Cambridge, MA,
USA.
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TABLE 1 | The top 25 up- and downregulated genes.

ID FC P.Value SystematicName GeneSymbol Description EnsemblID EntrezGene

948 5.20 0.0381 MRAK049104 NA lncRNA (chromosome 1) NA NA

11131 4.55 0.0353 TC598318 NA NA NA NA

9725 4.35 0.0214 NM_199489.3 Ccr7 C-C motif chemokine receptor 7 ENSRNOG00000010665 287673

5534 4.34 0.0076 NM_001011951.1 Sf3b4 splicing factor 3b, subunit 4 ENSRNOG00000021181 295270

12278 4.29 0.0010 NM_001037518.1 Defb23 defensin beta 23 ENSRNOG00000023477 641621

519 4.28 0.0218 NM_001000099.1 Olr1640 olfactory receptor 1640 ENSRNOG00000048857 290049

13893 4.13 0.0236 NM_001106821.1 Atm ATM serine/threonine kinase ENSRNOG00000029773 300711

40839 4.08 0.0135 NM_134399.2 Mk1 Mk1 protein ENSRNOG00000019657 171436

6132 4.01 0.0172 NM_001106551.1 Lkaaear1 LKAAEAR motif containing 1 ENSRNOG00000024815 296483

10158 3.83 0.0477 NM_001013956.1 RGD1309049 similar to RIKEN cDNA

4933415F23

ENSRNOG00000014123 301306

10494 3.80 0.0138 NM_001013147.1 Axl Axl receptor tyrosine kinase ENSRNOG00000020716 308444

2571 3.78 0.0404 NM_019128.4 Ina internexin neuronal intermediate

filament protein, alpha

ENSRNOG00000020248 24503

12538 3.73 0.0232 NM_198133.2 Uts2b urotensin 2B ENSRNOG00000038512 378939

3346 3.72 0.0156 NM_001047878.1 F5 coagulation factor V ENSRNOG00000057855 NA

6931 3.71 0.0198 uc.339+ NA lncRNA (chromosome 7) NA NA

5544 3.70 0.0316 NM_001001034.1 Olr199 olfactory receptor 199 ENSRNOG00000029755 405920

9136 3.69 0.0250 NM_012735.1 Hk2 hexokinase 2 ENSRNOG00000006116 25059

4102 3.67 0.0212 NM_001001010.1 Olr283 olfactory receptor 283 ENSRNOG00000030782 405384

3492 3.67 0.0159 uc.470+ NA lncRNA (chromosome X) NA NA

1789 3.66 0.0240 XR_005913 NA lncRNA (chromosome 16) NA NA

4451 3.64 0.0064 NM_173305.1 Hsd17b6 hydroxysteroid (17-beta)

dehydrogenase 6

ENSRNOG00000002597 286964

11677 3.63 0.0013 NM_001000387.1 Olr416 olfactory receptor 416 ENSRNOG00000029069 296678

6676 3.62 0.0322 NM_001107582.2 Pdcd1lg2 programmed cell death 1 ligand 2 ENSRNOG00000016136 309304

9724 3.61 0.0247 NM_153466.1 Gzmf granzyme F ENSRNOG00000028810 266704

5556 3.60 0.0103 NM_001099514.1 Vom2r48 vomeronasal 2 receptor, 48 ENSRNOG00000028538 686145

39867 −3.50 0.0007 NM_001047931.1 LOC498460 LRRGT00055 ENSRNOG00000028821 498460

41314 −3.62 0.0313 NM_001080939.1 Tas2r109 taste receptor, type 2, member

109

ENSRNOG00000032724 690572

38176 −3.63 0.0005 NM_001164826.1 RT1-Db2 RT1 class II, locus Db2 ENSRNOG00000030431 24981

44381 −3.64 0.0049 NM_001130497.1 Pnpla5 patatin-like phospholipase

domain containing 5

ENSRNOG00000022296 300108

35607 −3.67 0.0016 MRAK078136 NA lncRNA (chromosome 1) NA NA

16902 −3.73 0.0186 uc.163+ NA NA NA NA

41319 −3.76 0.0102 NM_001012084.1 Adh6 alcohol dehidrogenase 6 NA NA

37492 −3.78 0.0025 NM_001003979.1 Tmprss11c transmembrane protease, serine

11C

ENSRNOG00000033910 408213

36560 −3.87 0.0023 NM_001000338.1 Olr619 olfactory receptor 619 ENSRNOG00000021473 295843

43356 −4.15 0.0009 NM_022673.2 Mecp2 methyl CpG binding protein 2 ENSRNOG00000056659 29386

42598 −4.17 0.0001 NM_001017480.1 Hoxb7 homeo box B7 ENSRNOG00000007611 497985

38934 −4.62 0.0036 NM_052808.1 Bpifa2 BPI fold containing family A,

member 2

ENSRNOG00000013540 50585

38765 −4.64 0.0056 NM_001000575.1 Olr741 olfactory receptor 741 ENSRNOG00000053815 366120

37233 −4.69 0.0053 NM_012689.1 Esr1 estrogen receptor 1 ENSRNOG00000019358 24890

43878 −4.71 0.0017 NM_001000307.1 Olr485 olfactory receptor 485 ENSRNOG00000009747 295751

38741 −4.80 0.0043 NM_001001355.1 Olr905 olfactory receptor 905 ENSRNOG00000057325 288875

44809 −4.86 0.0006 NM_001109459.1 LOC685171 similar to protein disulfide

isomerase-associated 6

ENSRNOG00000058543 685171

40038 −4.88 0.0012 uc.400− NA lncRNA (chromosome 19) NA NA

43786 −5.14 0.0023 NM_001109285.1 C2cd4c C2 calcium-dependent domain

containing 4C

ENSRNOG00000008026 500798

43442 −5.40 0.0004 uc.225+ NA lncRNA (chromosome 4) NA NA

40720 −5.65 0.0041 NM_001000692.1 Olr25 olfactory receptor 25 ENSRNOG00000046609 404897

41996 −6.14 0.0014 uc.47− NA lncRNA (chromosome 6) NA NA

43609 −6.60 0.0018 NM_001000394.1 Olr428 olfactory receptor 428 ENSRNOG00000030460 296689

36293 −8.03 0.0021 XR_008902 NA lncRNA (chromosome 19) NA NA

44472 −9.20 0.0012 NM_019326.1 Neurod2 neuronal differentiation 2 ENSRNOG00000028417 NA

ID, microarray feature identifier; FC, expression ratio (fold-change) between CFA-treated and contralateral sample groups.
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KEGG (Kanehisa and Goto, 2000) and Reactome (Fabregat et al.,
2018) databases were performed using the topGO (Alexa and
Rahnenführer, 2016) and gage (Luo et al., 2009) packages in R.

RESULT

Microarray Analysis
The microarray data analysis identified 512 differentially
expressed (319 up- and 191 downregulated) transcripts between
the control (contralateral) and 7-day CFA (ipsilateral) samples
from TRG at a statistically significant level (p≤0.05) and with
fold change |FC|> 2 (Supplementary Table 2; Supplementary
Figures 1, 2). All but 15 of these have absolute fold change values
below 4. Original data files have been uploaded to the NCBI GEO
Database. The top 25 up- and downregulated genes are included
in Table 1. The most upregulated (5.20 fold) transcript was
found to be a lncRNA (MRAK049104) with unknown function.
The most downregulated transcript (−9.20 fold), Neurod2, is
involved in neuronal differentiation. Figure 1 shows the 44
differentially expressed genes at a significance level p≤ 0.001 and
|FC|> 2, including a number of olfactory, taste and pheromone
receptors, as well as the chemokine receptor (Ccr7) and the
estrogen receptor 1 (Esr1) genes as well as long non-coding
RNAs.

Gene Ontology
Gene set enrichment analysis was performed on the microarray
data to find common features of genes. The most differentially
expressed genes (|FC|>2, p ≤ 0.001) between the control
(contralateral) and 7-day CFA (ipsilateral) samples from
TRG were functionally annotated based on gene ontology
(GO), KEGG Pathway and Reactome terms to gain an
overview of the affected biological processes and pathways
(Table 2). The identified enriched GO terms include steroid
and carbohydrate metabolism, sensory perception and olfactory
transduction.

Mechanonociceptive Threshold
The facial mechanonociceptive threshold of CFA-injected rats
was significantly decreased compared to the contralateral side
starting from day 1 after injection. The allodynia reached its
maximum on day 3 (p ≤ 0.001), as the threshold change
was lower on day 7 (Figure 2). No significant changes in
the contralateral threshold were observed in the whisker pad
area.

RT-PCR Analysis
Validation of Differentially Expressed mRNAs in TRG

by Real-Time RT-PCR
To validate the microarray results, the transcription levels of
five differentially expressed, microarray-identified genes were
further determined using quantitative real-time RT-PCR. The
following genes were chosen for validation: Lkaaear1, Neurod2
(Table 1), as well as G-protein coupled receptor 39 (Gpr39),
kisspeptin (Kiss1) and kisspeptin-1 receptor (Kiss1r) (microarray
data not shown). The relative fold changes (up-regulated) of
Gpr39 and Lkaaear1 for CFA TRG samples were 3.04 and 4.01

FIGURE 1 | Heat map clustering of the most differentially expressed

transcripts for the comparison between CFA-treated and contralateral side

TRG samples. Pearson’s metrics has been used in hierarchical clustering of

the samples and filtered features. The clustering is based on the general

expression measurement similarity. Red colour means high expression and

green low expression. Each row represents one differentially expressed (DE)

feature (microarray feature identifiers) and each column represents one sample.

respectively, while the relative fold changes (down-regulated) of
Kiss1, Kiss1r and Neurod2 were−1.74,−2.63, and−9.2 (Table 1,
Supplementary Table 2). On day 7, Gpr39 and Kiss1r alterations
were similar to the microarray data (Figure 3). PCR results could
not confirm microarray data on Lkaaear1, Neurod2 and Kiss1.
Lkaaear1 presented decreased mRNA levels on day 7 compared
to contralateral CT side. In addition, we were unable to detect
Neurod2 expression changes in TRG with our PCR protocol.
We also chose to investigate the time course of neuronal and
activation marker expressions. Although Fosb, Ionized calcium
binding adaptor molecule 1 (Iba1), Glial fibrillary acidic protein
(Gfap) and Calcitonin gene-related peptide (Cgrp) were not listed
in microarray data, meaning no significant changes between the
two groups of interest, we analysed the variation of these mRNA
levels as well. No significant differences were detected on day
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TABLE 2 | Results of gene set enrichment analysis of a subset of genes differentially expressed between the control (contralateral) and 7-day CFA (ipsilateral) samples

from TRG as detected by microarray.

Term Annotated Significant Expected P-Value

GO.ID Biological process

GO:0008202 Steroid metabolic process 223 3 0.3 0.0031

GO:0005975 Carbohydrate metabolic process 400 3 0.54 0.0155

GO:0007600 Sensory perception 1,453 5 1.97 0.0380

GO:0050911 Detection of chemical stimulus involved in

sensory perception of smell

1,059 4 1.43 0.0487

CELLULAR COMPONENT

GO:0005576 Extracellular region 3,051 6 3.95 0.181

GO:0005615 Extracellular space 2,639 5 3.41 0.243

GO:0071944 Cell periphery 4,053 7 5.24 0.246

GO:0044421 Extracellular region part 2,763 5 3.57 0.276

GO:0016021 Integral component of membrane 4,420 7 5.72 0.334

GO:0031224 Intrinsic component of membrane 4,505 7 5.83 0.356

GO:0044425 Membrane part 5,350 8 6.92 0.381

GO:0005886 Plasma membrane 3,959 6 5.12 0.407

GO:0044464 Cell part 11,048 15 14.29 0.476

GO:0005623 Cell 11,071 15 14.32 0.486

MOLECULAR FUNCTION

GO:0004984 Olfactory receptor activity 1,059 4 1.21 0.0269

GO:0099600 Transmembrane receptor activity 1,749 5 2 0.0374

KEGG.ID KEGG pathway term

604 Glycosphingolipid biosynthesis - ganglio series 12 1 0.012067578 0.012014279

603 Glycosphingolipid biosynthesis - globo series 13 1 0.01307321 0.013010232

533 Glycosaminoglycan biosynthesis - keratan

sulfate

14 1 0.014078842 0.014005382

512 Mucin type O-Glycan biosynthesis 20 1 0.020112631 0.019959439

500 Starch and sucrose metabolism 28 1 0.028157683 0.027853402

4740 Olfactory transduction 842 3 0.846741754 0.036986751

Reactome.ID Downregulated reactome term GeneRatio BgRatio P-Value

R-RNO-8957275 Post-translational protein phosphorylation 2/5 74/5483 0.001750444

R-RNO-381426 Regulation of Insulin-like Growth Factor (IGF)

transport and uptake by Insulin-like Growth

Factor Binding Proteins (IGFBPs)

2/5 82/5483 0.002145931

Enrichment analysis for the differentially expressed filtered gene lists test whether the genes within a certain KEGG or Reactome pathway or GO term are statistically over-represented
in a given comparison.

7 related to the mentioned genes which further confirmed the
consistency and reliability of the microarray data.

Gene Expression Analysis in TRG Tissues
WemeasuredmRNA levels of eight genes in TRG tissues on three
different time points after CFA injection. On day 1, CFA-induced
significant up-regulation of Kiss1r, as well as of neuronal (Fosb),
glial (Iba1), and astrocyte (Gfap) activation markers compared
to saline-treated control group. By day 3, seven genes reached
their maximum at a level of 9.18- (Gpr39), 2.97- (Lkaaear1), 9.51-
(Kiss1), 14.31- (Kiss1r), 117.82- (Cgrp), 7.40- (Fosb), and 27.80-
fold (Gfap). Iba1 reached a 3.6-fold peak at day 1 before declining.
mRNA levels of Lkaaear1, Kiss1r, Iba1 gradually decreased at
last time point until reaching a non-significant level compared
to saline-treated control side (Figure 3).

Gene Expression Analysis in TNC Tissues
Briefly, main changes in the relative gene expression were
observed directly 1, 3 and 7 days post-CFA treatment.
All measured mRNA levels, except Kiss1r, showed
significantly altered temporal change in TNC of CFA-
injected samples when compared to both CFA CT and
Saline CT, presenting a maximum at day 3 (p ≤ 0.001
or p ≤ 0.0001). There was no significant difference in
mRNA abundance of Kiss1r on different time points
(Figure 4).

Gene Expression Analysis in PBMCs
Finally, low but significant expressional changes of Lkaaear1
and Kiss1r gene mRNA in peripheral blood from CFA-treated
rats have been observed. Lkaaear1 displayed a gene expression
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FIGURE 2 | Changes in mechanical threshold in response to von Frey

filaments before and 1, 3, 7 days after CFA (50 µl s.c. complete Freund’s

adjuvant) inflammation. Orofacial thresholds in both ipsilateral and contralateral

sides were measured. Data are means ± S.E.M. (n = 9 at control and day 1;

n = 6 at day 3; n = 3 at day 7). Asterisks denote statistically significant

differences between contralateral (CT) and ipsilateral (CFA) sides (***p ≤ 0.001)

as analysed by two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s post-test.

pattern similar to Kiss1r, where Lkaaear1 presented a maximum
of 2.33 and Kiss1r a 3.86 fold change at day one. We noted no
significant changes in Gpr39 mRNA levels of PBMCs after CFA
exposure. Interestingly, Fosb and Iba1 seem to be up-regulated (p
≤ 0.01 or p ≤ 0.001) at each time point due to CFA treatment,
while Gfap only on day 7 (Figure 5).

Heat Map Plotting
Fold change data were plotted on a heat map to summarize
changes in mRNA levels measured by qPCR (Figure 6). Genes
with a similar level of expression were grouped into three major
clusters in TRG samples: 1. Kiss1r, Gpr39; 2. Kiss, Fosb, Lkr, Cgrp;
3. Gfap, Iba1. In the TNC, all but one gene fall into a large
cluster with highly similar temporal patterns, except for Kiss1r
that changed the opposite way, however, its alterations were not
found to be significant. Group 3 genes distinctly upregulated in
CFA-treated TRG samples on days 1 and 3 but not on respective
contralateral sides while they were substantially upregulated in
TNC samples from both sides on these days, as well as on day
7. Genes upregulated in TRG and TNC were also elevated in
PBMCs, although starting at an earlier time point (day 1) formost
genes.

DISCUSSION

To our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive study
which compared gene expression changes in the TRG, TNC
and peripheral blood leukocytes in an inflammatory orofacial
pain model. Simultaneous measurement of the transcriptional
changes of PBMCs had been suggested to reflect alterations in
the CNS (Arosio et al., 2014; Gerring et al., 2016; Srinivasan et al.,
2017). We described up- and downregulation of distinct genes
that are likely to be involved in the activation and sensitization of
primary and secondary trigeminal neurons.

The mechanisms of nociceptor sensitization after
inflammation have been extensively studied in rodents by
electrophysiological, histological and molecular biological
approaches (Hucho and Levine, 2007; Coste et al., 2008;
Matsumoto et al., 2010; Cady et al., 2011; Bernstein and Burstein,
2012; Weyer et al., 2016). Nevertheless, we cannot extrapolate
all the findings to the trigeminovascular system, since it is
considerably different from other regions of the somatosensory
system. As mentioned before, the central terminals of extra- and
intracranial trigeminal primary afferents converge considerably
in the TNC. As a consequence, inflammatory sensitization of
primary meningeal afferents and secondary trigeminal neurons
resulted in an enhanced response to cutaneous stimulation of the
face (Burstein et al., 1998; Levy et al., 2004). On the other hand,
experimental data also confirm that noxious stimulation (e.g.,
intranasal capsaicin), inflammation or nerve lesion on the face
can induce meningeal vasodilation or neurogenic inflammation
(Kunkler et al., 2011; Filipović et al., 2012). Intriguingly, it was
revealed that there are trigeminal afferents which project to both
the meninges and extracranial tissues (Schueler et al., 2013). Both
human and rodent data point out that gene expression of TRGs
is distinct from DRGs (Manteniotis et al., 2013; Flegel et al., 2015;
Kogelman et al., 2017; LaPaglia et al., 2017). Yet, there have only
been few rodent studies investigating gene expression changes in
the TRGs after chronic orofacial inflammation (Okumura et al.,
2010; Chung et al., 2016).

Our microarray study revealed a high number of differentially
expressed olfactory, taste and pheromone receptor genes
between the ipsi- and contralateral sides 7 days after CFA
treatment. A large number of transcripts of chemoreceptors
had been detected in murine and human TRGs using next-
generation sequencing (Manteniotis et al., 2013), however
their involvement in trigeminal sensitisation is not known.
It is appealing to draw parallels between the perturbation of
TRG chemoreceptors in our model and the known phenomena
of an odour or perfume-triggered migraine, as well as odour
hypersensitivity, osmophobia, odour hallucination and taste
abnormalities associated with migraine (Schreiber and Calvert,
1986; Kelman, 2004; Goadsby et al., 2017). The microarray
analysis implicated thyroid hormone receptor beta which had
been previously associated with migraine (Gormley et al., 2015),
and chemokine signalling (Ccr7), among many others as well
as long non-coding RNAs (lncRNA) putatively involved in gene
regulation.

On the basis of these microarray results, we further
investigated the time-dependent changes of one of the most
upregulated genes (Lkaaear1) and the most downregulated
(Neurod2) gene with qPCR. Transcripts of genes with possible
roles in nociception, which also have the potential to be
future drug targets, were also chosen to be studied, such
as two G-protein-coupled receptors (Gpr39 and Kiss1r) and
the neuropeptide kisspeptin (Kiss1). Lkaaear1 encodes an
LKAAEAR motive containing protein with unclear function. It
is highly expressed in the brain and testis and during organ
development (NCBI Gene database)2 Neurod2 is involved in

2https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/198437
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FIGURE 3 | Time course of normalized fold changes in the trigeminal ganglia of Gpr39 (A), Lkaaear1 (B), Kiss1 (C), Kiss1r (D), Cgrp (E), Fosb (F), Iba1 (G), and Gfap

(H) mRNA expression one, 3 and 7 days after CFA injection. The mRNA levels were normalised to β2m and Hprt1, as detailed in materials and methods. Data are

means ± S.E.M. (n = 3 at each time point). Asterisks denote statistically significant differences between CT Saline and CT/CFA groups (*p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤

0.001, ****p ≤ 0.0001), while hash marks label statistically significant differences between respective CT and CFA groups (#p ≤ 0.05, ##p ≤ 0.01, ###p ≤ 0.001,
####p ≤ 0.0001) as analysed by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukeys’ multiple comparison tests.

neuronal differentiation and has been implicated in synaptic
plasticity (Bayam et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2016). Gpr39 is
a Zn2+-sensing Gαq-coupled receptor which is expressed in
a wide range of tissues including some areas of the brain.
Activation of Gpr39 induces the release of Ca2+ via the
IP3 pathway. The receptor may play a role in depression,
and as a specific and direct sensor of Zn2+, in many
physiological functions where the cation is involved such as
synaptic transmission (Popovics and Stewart, 2011; Sato et al.,
2016). Kisspeptin, encoded by the Kiss1 gene, is considered
to have an emerging role in the neuroendocrine regulation
of reproduction and puberty (de Roux et al., 2003; Seminara,
2006; Kauffman et al., 2007; Colledge, 2009). Kisspeptin-
expressing neurons and Kiss1r are found in areas other than
the hypothalamus: amygdala, hippocampus, periaqueductal grey
(Oakley et al., 2009; Herbison et al., 2010). In addition, DRG
and dorsal horns neurons of the spinal cord have been shown
to express kisspeptin and Kiss1r, whose expression might
be upregulated due to intra-articular injection of CFA (Mi
et al., 2009). There are studies showing hyperalgesic effect of
peripheral and intrathecal kisspeptin (Spampinato et al., 2011).
Likewise, i.c.v. administration of kisspeptin-10 induces both

hyperalgesia and opioid antagonistic activity (Elhabazi et al.,
2013), suggesting its possible involvement in the regulation of
pain sensitivity.

We successfully reproduced the changes detected with the
microarray by qPCR in cases of Gpr39 and Kiss1r. Neurod2
transcripts were not detected in the TRG and Lkaaear1
expression was higher on day 3 but not on day 7 compared
to the contralateral side. It is important to highlight that
there was a delayed but considerable increase of mRNA
levels on the contralateral side of CFA-treated animals when
compared to saline-treated animals. This is consistent with earlier
reports found after inflammation or nerve injury of the hind
limbs in which structural and biochemical changes appeared
both centrally and in the periphery on the contralateral side
(Koltzenburg et al., 1999; Shenker et al., 2003) However, we did
not only use the contralateral side of CFA injected animals as
controls, but we also included a saline-injected group as well.
We aimed at keeping the animal number at a minimum level
and meanwhile taking into account the possible trauma caused
by only the injection itself. In addition, there was no detectable
allodynia on the contralateral side in our model, therefore the
comparison to the contralateral side is still valid from a functional
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FIGURE 4 | Time course of normalized fold changes in the trigeminal nucleus caudalis of Gpr39 (A), Lkaaear1 (B), Neurod2 (C), Kiss1 (D), Kiss1r (E), Cgrp (F), Fosb

(G), Iba1 (H), and Gfap (I) mRNA expression one, 3 and 7 days after CFA injection. The mRNA levels were normalised to β2m and Hprt1, as detailed in materials and

methods. Data are means ± S.E.M. (n = 3 at each time point). Asterisks denote statistically significant differences between CT Saline and CT/CFA groups (**p ≤ 0.01,

****p ≤ 0.0001), while hash marks label statistically significant differences between respective CT and CFA groups (##p ≤ 0.01, ###p ≤ 0.001, ####p ≤ 0.0001)

as analysed by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukeys’ multiple comparison tests.
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FIGURE 5 | Time course of normalized fold changes in PBMC of Gpr39 (A), Lkaaear1 (B), Kiss1r (C), Fosb (D), Iba1 (E), and Gfap (F) mRNA expression one, 3 and 7

days after CFA injection. The mRNA levels were normalised to Ppia and Hprt1, as detailed in materials and methods. Data are means ± S.E.M. (n = 3 at each time

point). Asterisks denote statistically significant differences between respective Saline and CT/CFA groups (*p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001, ****p ≤ 0.0001) as

analysed by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukeys’ multiple comparison tests.

aspect and provides additional information based on this double
comparison.

We added Cgrp to the list of investigated markers to validate
the model, since it is a well-known mediator and even a novel
pharmacological target of migraine (Durham, 2006; Doods et al.,
2007; Benemei et al., 2009; Edvinsson et al., 2012; Bigal et al.,
2013; Russo, 2015). Moreover, its expression was shown to be
elevated in TRGs in rodent models of orofacial inflammation
(Yasuda et al., 2012; Shinoda and Iwata, 2013; Kuzawinska et al.,
2014). Our results are consistent with these previous findings,
Cgrp transcripts were significantly increased in the TRG at day
3 after CFA treatment corresponding to the peak of the facial
allodynia.

In addition to the TRG, we also examined the transcriptional
changes in the TNC, reflecting mechanisms involved in central

sensitization, as well as PBMCs in the peripheral blood. In the
TNC, significant changes were observed for the examined genes
with the exception of Kiss1r. Intriguingly, the Kiss1 expression in
the TNC was mirroring the changes of the receptor expression in
the TRGwhich suggests a presynaptic effect on primary afferents.
Lkaaear1 and Kiss1r expression were also significantly increased
in PBMCs with a similar time course.

Besides allodynia, as the main functional parameter, neuronal
and glial activation markers were also assessed by comparing
their gene expression profiles. Therefore, we determined the
widely-used neuronal activation marker Fosb, Gfap for astrocytes
and Iba1 for microglia (Nestler et al., 2001; Alibhai et al.,
2007; Knight et al., 2011). Gfap has been shown to play
a role in astrocyte migration, the function of the blood-
brain barrier, signal transduction pathways and neuron-glia
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FIGURE 6 | Summary of all qPCR results in TRG, TNC and PBMCs one, 3 and 7 days after CFA injection and in saline-treated controls. Fold change values were log2

transformed and plotted on a heat map. Rows: genes; columns: sample groups; scale: blue (low) to red (high). Hierarchical cluster analysis (1-Pearson correlation and

average linkage method) was performed. Dendrograms on the left side of each figure demonstrate similarities between expression patterns of genes.

interactions (Middeldorp and Hol, 2011). Iba1, also known as
AIF1 (Allograft Inflammatory Factor 1) expressed in various cells
such as monocyte/macrophages and activated T lymphocytes,
is mostly used as a microglia marker (Kelemen and Autieri,
2005; Pawlik et al., 2016). All the three activation markers were
significantly increased already at day 1 of the inflammation
in both TRGs and TNCs, peaked by day 3 and decreased by
day 7 when allodynia was declining. Remarkably and most
interestingly, a smaller but significant increase of expression
was also detectable in PBMCs which highlights the relevance of
blood transcriptomics data in CNS diseases. To our knowledge,
this is the first study to determine these transcripts in the
peripheral blood of experimental animals, however, there are
relevant human data for Gfap as a blood biomarker. It was first
presented in acute stroke diagnosis in adults (Niebrój-Dobosz
et al., 1994) and head trauma (Missler et al., 1999). Recently, it
has been suggested that Gfap might be a potential biomarker of
intracerebral haemorrhage (IHC) with symptoms of acute stroke
(Brunkhorst et al., 2010; Mayer et al., 2013; Foerch et al., 2015). It
is also an early marker of traumatic brain injury (Bembea et al.,
2011; Lei et al., 2015), during different phases of cardiopulmonary
bypass (Vedovelli et al., 2017), with predictiveness of neurological
outcome (Lei et al., 2015). It is clear that the measurement of
Gfap changes at the periphery is not a specific diagnostic tool
and it is too early to draw a final conclusion on its utility at
this stage. However, it would be interesting to see in future
studies whether it could have a prognostic value to predict
the conversion of orofacial pain or headache conditions from
episodic to chronic. In ourmodel, Gfap expression remained high
even at the end of the experiment which could reflect a persistent
neuroinflammation.

In conclusion, the main novelty of the present findings is
the description of some up- and downregulated genes at the
levels of both primary and secondary sensory neurones of
the trigeminovascular system that might play important roles
in neuroinflammatory activation mechanisms. Furthermore,

we are the first to show transcriptomic alterations in the
PBMCs that are similar to the changes detected in the
neuronal tissues. These results open new perspectives and
initiate further investigations in the research of trigeminal pain
disorders.
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Abstract

Background: Recent data suggest that gene expression profiles of peripheral white blood cells can reflect changes
in the brain. We aimed to analyze the transcriptome of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) and changes of
plasma metabolite levels of migraineurs in a self-controlled manner during and between attacks.

Methods: Twenty-four patients with migraine were recruited and blood samples were collected in a headache-free
(interictal) period and during headache (ictal) to investigate disease- and headache-specific alterations. Control
samples were collected from 13 age- and sex-matched healthy volunteers. RNA was isolated from PBMCs and
single-end 75 bp RNA sequencing was performed using Illumina NextSeq 550 instrument followed by gene-level
differential expression analysis. Functional analysis was carried out on information related to the role of genes, such
as signaling pathways and biological processes. Plasma metabolomic measurement was performed with the
Biocrates MxP Quant 500 Kit.

Results: We identified 144 differentially-expressed genes in PBMCs between headache and headache-free samples
and 163 between symptom-free patients and controls. Network analysis revealed that enriched pathways included
inflammation, cytokine activity and mitochondrial dysfunction in both headache and headache-free samples
compared to controls. Plasma lactate, succinate and methionine sulfoxide levels were higher in migraineurs while
spermine, spermidine and aconitate were decreased during attacks.

Conclusions: It is concluded that enhanced inflammatory and immune cell activity, and oxidative stress can play a
role in migraine susceptibility and headache generation.

Keywords: Migraine, Transcriptomic analysis, Peripheral blood mononuclear cells, Cytokines, Mitochondrial
dysfunction
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Background
Migraine is a primary headache condition characterized
by moderate-to-severe unilateral pain of pulsating or
throbbing quality and accompanying symptoms, such as
nausea/vomiting or photo−/phonophobia. The headache
can be triggered by a variety of factors such as alcohol,
stress or hormonal changes [1]. There has been an on-
going debate about the precise pathophysiological mech-
anism of the disease, but the most accepted theory is
that migraine is a disorder affecting the sensory process-
ing of the brain [1]. However, the headache is most
likely to be generated by the activation of the trigemino-
vascular system resulting in neurogenic vasodilation and
inflammation of the meninges [2]. It is now evident that
major contributors to headache development are the
neuropeptides calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP)
[3–5] and pituitary adenylate cyclase activating polypep-
tide (PACAP) [6–8]. Yet, the exact sequence of events
during the phases of headache episode and the relative
importance of central and peripheral mechanisms are
still unclear. Except for the recently approved anti-
CGRP monoclonal antibodies, most of the preventive
treatment is based on empirical observations rather than
the understanding of the pathophysiology. Elucidating
the pathophysiological mechanisms is crucial to identify
the key mediators and determine novel therapeutic
targets.
It is also accepted that migraine susceptibility has a

genetic background [9, 10]. However, most of the re-
search using linkage, candidate gene- and genome-wide
association studies (GWAS) provided limited results.
GWAS have revealed susceptibility genes or loci impli-
cating vascular and smooth muscle tissues, synaptic
function, astrocyte-, microglia- and oligodendrocyte
roles [11–13]. The few genomic next-generation sequen-
cing studies mainly focused on certain candidate genes
associated with glutamatergic neurotransmission and
synaptic function/development, pain-sensing mecha-
nisms, metalloproteinases and vascular metabolism [9].
Quite recently, the interaction between single nucleotide
polymorphisms of three genes involved in synaptic
transmission was also linked to migraine susceptibility
[14]. None of the candidate genes could be conclusive as
genetic biomarkers of the disease, each having small im-
pact individually and limited predictive value [15]. The
reason for this could be that genetic-environmental in-
teractions play an important role in disease mechanisms
in specific clinical conditions. Gene expression patterns
associated with migraine reflect genetic and non-genetic
effects and may inform of migraine susceptibility and
outcome [16].
Recent results have pointed out that interactions be-

tween external stimuli and brain pathological processes
may be reflected in peripheral tissues, such as the blood,

which facilitates clinical research of several central ner-
vous system diseases without invasive tissue sampling
[16–18]. Differentially expressed genes have been de-
scribed in peripheral whole blood of migraineurs by
microarray or bead array [19, 20]. More recently, whole
blood next-generation RNA sequencing studies were
also performed to compare healthy individuals and
migraineurs. While the study by Gerring and coworkers
revealed significant changes in immune function and
cytokine signaling [21], another study by Kogelman and
coworkers reported largely negative results [22].
To unveil pathways responsible for headache gener-

ation, a self-controlled study design to compare samples
of headache (ictal) and headache-free (interictal) periods
is also necessary. Since previous data show that the tran-
scriptome of mononuclear blood cells is more closely
correlated with the transcriptome of brain samples [18],
RNA sequencing was performed from separated periph-
eral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) instead of the
whole blood. We have also complemented the transcrip-
tome analysis of peripheral blood mononuclear cells
with a plasma metabolome analysis from simultaneously
taken samples.

Methods
Study design
The study was approved by the National Public Health
Center, Ministry of Human Capacities of Hungary
(28324–5/2019/EÜIG). All study participants gave their
written informed consent in accordance with the Declar-
ation of Helsinki.
Episodic migraine patients (with or without aura) be-

tween the age of 20–65 years were included in the study.
Migraineurs were selected in accordance with the cri-
teria of the third edition of International Classification
of Headache Disorders [23]: recurrent unilateral, pulsat-
ing headache, which manifests in moderate or severe in-
tensity attacks lasting 4–72 h. Headache was aggravated
by routine physical activity and associated with nausea
and/or vomiting, as well as photophobia and phonopho-
bia. Exclusion criteria for enrolment included chronic
inflammatory diseases and depression.
Blood samples were drawn from migraine sufferers in

an attack-free period and during an attack. The attack-
free (interictal) sample was collected if the patient had
no headache for at least 24 h. For ictal samples, affected
patients were asked not to start their usual attack treat-
ment until the blood had been taken. There were no re-
strictions as regards food and drink intake. A detailed
questionnaire was used to compile a homogeneous
group of migraineurs concerning the features of their
disease. Questions included the prophylactic or attack
medication before sampling, number of attacks in the
previous month, the time of the last attack, the
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beginning of the current attack, other known diseases,
applied drugs and contraceptives, relation of migraine
attacks to the menstrual cycle, the presence of allodynia,
attack frequency, duration of migraine, severity of pain
during attacks as measured on a visual analog scale, co-
morbidities with other chronic diseases, familial mani-
festation of migraine, regular sport activity and the time
of the last meal were recorded.
Enrolment took place between September 2018 and

December 2019. Thirty six female and 1 male subjects
were recruited: 24 episodic migraine patients with or
without aura and 13 healthy controls. Sample size was
determined based on literature data [24, 25]. Healthy
volunteers serving as controls were screened for non-
reported/non-treated headaches.

Sample collection
Human blood (13 mL/person) was collected from cubital
veins of migraineurs and healthy volunteers into ice-cold
glass tubes containing ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
(EDTA) or citrate. For the transcriptomic measure-
ments, the PBMCs were isolated by Ficoll-Paque PREM
IUM (GE Healthcare, Budapest, Hungary) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. Four mL of
anticoagulant-treated blood and 4mL phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS) - EDTA solution were mixed in
sterile centrifuge tubes. Next, the diluted blood samples
were layered on 5mL Ficoll-Paque PREMIUM and cen-
trifuged 40min at 400×g, 20 °C. After the removal of the
liquid phase, the PBMC layer was transferred into a new
centrifuge tube, suspended with 6 mL PBS-EDTA solu-
tion and centrifuged 10 min at 500×g, 20 °C. The super-
natant was removed also and the pellet was suspended
in 6 mL PBS-EDTA solution, followed by centrifugation
(10 min, 500×g, 20 °C). Liquid phase was removed and
the cells were resuspended with 1 mL of TRI Reagent
(Molecular Research Center, Cincinnati, OH, USA),
transposed to Eppendorf tubes and stored at − 80 °C
until the gene expression investigations.
For the metabolomic measurements, the total human

blood samples were centrifuged at 300×g for 15 min,
twice at 2500×g for 15 min and 18,000×g for 90 min at
4 °C. Plasma samples were stored at − 80 °C until ana-
lysis. Samples showing signs of hemolysis were excluded.

RNA extraction and quality control
Isolation and purification of total RNA were carried out
as previously described [26] using the phenol-
chloroform based TRI Reagent procedure (Molecular
Research Center, Cincinnati, OH, USA), up to the step
of acquiring the RNA-containing aqueous layer. The
aqueous phase was mixed with an equal volume of abso-
lute ethanol and was loaded into Zymo-Spin™ IICR Col-
umn. Direct-zol RNA MiniPrep kit (Zymo Research,

Irvine, CA, USA) was used according to the manufac-
turer’s protocol including the optional on-column
DNase digestion.
RNA concentrations were measured using Qubit 3.0

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The RNA quality was
verified on TapeStation 4200 using RNA ScreenTape
(Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). We pro-
ceeded with high quality (RIN > 8) RNA samples to li-
brary preparation.

Illumina library preparation and sequencing
The library for Illumina sequencing was prepared using
NEBNext Ultra II Directional RNA Library Prep Kit for
Illumina (NEB, Ipswitch, MA, USA). Briefly, mRNA was
isolated from 500 ng total RNA using NEBNext Poly(A)
mRNA MAgnetic Isolation Module (NEB, Ipswitch, MA,
USA). Thereafter, the mRNA was fragmented, end
prepped and adapter-ligated. Finally, the library was
amplified according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
The quality of the libraries was checked on 4200 Tape-
Sation System using D1000 Screen Tape, the quantity
was measured on Qubit 3.0. Illumina sequencing was
performed on the NextSeq550 instrument (Illumina, San
Diego, CA, USA) with 1 × 76 run configuration.

Bioinformatics
The sequencing reads were aligned against the Homo sa-
piens reference genome (GRCh37 Ensembl release) with
STAR v2.5.3a [27]. After alignment, the reads were asso-
ciated with known protein-coding genes and the number
of reads aligned within each gene was counted using
Rsubread package v2.0.0 [28]. Gene count data were
normalized using the trimmed mean of M values
(TMM) normalization method of the edgeR R/Biocon-
ductor package (v3.28, R v3.6.0, Bioconductor v3.9) [29].
For statistical testing the data were further log trans-
formed using the voom approach [30] in the limma
package [31]. Normalized counts were represented as
transcripts per million (TPM) values. Fold change (FC)
values between the compared groups resulting from lin-
ear modeling process and modified t-test p-values were
produced by the limma package. The Benjamini–Hoch-
berg method was used to control the False Discovery
Rate (FDR) and adjusted p-values were calculated by
limma. In case of paired ictal and interictal samples the
correlation between samples originating from the same
patient was taken into account using the duplicateCorre-
lation function of limma. Functional analysis was per-
formed to take into account the annotations of genes
using the Gene Ontology (GO), Kyoto Encyclopedia of
Genes and Genomes (KEGG), and Reactome databases.
Detection of functional enrichment was performed in
the differentially expressed gene list (DE list enrichment:
Fisher’s exact test for GO, hypergeometric test for
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KEGG and Reactome) and towards the top of the list
when all genes have been ranked according to the evi-
dence for being differentially expressed (ranked list en-
richment: non-parametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for
GO and KEGG, hypergeometric test for Reactome) ap-
plying the topGO v2.37.0, ReactomePA v1.30.0, gage
v2.36.0 packages. The pathview package v1.26.0 [32] was
used to visualize mapping data to KEGG pathways.

Targeted metabolomic measurements
Acetonitrile, formic acid, methanol and water, all LC-
MS grade, as well as ammonium acetate for HPLC and
ethanol 96% Ph. Eur. 9.0, were obtained from Molar
Chemicals Kft. (Halásztelek, Hungary). The MxP Quant
500 Kit was purchased from Biocrates Life Sciences AG
(Innsbruck, Austria). Phenyl isothiocyanate (PITC),
phosphate buffered saline and pyridine were from Sigma
Aldrich Kft (Budapest, Hungary). Phosphate buffered sa-
line solution was prepared as per the recommendations
of the manufacturer. 5 mmol/L ammonium acetate was
prepared by adding 19 mg ammonium acetate to 50mL
methanol.
Plasma samples were processed for analysis as recom-

mended by the kit manufacturer. Briefly, after being
allowed to thaw and equilibrate to room temperature,
samples were homogenized. 10-μL plasma aliquots, cali-
brators and controls were pipetted into the respective
slots of a 96-well deep well reaction plate. The plate was
dried for 30 min under nitrogen 5.0 (Messer Hungarogáz
Kft., Budapest, Hungary). Derivatization was performed
by adding 50 μL 5% PITC prepared in a mixture of etha-
nol, pyridine and water (1:1:1, v/v) to each slot, covering
and incubating the plate for 60 min at ambient
temperature and, after removing the plastic lid, by dry-
ing for 60 min under nitrogen. 300 μL 5mmol/L ammo-
nium acetate was subsequently added and the plate was
shaken on an Allsheng MD-200 plate shaker at 450 rpm,
ambient temperature, for 30 min. Elution of the analytes
into a 96-well deep-well collection plate was performed
by applying positive pressure on a Phenomenex Presston
manifold (Gen-Lab Kft., Budapest, Hungary). For runs
including chromatographic separation, 150 μL extract
was pipetted to an LC collection plate and was diluted
with 150 μL water. For flow injection analysis, 10 μl ex-
tract was transferred to a FIA collection plate and was
diluted with 490 μL mobile phase employed for the FIA
runs.
Analysis was conducted on a Shimadzu Nexera XR

high performance liquid chromatograph (Simkon Kft,
Budapest, Hungary) coupled to a low-resolution Sciex
Qtrap 5500 mass spectrometer equipped with an elec-
trospray ionization unit and operated in the multiple re-
action monitoring mode (Per-form Hungária Kft,
Budapest, Hungary). Sciex Analyst v.1.6.3 software was

used for instrument control and data acquisition. Peak
review and analyte quantitation was done using the Bio-
crates MetIDQTM (Nitrogen version) software as
instructed by the kit manufacturer.
Samples were run using 4 different instrumental

setups, with the liquid chromatographic separation of
106 metabolites, and the flow injection analysis of 524
metabolites. Both positive and negative ionization polar-
ity was employed. Liquid chromatographic separation
was performed using the stationary phase provided by
the kit manufacturer and equipped with a precolumn
Mixer (Biocrates A.G., Innsbruck, Austria). The mobile
phases were water (A) and acetonitrile (B), both of
which contained 0.2% formic acid. Analysis with positive
ionization was carried out with an initial flow rate was
0.5 mL/min, then 0.6 mL/min at 5.5 min, then 8.0 mL/
min at 7.0 min, and, finally, 0.5 mL/min at 7.5 min. The
following linear gradient program was applied (% mobile
phase B): initial, 0% for 0.25 min, 12% at 1 min, 17.5% at
3,0 min, 50% at 4.5 min, and 100% at 5.5 min. Analysis in
the negative ionization mode was carried out with an
initial flow rate of 0.5 mL/min, 0.7 mL/min at 4.5 min,
0.8 mL/min at 6.5 min, and, finally, 0.5 mL/min at 7.6
min. The following linear gradient program was applied:
initial, 0% for 0.25 min, 25% at 0.5 min, 50% at 3.0 min,
75% at 4.0 min, and 100% at 4.5 min. The injection vol-
ume was 5 μL. The stationary phase was thermostatted
at 50 °C. The general mass spectrometry settings in the
positive and negative modes, respectively, were curtain
gas, 45 L/min and 20 L/min, collision gas, 9 L/min and 8
L/min, ion spray voltage, 5500 V and − 4500 V, ion
source temperature, 500 °C and 650 °C, ion source gas 1,
60 L/min and 40 L/min, and ion source gas 2, 70 L/min
and 40 L/min. In the flow injection analysis mode, the
mobile phase was prepared by adding 1 ampule FIA Mo-
bile Phase Additive, supplied with the MxP Quant 500
kit, to 290 μL methanol. The flow rate was 0.2 mL/min,
the sample injection volume was 20 μL. Ionization was
performed in the positive mode. In the 2 runs, respect-
ively, curtain gas was 20 L/min and 10 L/min, collision
gas was 9 L/min, ion spray voltage was 5500 V, ion
source temperature was 200 °C and 350 °C, ion source
gas 1 was set at 40 L/min and 30 L/min, and ion source
gas 2 was at 50 L/min and 90 L/min. Analyte-specific
mass spectrometry settings were provided by the kit
manufacturer.

Evaluation and statistical analysis of targeted
metabolomic measurements
The calculation of the concentrations of the metabolites
evaluated in the targeted metabolomic measurements, as
well as quality control assessment, was performed auto-
matically by the Biocrates MetIDQTM software. 42 me-
tabolites, all determined in the liquid chromatography-
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mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) assay, were quantitated
using 6-point calibration curves. Linear regression was
applied using 1/concentration weights, except for dopa-
mine (quadratic regression, 1/concentration weights).
The determination coefficients of the fitted lines ranged
between 0.9894–0.9999 (median: 0.9972). 64 metabolites,
assayed using LC-MS/MS, were evaluated by comparing
their peak areas to those of their respective internal
standards dried onto each slot of the sample preparation
plate in known concentrations. The quantitation of the
524 metabolites measured using flow injection analysis-
tandem mass spectrometry (FIA-MS/MS) was performed
automatically by the MetIDQTM software employing al-
gorithms not disclosed to the users of the Biocrates
MxP® Quant 500 kit. No data filtering or correction was
applied in this phase of evaluation.
Raw metabolomic data treatment included cleaning of

the background noise and unrelated ions through Mo-
lecular Feature Extraction (MFE) tool in Mass Hunter
Qualitative Analysis Software (B.06.00, Agilent). Mass
Profiler Professional (B.12.61, Agilent Technologies)
software was used to perform quality assurance (QA)
procedure and data filtration. QA procedure covered se-
lection of metabolic features with good repeatability. To

achieve this, only features detected in > 80% of the sam-
ples after QC, and samples having RSD < 30% were kept.
The differences between metabolomic profiles of the

healthy controls and migraineurs (interictal and ictal)
patients were studied. Homogeneity of variance and nor-
mality assumptions were studied using Levene’s and
Shapiro-Wilk tests respectively. Mean plasma concentra-
tions of metabolites in 3 study groups were compared
using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test or
Kruskal–Wallis test. For one-by-one comparisons, the t-
test or Wilcoxon test were used. The statistical signifi-
cance level was set at 0.05 for all two-sided tests and
multivariate comparisons. All calculations were prepared
in R (R version 3.6.2).

Results
Clinical characteristics of the patient population
The baseline demographic and clinical characteristic of
the studied population is presented in Table 1. The stud-
ied groups were well matched, without any between-
group differences in age, and anthropometric measure-
ments such as body mass index (BMI). Interictal blood
samples were collected from all 24 migraine patients,

Table 1 Demographic and clinical characteristics of study participants. Mean ± SD values are represented in the table

Group Migraineurs with (n = 3) and
without aura (n = 21)

Healthy control subjects
(n = 13)

Gender female n = 23 male n = 1 female n = 13

Age (years) 35 ± 12.25 35 ± 4.96

Body mass index (BMI) 22.21 ± 4.57 24 ± 3.47

Last meal (hours ago) 6.59 ± 6.29 3.69 ± 5.32

Co-morbidities and drugs of migraine patients

Known other diseases yes n = 10 no n = 14

Regular medication (except for attack therapy) yes n = 7 no n = 17

Hormonal contraceptives yes n = 8 no n = 16

Antimigraine prophylactic therapy no n = 24

Clinical features of the headache

Disease duration (years) 15 ± 12

Attack frequency (attack/year) 32 ± 37.37

Visual analogue scale (VAS) 7 ± 1.44

Allodynia yes n = 9 no n = 15

Chronic pain yes n = 3 no n = 21

Menstruation-headache relationship sensitive n = 10 independent n = 13

Migraineurs in the family yes n = 15 no n = 9

Regular sport activity yes n = 13 no n = 11

Features of attacks before samplings

Number of attacks in the previous month 3 ± 3.31

Last attack before interictal blood sampling (days ago) 16.58 ± 28.35

Beginning of attack before ictal blood sampling (hours) 17.91 ± 29.47
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while ictal samples were obtained from 8 of them for
self-controlled comparison.

Transcriptome profile of PBMC samples
Twenty out of 24 interictal blood samples were used for
PBMC RNA sequencing.
In interictal PBMC samples compared to healthy ones,

163 genes were found to be differentially expressed with
a fold change threshold of 1.5 and a p-value threshold of
0.05, 135 genes were upregulated and 28 were downreg-
ulated. Based on the average of fold change and p-value
ranks (average rank), the interleukin (IL)-1β gene (IL1B)
was implicated at the top of the differentially expressed
(DE) gene list (Table S1). Other highly implicated genes
include prostaglandin-endoperoxide synthase 2 (PTGS2)
also known as cyclooxygenase 2 (COX2), tumor necrosis
factor (TNF), and numerous chemokines, such as IL-8
(IL8).
In ictal PBMC samples, when compared to the interic-

tal ones, 144 genes were differentially expressed (fold
change: 1.3, p-value: 0.05), 64 were upregulated, 80
downregulated. Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleopro-
tein C like 1 (HNRNPCL1) was implicated most, along
with olfactory receptor family 10 subfamily G member 2
(OR10G2) and interleukin 20 receptor subunit alpha
(IL20RA), among others (Table S2). After FDR correc-
tion, two genes had adjusted p-values below 0.25, het-
erogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein C like 1 (HNRN
PCL1) and cornichon family AMPA receptor auxiliary
protein 3 (CNIH3).
In ictal PBMC samples compared to healthy samples,

131 genes were differentially expressed (fold change: 1.5,
p-value: 0.05), 118 were upregulated, 13 downregulated.
Similarly to the interictal and healthy sample compari-
son, IL1B gene was implicated at the top of the differen-
tially expressed gene list (Table S3). Other highly
implicated genes include PTGS2, TNF, and numerous
chemokines such as IL8.
When DE genes were visualized on heat maps (Figs. 1,

2, 3), samples were clustered according to the original
sample groups. Remarkably, the interictal group splits
into two major and one minor subgroups based on gene
expression patterns when compared to the healthy
(Fig. 1) and ictal (Fig. 2) group.
Functional enrichment analysis of DE genes (DE list

enrichment) and ranked list enrichment of all genes
were carried out, which yielded statistically significant
GO, KEGG and Reactome terms involved in PBMC cells
of migraineurs (Tables 2, 3, 4).
In the interictal PBMC samples compared to healthy

ones, cytokine and chemokine receptor binding,
interleukin-10 (IL-10) signaling, as well as oxidative
phosphorylation in the mitochondria were significantly
affected.

In the ictal vs. interictal comparison, hormone and
cytokine activity, oxidative phosphorylation, chemosen-
sory receptors were implicated, among others.
In the ictal versus healthy comparison, IL-4, IL-10 and

IL-13, as well as chemokine, growth factor and neuroac-
tive ligand-receptor interactions were implicated.
Ranked list enrichment analysis of all genes statistically

significantly implicated the metabolic pathway of oxida-
tive phosphorylation (Tables 2, 3, 4) in the interictal
PBMC samples when compared to the healthy control
group (Fig. 4, upper panel) with a p-value of 8.82E-06, as
well as in the ictal samples in comparison with the inter-
ictal group (Fig. 4, lower panel) with a p-value of
0.000845. Expression of most oxidative phosphorylation
related genes on Fig. 4 were elevated in the interictal
samples versus the healthy ones, while decreased in ictal
samples during migraine attack when compared to the
interictal groups. Expression of genes coding succinate
dehydrogenase/fumarate reductase enzymes (SDHA,
SDHB, SDHC, SDHD), for example, increased in the
interictal samples versus the healthy ones, while de-
creased in ictal samples during migraine attack when
compared to the interictal groups, albeit statistically
non-significantly at the individual gene level.

Metabolic alterations in the plasma of migraine patients
Metabolomic measurements were performed on 14
interictal, 6 ictal and 6 healthy control plasma samples.
During the migraine attack (ictal) spermine and spermi-
dine levels were significantly reduced (Fig. 5A,B, p-
values: 0.021 and < 0.001), in comparison to metabolite
concentrations found in the samples from the attack-
free period. Interestingly, the spermine/spermidine ratio
was suppressed in migraineurs, but during headache the
concentration ratio was restored to a healthy-like level
(Fig. 5C, p-value: 0.014). Methionine sulfoxide levels sig-
nificantly increased (Fig. 5D, p-values: 0.026) during the
ictal phase, compared to the healthy group. Lactate and
succinate levels were significantly elevated (Fig. 5E,F, p-
values: 0.031 and 0.005) during the interictal phase when
compared to healthy volunteers. Succinate concentration
was also significantly higher (p-value: 0.0022) during the
ictal phase compared to the healthy group, while aconitate
was lower in the same comparison (Fig. 5G, p-value: 0.041).

Discussion
This is the first transcriptome analysis of PBMCs iso-
lated from interictal and ictal samples of migraine pa-
tients in comparison with healthy controls suggesting
the importance of inflammatory pathways and the po-
tential contribution of various cytokines to migraine sus-
ceptibility. In addition to the inflammatory pathways,
our results suggest potential implication of mitochon-
drial dysfunction in migraine. Moreover, significant
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Fig. 1 Heat map representation of differentially expressed genes in the interictal vs. healthy PBMC comparison. Columns represent samples, rows
represent genes. Pearson correlation was respectively calculated between samples and genes, visualized by dendrograms
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changes in some metabolites in the plasma also point to
an alteration of mitochondrial electron transport chain
or the citric acid cycle. There are two novel aspects of
our analysis. On one hand, comparisons were made be-
tween healthy control samples to both the interictal and
ictal samples of patients with the aim to identify both
disease-specific and headache-specific alterations. On
the other hand, instead of whole blood, we studied iso-
lated mononuclear cells, the transcriptome of which had
been reported to correlate better with the alterations in
the brain [18]. Interestingly, significant gene expression
and metabolite changes could be detected independently
of headache episodes compared to healthy control

samples which could be markers of migraine susceptibil-
ity, but not necessarily attack-specific.
A limitation of the study is that the RNA-based results

are not confirmed by measuring the concentrations of
the affected cytokines, but the results of the transcrip-
tome analysis are in line with previous literature data
which showed altered cytokine levels in migraine pa-
tients [33–36]. Our results showing immune pathway al-
terations are also in agreement with the findings of
Gerring and coworkers’ next-generation RNA sequen-
cing study of the whole blood of migraine patients [21].
A further limitation is that only the ictal vs. interictal
comparison yielded gene results after controlling for the

Fig. 2 Heat map representation of differentially expressed genes in the ictal vs. interictal comparison. Columns represent samples, rows represent
genes. Pearson correlation was respectively calculated between samples and genes, visualized by dendrograms. Ictal samples from identical
patients (“A”, “B”) are marked with respective colors in the legend
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Fig. 3 Heat map representation of differentially expressed genes in the ictal vs. healthy comparison. Columns represent samples, rows represent
genes. Pearson correlation was respectively calculated between samples and genes, visualized by dendrograms. Ictal samples from identical
patients (“A”, “B”) are marked with respective colors in the legend
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Table 2 Functional enrichment results of PBMC RNA-seq data of the interictal vs. healthy comparison. DE list enrichment:
overrepresentation of functional terms in the differentially expressed gene list. Ranked list enrichment: enrichment of genes
associated with a certain pathway towards the top of the ranked whole data. GO: gene ontology, BP: biological process, CC: cellular
component, MF molecular function. KEGG: Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes. Annotated: number of genes associated
with the given term. R: Reactome database. Significant: number of statistically significant associated with the given term. Expected:
expected number of genes associated with the given term in the DE gene list. Gene ratio: ratio of number of genes in the DE list
that overlap with genes associated with the given term, and the number of genes in the DE list which overlap with genes
associated with all terms in the Reactome database. Bg ratio: ratio of the number of genes associated with the given term, and the
total number of genes associated with Reactome terms

Interictal vs. healthy

ID DE list enrichment Annotated Significant Expected p-value

GO:0006954 BP inflammatory response 625 31 6.03 2.60E-14

GO:0005126 MF cytokine receptor binding 210 14 1.89 6.10E-09

GO:0042379 MF chemokine receptor binding 37 6 0.33 8.90E-07

GeneRatio BgRatio p-value

R-HSA-6783783 Interleukin-10 signaling 11/96 40/8821 2.60E-14

Ranked list enrichment Annotated p-value

GO:0022900 BP electron transport chain 173 2.60E-14

GO:0005746 CC mitochondrial respiratory chain 82 2.17E-05

GO:0016684 MF oxidoreductase activity, acting on peroxide as acceptor 50 0.000016

KEGG 190 Oxidative phosphorylation 121 8.82E-06

KEGG 4080 Neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction 157 2.28E-05

Table 3 Functional enrichment results of PBMC RNA-seq data of the ictal vs. interictal comparison. DE list enrichment:
overrepresentation of functional terms in the differentially expressed gene list. Ranked list enrichment: enrichment of genes
associated with a certain pathway towards the top of the ranked whole data. GO: gene ontology, BP: biological process, CC: cellular
component, MF molecular function. KEGG: Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes. Annotated: number of genes associated
with the given term. R: Reactome database. Significant: number of statistically significant associated with the given term. Expected:
expected number of genes associated with the given term in the DE gene list. Gene ratio: ratio of number of genes in the DE list
that overlap with genes associated with the given term, and the number of genes in the DE list which overlap with genes
associated with all terms in the Reactome database. Bg ratio: ratio of the number of genes associated with the given term, and the
total number of genes associated with Reactome terms

Ictal vs. interictal

ID DE list enrichment Annotated Significant Expected p-value

GO:1902305 BP regulation of sodium ion transmembrane transport 55 4 0.39 2.60E-14

GO:0070382 CC exocytic vesicle 175 6 1.3 0.0019

GO:0005179 hormone activity 61 3 0.43 0.00924

KEGG 4742 Taste transduction 35 2 0.219161 0.019843

Ranked list enrichment Annotated p-value

GO:0005746 CC mitochondrial respiratory chain 82 2.60E-14

GO:0005125 MF cytokine activity 149 0.000001

GO:0005179 MF hormone activity 61 6.95E-05

GO:0030594 MF neurotransmitter receptor activity 57 0.000107

GO:0004984 MF olfactory receptor activity 44 0.000433

KEGG 4080 Neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction 157 9.04E-05

KEGG 190 Oxidative phosphorylation 121 0.000845

KEGG 140 Steroid hormone biosynthesis 36 0.00112
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false discovery rate. Migraine can have a prevalence of
20% of the population thus it can include a heterogeneous
patient pool. In this regard our examination can be con-
sidered rather exploratory in nature with key results to be
confirmed in a later study with a larger number of partici-
pants. Some similar migraine studies, however, have in-
cluded patients in similar order of magnitude [22].
Controlling for FDR indeed reduces the number of false
positive results but in turn increases false negatives. The
cost of the latter is missing out on important discoveries
[37]. Not having sufficient results after correction for mul-
tiple comparison also hinders finding associated biological
functions. In a similar setting, examined the whole blood
of migraineurs, Kogelman and colleagues performed cor-
rection for multiple testing and found two genes to be sig-
nificantly differentially expressed [22]. They ran, however,
functional enrichment analysis on the full non-corrected
DE gene list, as well as co-expression network analysis on
5000 genes which is a multiple of the number of DE genes
in their study. We carried out functional analysis by two
approaches. One was DE list enrichment where potential
false positive results at the gene level are expected to be
randomly distributed among associated biological func-
tions. Thus, significant biological terms supported by sev-
eral DE genes are less likely to be false positive hits
themselves. Our other method was ranked list enrichment
that is not limited to the DE genes, hence it can circum-
vent the challenges of multiple comparison. The analysis
considers the ranked list of all genes whose transcripts
were detected.

While the vascular and neuronal origin of migraine
has been debated for a long time, it is clear that there is
an inflammatory component in the generation of the
headache. NSAIDs are partially effective to relieve the
headache pointing to the contribution of prostaglandins
to nociceptor sensitization. Activation of resident mast
cells in the meninges and release of proinflammatory cy-
tokines such as IL-1β, IL-6, TNF-α and several chemo-
kines have been proposed to play major roles in the
progression of migraine headache (Fig. 6) [38, 39]. More-
over, cytokine release by glial cells is also likely to con-
tribute to migraine pathomechanism, as it was shown
that cortical spreading depression can result in inflam-
mosome activation in the brain parenchyma, as well
[40]. In our study upregulation of several cytokines, as
well as COX-2 were detected in PBMCs of migraine pa-
tients in both interictal and ictal samples compared to
healthy controls pointing to a systemic change of im-
mune functions. These data are in line with previous re-
ports of elevated plasma levels of various
proinflammatory cytokines like IL-1, IL-6 [33], TNFα
[34], IL-8, CCL3 and CCL5 [41, 42] and C-reactive pro-
teins (CRP) [43, 44]. Moreover, during attacks, the con-
centration of IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10 and TNF-α were
further increased [35, 36]. Cytokines are fundamental
regulators of inflammatory and immune reactions, and
several of them have been directly implicated in pain
sensitization by acting both on peripheral nociceptive
nerve terminals and sensory ganglia, as well as partici-
pating in central sensitization. The pro-nociceptive role

Table 4 Functional enrichment results of PBMC RNA-seq data of the ictal vs. healthy comparison. DE list enrichment:
overrepresentation of functional terms in the differentially expressed gene list. Ranked list enrichment: enrichment of genes
associated with a certain pathway towards the top of the ranked whole data. GO: gene ontology, BP: biological process, CC: cellular
component, MF molecular function. KEGG: Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes. Annotated: number of genes associated
with the given term. R: Reactome database. Significant: number of statistically significant associated with the given term. Expected:
expected number of genes associated with the given term in the DE gene list. Gene ratio: ratio of number of genes in the DE list
that overlap with genes associated with the given term, and the number of genes in the DE list which overlap with genes
associated with all terms in the Reactome database. Bg ratio: ratio of the number of genes associated with the given term, and the
total number of genes associated with Reactome terms

Ictal vs. healthy

ID DE list enrichment Annotated Significant Expected p-value

GO:1901700 BP response to oxygen-containing compound 1347 45 10.86 2.60E-14

GO:0070851 MF growth factor receptor binding 105 7 0.83 0.000019

Gene ratio Bg ratio p-value

R-HSA-6783783 Interleukin-10 signaling 10/84 40/8821 2.60E-14

R-HSA-6785807 Interleukin-4 and Interleukin-13 signaling 11/84 98/8821 1.71E-09

R-HSA-179812 GRB2 events in EGFR signaling 3/84 11/8821 0.00013

Ranked list enrichment Annotated p-value

GO:0070098 BP chemokine-mediated signaling pathway 67 2.60E-14

KEGG 4080 Neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction 157 1.86E-14

KEGG 4740 Olfactory transduction 63 0.000817
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of IL-1β or TNFα in both peripheral and central pain
mechanisms is well characterized [45–48]. Their poten-
tial contribution to headaches was supported by data
that application of IL-1β or TNFα on rat dura resulted
in activation and sensitization of meningeal nociceptors
[49, 50]. Other cytokines from our top DE gene list, such
as CXCL1, 2 or 3 (all ligands of the CXCR2 receptor),
have also been shown to be pro-nociceptive [51].

Intrathecal administration of CXCL1, 2 or 3 produced
hyperalgesia in mice [52]. These chemokines have also
been implicated in neuropathic pain [52–54] and noci-
ceptive sensitization after traumatic brain injury [55, 56].
CXCL1 in the synovial fluid of osteoarthritis patients
correlated with the severity of pain [57]. Furthermore,
significantly upregulated genes in our study include
amphiregulin and epiregulin, which are epidermal

Fig. 4 Oxidative phosphorylation was implicated as a significantly altered metabolic pathway based on the ranked list enrichment analysis of all
genes whose transcripts were detected from PBMC samples. Results of the analysis between ictal vs. interictal (upper panel) and interictal vs.
healthy (lower panel) samples are shown. All detected genes are mapped to the pathway map. Original figure was rendered by Pathview
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growth factor receptor (EGFR) ligands. These proteins
have been implicated in tumor growth; however, a role
in inflammation has also been described [58, 59]. Epire-
gulin, but not amphiregulin has been shown to be pro-
nociceptive in mice, and EGFR inhibitors were analgesic
in a variety of animal models of chronic pain [60]. Hu-
man data indicate that both amphiregulin and epiregulin
expressions were higher in bone marrow-derived mono-
nuclear cells of rheumatoid arthritis patients and in-
creased expression of amphiregulin was also detected in
PBMCs and synovial tissues [61].
Recently, the metabolic alterations in migraine have

also been highlighted [62, 63] and a meta-analysis
pointed to the importance of oxidative and nitrosative
stress [64]. A possible link between mitochondrial dys-
function and neuroinflammation is the demonstration of
NLRP3 inflammosome activation by mitochondrial re-
active oxygen species which was postulated to partici-
pate in several CNS disorders including migraine [40].
Several lines of evidence demonstrate that in migrai-
neurs there is an imbalance between energy requirement
and supply of the brain [62, 63] and it has been hypothe-
sized that the attack can be a consequence of an adap-
tive response to restore energy homeostasis. Impaired
mitochondrial energy production has been detected in
the brain and skeletal muscle of migraine patients during
attacks, but also even interictally [65–68]. Moreover, it

has also been raised that migraine triggers act as pro-
moters of oxidative stress [69, 70] and various studies
have consistently reported elevated levels of oxidative
stress markers or a deficit of antioxidant mechanisms
[62, 64]. Activities of various mitochondrial enzymes
have been found to be altered in the platelets of mi-
graine patients [71, 72].
In connection with the pathways identified with the

PBMC transcriptome analysis, we have detected signifi-
cant differences in several metabolites reflecting changes
in mitochondrial function. These results provide a com-
plementary viewpoint to a DE centric interpretation of
our RNA-seq results. Lactate levels were increased in
interictal, but not the ictal samples compared to the
healthy plasma, while succinate levels were increased in
both sets of migraine samples. Another intermediate me-
tabolite of the citric acid cycle, aconitate was slightly de-
creased in parallel. Previous studies have already
detected similar increases in plasma lactate and pyruvate
levels [73], and it has also been reported that in migraine
patients lactate levels rose higher upon exercise [74].
There are also data on increased lactate levels in some
brain areas, although these were only detected in migrai-
neurs with aura [62]. Abnormal “astrocyte-to-neuron
lactate shuttle” has been considered to be behind the al-
tered lactate metabolism, where astrocytes, through the
end product of anaerobic glycolysis (lactate), provide

Fig. 5 Differences in plasma metabolomic profiles of healthy controls and migraineurs (interictal and ictal) for different classes of compounds:
(A, B, C) biogenic amines; (D) amino acid-related; and (E, F, G) carboxylic acids. Plasma concentrations of different metabolites are compared
between groups and are considered significantly different when p≤ 0.05. Asterisks denote significant differences (*p≤ 0.05, **p≤ 0.01,
***p ≤ 0.001), as analyzed by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for A, B, C, E and Kruskal–Wallis test for D, F, G samples
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energy to the activated neurons [75]. Regarding succin-
ate, elevated levels were linked to a worse metabolic
state in obese patients [76] and increased succinate con-
centrations have also been detected in the plasma of se-
verely injured patients [77]. Also, succinate has been
suggested to be a metabolic indicator of sepsis and mito-
chondrial dysfunction [78], with altered tissue concen-
trations under ischemia and inflammation [79–81].
However, novel data also indicate that succinate released
for activated macrophages can act as a pro-inflammatory
local mediator [80, 82], which could be another link be-
tween metabolic alterations in the plasma and inflamma-
tory reactions. Other significantly changed metabolites
include the polyamines spermine and spermidine and
the oxidized metabolite of methionine, MetSO. Sperm-
ine and spermidine are involved in multiple cellular pro-
cesses including the regulation of transcription and
translation, alteration of ion channel and receptor func-
tion, and regulation of nitric oxide synthase. They act as
scavengers of reactive oxygen radicals, thus represent
important elements of normal mitochondrial functions.
Polyamines also take part in protection from oxidative
damage by stimulating the synthesis of superoxide dis-
mutase, heat shock proteins and cell cycle regulators
[83–89]. However, it has been described that over-
production or over-intake of these polyamines might
contribute to cellular damage by oxidative mechanisms.
In the brain, they might play a role in gap junction per-
meability and neuronal hyperexcitability under patho-
logical conditions. Interestingly, spermine also can

regulate the activity of glutamate-receptors, TRPV1
channels, and glial Kir4.1 channels [90–94]. Methionine,
due to exposure to reactive oxygen species (ROS), oxi-
dizes to MetSO. This procedure can be reversed by the
methionine sulfoxide reductase (Msr) [95]. Currently, a
correlation has been suggested between the increment in
MetSO plasma levels and Alzheimer’s disease progres-
sion [96]. Besides, altered Msr system function and
MetSO accumulation have been proposed to be bio-
markers of aging [97–99]. However, to our knowledge,
this is the first study to link increased plasma levels of
MetSO to migraine-related processes.

Conclusions
In summary, our results suggest that enhanced immune
cell activity and oxidative stress generation play import-
ant roles in migraine susceptibility and headache-
generation. Detection of altered gene expressions and
metabolite levels in the peripheral blood point to the
systemic nature of the disease. Our study also indicates
that drugs targeting cytokines or reducing oxidative
stress might be valuable for migraine treatment or
prophylaxis.
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Abstract: A large percentage of primary sensory neurons in the trigeminal ganglia (TG) contain
neuropeptides such as tachykinins or calcitonin gene-related peptide. Neuropeptides released from
the central terminals of primary afferents sensitize the secondary nociceptive neurons in the trigeminal
nucleus caudalis (TNC), but also activate glial cells contributing to neuroinflammation and consequent
sensitization in chronic orofacial pain and migraine. In the present study, we investigated the newest
member of the tachykinin family, hemokinin-1 (HK-1) encoded by the Tac4 gene in the trigeminal
system. HK-1 had been shown to participate in inflammation and hyperalgesia in various models,
but its role has not been investigated in orofacial pain or headache. In the complete Freund’s adjuvant
(CFA)-induced inflammatory orofacial pain model, we showed that Tac4 expression increased in the
TG in response to inflammation. Duration-dependent Tac4 upregulation was associated with the
extent of the facial allodynia. Tac4 was detected in both TG neurons and satellite glial cells (SGC)
by the ultrasensitive RNAscope in situ hybridization. We also compared gene expression changes
of selected neuronal and glial sensitization and neuroinflammation markers between wild-type
and Tac4-deficient (Tac4-/-) mice. Expression of the SGC/astrocyte marker in the TG and TNC was
significantly lower in intact and saline/CFA-treated Tac4-/- mice. The procedural stress-related increase
of the SGC/astrocyte marker was also strongly attenuated in Tac4-/- mice. Analysis of TG samples
with a mouse neuroinflammation panel of 770 genes revealed that regulation of microglia and
cytotoxic cell-related genes were significantly different in saline-treated Tac4-/- mice compared to
their wild-types. It is concluded that HK-1 may participate in neuron-glia interactions both under
physiological and inflammatory conditions and mediate pain in the trigeminal system.

Keywords: orofacial pain; hemokinin-1; trigeminal ganglia; complete Freund’s adjuvant;
macrophages; satellite glial cells; neuroinflammation
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1. Introduction

Sensitization of trigeminal nociceptors by inflammatory mediators is a major factor of orofacial
pain and headache disorders by causing hyperalgesia and allodynia. The orofacial area is mainly
innervated by ophthalmic, maxillary and mandibular branches of the trigeminal nerve. The cell bodies
of the primary sensory neurons are located in the trigeminal ganglia (TG) and their central terminals
relay the protopathic information to the spinal trigeminal nucleus caudalis (TNC) and the upper
cervical dorsal horn. When trigeminal nerve injury or orofacial inflammation occurs, TG neurons
become sensitized and in turn release several mediators, which lead to enhanced responsiveness of the
secondary afferent neurons. Satellite glial cells (SGC) and resident macrophages in the TG, as well as
astrocytes and microglia in the central nervous system, are also activated in the process and contribute
to the sensitization. There is growing evidence that the cross-talk between neurons and glial cells has
a prominent modulatory role on nociceptive transmission under physiological and pathophysiological
conditions [1–6].

A major percentage of nociceptive sensory neurons both in the trigeminal and dorsal root
ganglia are peptidergic and release several neuropeptides, such as tachykinins (substance P (SP) and
neurokinins) and calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) in response to activation [7,8]. Tachykinins
can be released both from the peripheral and central endings of primary sensory neurons contributing
to inflammatory processes and pain transmission [9,10]. The biological actions of tachykinins are
mediated by the G-protein coupled neurokinin NK-1, NK-2 and NK-3 receptors [11,12]. NK-1 receptor
antagonists were shown to effectively reduce neuropathic mechanical hyperalgesia and inflammatory
pain in animal models [13–15]. Since SP is expressed by trigeminal sensory neurons, it also became
the focus of migraine studies. SP released from the peripheral terminals of trigeminal neurons
induces plasma protein extravasation and vasodilatation in the dura mater [16], while centrally in
the TNC it contributes to pain transmission [17,18]. It has been shown that the SP/NK-1 system
participates in orofacial heat hyperalgesia in inflammatory and nerve injury-related animal models [19].
Preclinical data were promising regarding the use of NK-1 receptor antagonists in several pain
conditions and inflammatory disease models [19–21]. Nevertheless, human studies could not prove the
analgesic effect of these compounds, either in migraine [22–25] or in other conditions like post-operative
dental pain [26] or neuropathic pain [27]. The explanation for the failure of NK-1 receptor antagonists
as analgesics and anti-migraine drugs remains unclear, but it might be due to differences of the human
NK-1 receptor structure and function as compared to the rodent receptor, or the ineffectiveness of
competitively blocking the SP binding site [28,29].

The discovery of the newest member of the tachykinin family, the hemokinin-1 (HK-1) encoded
by the Tac4 gene [30], has given a new impetus to tachykinin research. HK-1 might be a novel key
molecule in behavior, pain and inflammatory processes [31]. There is a growing amount of data
regarding the mRNA expression of the Tac4 gene both in the central and peripheral nervous systems.
In contrast to other tachykinin members, relatively high expression of the Tac4 gene can be found in
the periphery (e.g., lung, spleen, adrenal gland). B and T lymphocytes, macrophages and dendritic
cells also express Tac4 [30,32–34]. While other tachykinins are conserved across mammals, HK-1 is
highly homologous in mouse and rat, but not in humans. Both rodent peptides and the human
HK-1 can bind to the NK-1 tachykinin receptor [35], but they also have distinct, NK-1-independent
actions [36,37]. Since the structures of HK-1 and SP are very similar, it is difficult to proceed with peptide
detection, localization and measurement. Although a few studies reported antibody development
(e.g., [38]) or a recent immunohistochemical study on the TG with an in-house developed antibody [39],
there are still no commercially available antibodies against HK-1. Despite the structural similarities and
common receptors of HK-1 and SP, some of their functions appear to be different, even opposing each
other [36,40–43]. This could be explained by different binding sites and different signalling pathways
by HK-1 compared to SP even at the NK-1 receptor, but a specific target is suggested to mediate several
actions of HK-1 [36]. Therefore, since the receptorial mechanisms of HK-1 are not precisely known,
pharmacological interventions (e.g., antagonists) cannot be used to validate the target.
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Studies investigating the pain modulatory function of HK-1 showed opposing effects,
pointing to a complex role of the peptide. HK-1 had a pronociceptive effect after intrathecal
or intracerebroventricular administration, causing pain and scratching behavior without influencing the
withdrawal latency to a noxious heat stimulus [34,43]. However, in other studies, an analgesic effect was
shown upon intracerebroventricular injection [44–46]. Its potential contribution to pain sensitization
was shown by the upregulation of Tac4 mRNA expression in lipopolysaccharide-stimulated cultured
microglia [47], and in the rat spinal dorsal horn after complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA)-induced paw
inflammation [48].

The role of HK-1 in orofacial pain and trigeminal sensitization have been poorly investigated.
Therefore, we aimed to explore the potential role of HK-1 in the trigeminovascular system by (i) detecting
expression changes of Tac4 in the TG and TNC in a rat inflammatory orofacial pain model [49] (ii)
investigating behavioral alterations and gene expression changes of selected markers of neuronal
sensitization and neuroinflammation by comparing Tac4-deficient (Tac4-/-) and wild-type mice.

2. Results

2.1. Tac4 mRNA Levels Are Upregulated in Response to CFA-Induced Inflammation in the Rat TG in
Association with Facial Allodynia

The facial mechanonociceptive threshold of CFA-injected rats was significantly decreased
compared to saline injection, starting from day one until day seven after injection. The allodynia
reached its maximum on day three in the whisker pad area (Figure 1a), in accordance with our previous
results [49]. Tac4 mRNA expression was also measured in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs),
TG and TNC tissues. The fold changes of Tac4 mRNA in TG (Figure 1b) followed the course of von
Frey threshold changes, reaching its maximum on day three. In TNC and PBMC samples the Tac4
expression could not be detected with sufficient reliability with this method, as Cq values were very
close to the detection limit.
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normalized fold changes in Tac4 mRNA expression of rat trigeminal ganglia (TG) on day 1, 3 and 7 
after CFA or saline injection. The mRNA levels were normalized to β2m and Hprt1. Data are means ± 
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Figure 1. (a) Changes in mechanical threshold measured with von Frey filaments on day 1, 3, 7 after
unilateral injection of complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA) or saline (50 µL s.c.). Data are means ± S.E.M.
(CFA: n = 5–16, saline: n = 6). A sterisks denote statistically significant differences between the control
day and the days after CFA treatment (*** p ≤ 0.001, **** p ≤ 0.0001), while hash marks label statistically
significant differences between saline and CFA groups (## p ≤ 0.01, ### p ≤ 0.001, #### p ≤ 0.0001)
as analyzed by two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison tests; (b) time course of
normalized fold changes in Tac4 mRNA expression of rat trigeminal ganglia (TG) on day 1, 3 and 7
after CFA or saline injection. The mRNA levels were normalized to β2m and Hprt1. Data are means ±
S.E.M. (n = 3 at each time point). Asterisks denote statistically significant differences between saline
and CFA groups (*** p ≤ 0.001, **** p ≤ 0.0001), as analyzed by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s
multiple comparison tests.
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2.2. CFA-Induced Orofacial Inflammation Upregulates Tac4 mRNA in Both Primary Sensory Neurons and
SGCs of the Rat TG

To investigate the basal expression and inflammation-induced alterations of the Tac4 mRNA in
the rat TG, fluorescent RNAscope in situ hybridization (ISH) was performed, that provides cellular
resolution and tissue context. Tac4 transcripts were localized primarily on sensory neurons and
SGCs in saline-treated samples (Figure 2a, left panel) and significantly upregulated in both cell
types upon CFA treatment (Figure 2a, right panel). Basal and elevated Tac4 mRNA levels were
analyzed semi-quantitatively using ImageJ software and plotted as Tac4-specific total dot area/number
detected in sensory neuron soma or SGC (Figure 2b). Sensory neurons and SGCs were identified
morphologically (see arrows and arrowheads, respectively, Figure 2a) and histologically by colocalizing
Tac4 with neuronal (NeuN, encoded by Rbfox3) and satellite glial marker (SK3, encoded by Kcnn3,
see Supplementary Figure S2). RNAscope performed on rat TG was validated by RNAscope 3-plex
negative control probes designed to bacterial dapB gene giving no detectable fluorescent signal on
any channel (Supplementary Figure S3a,b). RNAscope 3-plex mouse positive control probes were
used to visualize the housekeeping genes: RNA polymerase II subunit A (Polr2a), peptidyl-prolyl
cis-trans isomerase B (Ppib) and polyubiquitin-C (Ubc) mRNA on rat TG from saline-treated animals
(Supplementary Figure S3c,d).
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showing upregulation after CFA compared to saline injection in Tac4-positive neurons and SGCs of
n = 4 (saline)-6 (CFA) rats/group. Asterisks denote statistically significant differences between saline
and CFA groups (* p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01), as analyzed by Student’s t-test for unpaired samples. ROI:
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2.3. CFA-Induced Orofacial Inflammation Upregulates Tac4 mRNA in Both Primary Sensory Neurons and
SGCs of the Mouse TG

Similarly to Tac4 expression found in rat TG, basal Tac4 mRNA was detected both in sensory
neurons and SGCs of the mouse TG (Figure 3a, left panel). Also, mouse Tac4 mRNA was shown to
be upregulated in response to CFA-induced inflammation (Figure 3a, right panel). Sensory neurons
and SGCs were identified morphologically (see arrows and arrowheads, respectively, Figure 3a).
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Technical control conditions using 3-plex negative (Supplementary Figure S3c) and mouse 3-plex
positive (Supplementary Figure S3d) control probes were applied on longitudinal mouse TG from
saline-injected animals.
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Figure 3. (a) Representative confocal images of Tac4 mRNA (red) counterstained with DAPI is shown
on longitudinal sections of mouse TG after saline or CFA treatment. Arrows indicate sensory neurons,
arrowheads refer to SGCs. Scale bar: 50 µm, inset scale bar: 20 µm; (b) statistics showing Tac4 mRNA
upregulation after CFA compared to saline injection in Tac4-positive neurons and SGCs of n = 4 (saline)
-5 (CFA) mice/group. Asterisks denote statistically significant differences between saline and CFA
groups (*** p ≤ 0.001, **** p ≤ 0.0001), as analyzed by Student’s t-test for unpaired samples. ROI: region
of interest; unit of the area: µm2.

2.4. CFA-Induced Alterations of Neuronal and Glial Activation Markers in the TG and TNC of Tac4
Gene-Deficient Mice

Mouse TG samples exhibited a relatively low value of Tac4 expression levels, thus it could not be
reliably detected and evaluated by RT-qPCR. We were unable to evaluate Tac4 expression in TNC and
PBMC samples either, similarly to rat TNC and PBMC samples.

We have previously described the gene activity profile of neuronal and glial activation markers in
the rat TG and TNC, therefore we investigated the same markers in the mouse samples after orofacial
inflammation. In wild-type (WT) mice, neuronal FosB gene expression was significantly upregulated
by day 3 compared to intact samples (data not shown). However, not only CFA injection but also
saline treatment caused an elevation of FosB in TG, therefore the differences between respective saline-
and CFA-treated groups were not significant by days 3 and 7. A significant upregulation of the
neuronal activation marker was only detected in Tac4-/- animals at a later time point, in day 7 samples.
Comparison of matching WT and Tac4-/- animal groups showed that upregulation of the neuronal
activation marker on days 3 and 7 was significantly lower in the TG of Tac4-/- mice (Figure 4a). In TNC
only minor differences were seen (Figure 4b).

In both TG (relative fold change WT: 1.00 ± 0.03 vs. Tac4-/-: 0.49 ± 0.03, p < 0.0001) and TNC
(relative fold change WT: 1.00 ± 0.03 vs. Tac4-/-: 0.82 ± 0.02, p < 0.001) samples of intact animals,
the microglia/macrophage activation marker (Iba1) showed significantly lower expression levels in
Tac4-/- mice compared to WTs. Iba1 expression was slightly higher in both saline- and CFA-treated Tac4-/-

mice compared to their corresponding WT groups, being significant on day 1 and 3 in the TG and
day 7 in the TNC. However, these differences were probably too small to be biologically meaningful
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(Figure 4c,d). The SGC/astrocyte activation marker Gfap was also expressed at a significantly lower
level in the TG (relative fold change WT: 1.00 ± 0.16 vs. Tac4-/-: 0.33 ± 0.06, p < 0.01) and TNC (relative
fold change WT: 1.00 ± 0.03 vs. Tac4-/-: 0.16 ± 0.05, p < 0.0001) of intact Tac4-/- compared to WT animals.
After treatment, Gfap expression increased in all groups on all days compared to an intact group (data
not shown). The effect of CFA on Gfap gene expression was a significant elevation in WT compared to
the respective saline-treated group on day 1 and 3, but not in TNC samples. Moreover, Gfap levels
were not altered due to CFA treatment in Tac4-/- mice. Gfap mRNA was decreased in all Tac4-/- groups
compared to the WT group in most of the comparisons, both in TG and TNC (Figure 4e,f).
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Figure 4. Time course of normalized fold changes in FosB (A,B), Iba1 (C,D), Gfap (E,F) mRNA expression
in the trigeminal ganglia (A,C,D) and trigeminal nucleus caudalis (B,D,F) of wild-type (WT) and Tac4-/-

mice one, 3 and 7 days after saline/CFA injection. The mRNA levels were normalized to Ppia (TG)
and Ppia, Gapdh (TNC), as detailed in Materials and methods. Data are means ± S.E.M. (WT CFA: n =

3–10, WT saline: n = 4–9, Tac4-/- CFA: n = 5–7, Tac4-/- saline: n = 5–10). Asterisks denote statistically
significant differences between saline and CFA treated groups (* p ≤ 0.05, *** p ≤ 0.001), hash marks label
statistically significant differences between WT and Tac4-/- groups (# p ≤ 0.05, ## p ≤ 0.01, ### p ≤ 0.001,
#### p ≤ 0.0001), as analyzed by two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison tests.
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2.5. Neuroinflammation-Related Genes Are Differently Regulated between Saline-or CFA-Treated Tac4-/- and
WT Mice

Nanostring results revealed differentially expressed genes, as well as statistically significant
correlations of cell-type-specific gene expressions. In TG samples of saline-treated Tac4-/- mice,
15 genes were found to be differentially expressed with a p-value threshold of 0.05 when compared to
saline-treated WT mice. Nine genes were upregulated, six were downregulated in the Tac4-/- TG samples
(Figure 5). There were gene expression differences in saline-treated (non-inflamed control) animals in
case of genetic lack of HK-1 in the KO mice in comparison with WTs. Changes in microglia/macrophage
and cytotoxic cell-specific genes were significantly correlated when saline-treated Tac4-/- mice were
compared to saline-treated WTs (Figure 6). In TG samples of CFA-treated Tac4-/- mice, 22 genes were
found to be differentially expressed with a p-value threshold of 0.05 when compared to CFA-treated
WT animals. Thirteen genes were upregulated, 9 were downregulated in the Tac4-/- TG samples
(Figure 7). Changes in genes specific to neutrophil granulocytes were significantly correlated when
CFA-treated Tac4-/- mice were compared to CFA-treated WTs (Figure 8). For a further description of
other comparisons between groups, see Supplementary Material (Supplementary Figures S4–S7).
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Figure 5. Heat map representation of the differentially expressed genes with annotations between
TG samples of saline-treated Tac4-/- and WT mice. Rows represent genes and columns represent TG
samples (n = 3 in each group). Normalized gene counts data are shown as row-wise z-scores (scale is
shown on legend). Rows and columns were hierarchically clustered using Pearson correlation distance
measure and average method. Distances are shown as dendrograms. References for the functional
annotations: Cp [50] Pecam1 [51] Gdpd2 [52] Crip1 [53] Nlgn2 [54] Pdpn [55] Mdm2 [56] Dnmt1 [57]
Itga7 [58] Rapgef3 [59] Spp1 [60] Cidea [61] Tm4sf1 [62] Kcnj10 [63] Rps9 [63].
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Figure 7. Heat map representation of the differentially expressed genes with annotations between TG
samples of CFA-treated Tac4-/- and WT mice. Rows represent genes and columns represent TG samples
(n = 3 in each group). Normalized gene counts data are shown as row-wise z-scores (scale is shown on
legend). Rows and columns were hierarchically clustered using Pearson correlation distance measure
and average method. Distances are shown as dendrograms. References for the functional annotations:
Bcas1 [64] Pttg1 [65] Brd4 [66,67] Bcl2a1a [68] Ppp3ca [69] F3 [70,71] Grn [72,73] Lmna [74] Tmc7 [75,76]
Reln [77] Fgf13 [78–81] Cdc25a [82] Il1r2 [83] Plxdc2 [84] Tmem100 [85,86] Fancd2 [87] Gpr62 [88,89]
Bcl2l1 [90] Kmt2c [91] Slfn8 [92,93] Cflar [94].
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3. Discussion

In the present study, we confirmed the presence of Tac4 mRNA in the TG and established its
upregulation in response to orofacial inflammation. While it had been previously shown that HK-1
was expressed widely in the nervous system including the brain, spinal cord, dorsal root ganglia,
brain stem and the TG [34,39], this is the first study to assess the changes of Tac4 expression alterations
under pathological conditions. HK-1 had only been detected in small and medium-size neurons by
immunohistochemistry in the rat TG [39], but in the present study, we showed that besides the neuronal
expression, Tac4 mRNA was also expressed in satellite glial cells of the TG. More importantly, significant
inflammation-related upregulation of Tac4 was shown in both neurons and satellite glial cells. Based on
our facial mechanonociceptive threshold measurements and the qPCR results in the rat, we showed that
Tac4 upregulation occurred parallel to the development of allodynia, which suggests its potential role
in the sensitization process. Although we provide evidence for expression changes only at mRNA level,
which is a clear limitation of the study, the concomitant behavioral alterations suggest that the protein
products of the examined mRNAs were also affected. Without the availability of specific and sensitive
antibody against HK-1, we cannot further confirm it experimentally. The concomitant upregulation of
HK-1 in trigeminal sensory neurons and SGCs is of particular importance, since an increasing amount
of evidence points to the importance of neuron-glia crosstalk in chronic pain conditions, including
orofacial pain [2,6,95–98]. Other neuropeptides released from peptidergic sensory neurons have already
been suggested to have a prominent role in glial cell activation during sensitization. Among these,
CGRP, which has a clinically proven role in migraine headaches [99], appears to be a key mediator
of the neuron-glia interactions in the TG [4,100,101]. HK-1 could be a neuropeptide participating in
two-way communication between sensory neurons and satellite glial cells. Moreover, we have also
provided evidence on a possible physiological role of HK-1 in the trigeminal system by showing that
there is a baseline difference in the expression of genes associated with glial cell activity in both the TG
and the TNC.
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Previous studies by our and other groups have established that HK-1 contributes to the
development of hyperalgesia in both acute and chronic pain models. HK-1 can elicit pain when injected
intrathecally [34,43], and Tac4-/- mice have reduced nocifensive behavior in chemically-induced pain
and suppressed hyperalgesia/allodynia in chronic inflammatory and neuropathic pain models [41,102].
In inflammatory pain and arthritis, a pro-inflammatory component is also likely to contribute to
its action, since HK-1 expression was described in the immune system as well [30,33,103] and Tac4
deficiency also alleviated experimental lung inflammation [42]. On the other hand, HK-1 was shown
to have a direct role in central nociceptive sensitization, as spinal microglia and astrocyte activation
was also attenuated in Tac4-/- mice after nerve injury [41]. HK-1 is a potent NK-1 receptor agonist [34],
and most of its effects can be explained by NK-1 receptor activation. However, several lines of evidence
point to a different mechanism of action compared to SP, and even a yet unknown target. This is
supported by the observations that the phenotype of Tac4-/- deficient mice in chronic pain models is
different from SP or NK-1 receptor-deficient mice and an opposite phenotype was also described in
models of anxiety and depression as well [40].

We also investigated the contribution of HK-1 in trigeminal sensitization by adapting the
CFA-induced orofacial pain model to mice to compare the allodynia and the changes of neuronal
and glial activation markers between Tac4-/- and wild-type mice. In parallel, we confirmed the
upregulation of Tac4 in mice after inflammation by the ultrasensitive RNAscope technology [104].
However, RT-qPCR could detect neither basal nor upregulated Tac4 in mice, probably owing to a low
expression and the small tissue volume. Lamentably, we could not unequivocally show that orofacial
allodynia was attenuated in Tac4-/- mice in the present study (Supplementary Figure S1a). The lack
of clear behavioral functional data for the Tac4-/- phenotype in this model is another limitation of
our study. This technical issue is likely the light restraint that had to be used to measure the von
Frey threshold of the face, which appeared to be an important stress factor. In contrast with rats,
mice do not adapt well to repeated handling [105], therefore we tried to limit the handling and the
number of repeated measurements to the minimum. Despite this, the mice were probably too stressed
during the experiment, which could be one of the reasons that the mechanical thresholds of both
saline and CFA-treated animals decreased from the baseline. It is also worth mentioning that based on
our unpublished observations already the baseline von Frey threshold values of C57Bl/6 mice were
very low compared to the threshold of NMRI mice, which usually show lower anxiety level in our
experience. Stress-induced hyperalgesia is a well-known phenomenon which is both detectable in
humans and animal models [106]. Other researchers use special restrainers or cages to measure the
orofacial thresholds in mice to overcome the challenges of handling-induced stress [107,108]. We have
previously used the technique in NMRI mice [109], but in our experience C57Bl/6 mice tolerated
this type of restraint less compared to the light manual handling. Changes in spontaneous behavior
measured in the open field test corroborated previous results of our group regarding the possible role
of HK-1 in mediating anxiolytic actions [40], but we could not detect any pain-induced reduction of
spontaneous activity either (Supplementary Figure S1b).

Our previous results in the orofacial inflammation model showed that in rats the mRNA levels of
neuronal and glial activation markers changed parallel with the mechanical hyperalgesia in the TG,
TNC and PBMCs [49]. In contrast with rats, we could not unequivocally reproduce the results of the
activation marker changes in the mice, either. As mentioned before, there was already a difference
in the baseline expression of glial activation markers in intact mice between the two genotypes.
In the intact TG and TNC of Tac4-/- mice, there was a lower expression of the microglia/macrophage
marker Iba1 and the SGC/astrocyte marker Gfap was also expressed at a significantly lower level
in all the sampled tissues of Tac4-/- mice. The basal difference in activity is not entirely surprising
since macrophages are known to express both HK-1 and the NK-1 receptor and the Tac4 mRNA was
also detected in cultured microglia [36]. Likewise, previous data also revealed that astrocytes and
microglia in the brain express NK-1 receptors [110] and NK-1 receptor antagonist treatment could
reverse opioid withdrawal-induced astrocyte and microglia activation [111]. All activation markers
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increased significantly in both saline- and CFA-treated groups, which is most probably a consequence
of the injection procedure and the previously mentioned restraint-induced stress during the von Frey
threshold measurements. Both saline- and CFA-treated Tac4-/- mice had significantly lower levels of
FosB and Gfap upregulation compared to their respective WT counterparts. The marked difference
in Gfap between WT and Tac4-/- mice could also suggest that HK-1 plays a role in the activation of
SGCs and astrocytes during stress. Similarly, NK-1 receptor upregulation in astrocytes was linked to
stress-induced hyperalgesia and gastrointestinal motility disorders [112]. Nevertheless, compensatory
changes secondary to Tac4 deletion (e.g., expression changes of Tac1) cannot be excluded as factors
responsible for the observed differences.

Analysis of the Nanostring neuroinflammation panel kit data also revealed that there were
a number of differentially expressed genes between saline- or CFA-treated wild-type and Tac4-/-

mice. To our knowledge, this is the first such analysis in the TG to investigate neuroinflammation
in a pain model. The cell-type-specific profiling in the comparison of saline-treated wild-type and
Tac4-/- animals showed that microglia and cytotoxic cell-related genes were regulated in a significantly
different extent compared to other cell types involved in inflammatory processes. As we discussed
before, the effect of HK-1 deficiency on expression levels of macrophage/microglia-related genes is
expected due to the previously described distribution of both the peptide and the NK-1 receptor.
However, looking at individual differentially regulated genes, the functions of SGCs are also likely
to be affected. The most interesting finding among these genes is the downregulation of Kcnj10,
encoding the inwardly rectifying potassium channel subunit Kir4.1 in SGCs which has been linked to
inflammatory sensitization [63] and pain modulation by GABAB receptors [113]. Comparison of the
cell-type-specific profiling of differentially expressed genes between CFA-treated wild-type and Tac4-/-

mice only yielded a significant result in neutrophils. However, in the list of differentially expressed
genes, we have found various genes related to macrophage/microglia activity, neuronal transmission,
as well as genes mediating immune cell activation, such as calcineurin A or members of the Bcl-2
protein family, regulating apoptosis. Further validation of selected genes should be performed to
confirm their importance in the effects of HK-1 in the TG.

In summary, we conclude that HK-1 released from sensory neurons and satellite glial cells
may contribute to inflammatory processes and nociceptive sensitization underlying orofacial pain.
HK-1 is suggested to have a role in mediating neuron-glia interactions both under physiological and
inflammatory conditions. These results open interesting novel perspectives to identify the role and
mechanisms of action of HK-1 in neuroinflammation in other models of trigeminal sensitization and to
determine its potential clinical relevance.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Animals

Experiments were performed on male Wistar rats (Toxi-Coop, Hungary) weighing between
200–300 g, as well as on male, 8–12 week-old C57Bl/6 and Tac4-deficient (Tac4-/-) mice weighing between
20–25 g. The original breeding pairs of the Tac4-/- mice were generated as previously described [114].
Transgenic mice were generated on a C57Bl/6 background and backcrossed to homozygosity for >5
generations before using C57Bl/6 mice as controls, purchased from Charles River (Sulzfeld, Germany).
Animals were kept under standard light-dark cycle (12-h light/dark cycle) and temperature (22 ±
2 ◦C) conditions. Food and water were provided ad libitum, in the Animal House of the Department
of Pharmacology and Pharmacotherapy of the University of Pécs. All procedures were approved
by the National Ethics Committee on Animal Research of Hungary on 1 Aug 2017 (license No.:
BA02/2000-51/2017 issued on 22 Aug 2017 by the Government Office of Baranya County, Hungary)
and were performed according to the European legislation (Directive 2010/63/EU) and Hungarian
Government regulation (40/2013., II. 14.) on the protection of animals used for scientific purposes.
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4.2. CFA Injection

Orofacial inflammation in mice was induced by bilateral s.c. injection of 10–10 µL complete
Freund’s adjuvant (CFA; Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MI, USA; killed Mycobacteria suspended in
paraffin oil; 1 mg/mL) into the whisker pad under i.p. ketamine (100 mg/kg) and xylazine (5 mg/kg)
anaesthesia. In the case of rats, unilateral injection of 50 µL CFA was used, as previously described [49].
Control groups received the same volume of saline injection in both cases. We randomized the
treatment of animals within each cage, ensuring a similar sample size for each treatment group.

4.3. Orofacial Pain Sensitivity Tested with von Frey filaments

A set of calibrated nylon monofilaments (Stoelting, Wood Dale, Illinois, USA) was used to perform
measurements before and after CFA/saline injection on all animals. Increasing strengths (rats: 0.8–12 g,
mice: 0.0075–1 g) were used to measure facial mechanosensitivity. The mechanonociceptive threshold
was defined as the lowest force evoking at least 2 withdrawal responses (face stroking with the forepaw
or head shaking) out of 5 stimulations according to our previous paper [49]. The experimenter was not
blinded for these measurements as the visible inflammatory oedema of the whisker pad cannot be
hidden during the in vivo experiments.

4.4. Sample Collection

For RT-qPCR analysis, TG and TNC tissue and PBMC samples were collected from animals on day
1, 3, and 7 after receiving s.c. CFA injection and following behavioral tests. Animals were anaesthetized
with pentobarbital (rats: 50 mg/kg and mice 70 mg/kg i.p.) and sacrificed by exsanguination. TGs and
TNCs were excised and snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen.

For RNAscope, animals were transcardially perfused with 0.01 M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS;
pH 7.6) followed by 4% paraformaldehyde solution on day 3 after CFA or saline injections. TGs were
postfixed for 24 h at room temperature, rinsed in PBS, dehydrated, and embedded in paraffin using
standard procedures. 5 µm sections were cut using a sliding microtome (HM 430 Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).

TG samples for Nanostring analysis were snap-frozen on day 3 and stored at −80 ◦C until use.
RNAscope and Nanostring analysis were performed on samples derived from animals not involved in
behavioral studies. Samples were processed in a blinded manner.

4.5. RNAscope In Situ Hybridization (ISH)

RNAscope assay was performed on 5µm thick longitudinal TG sections using RNAscope Multiplex
Fluorescent Reagent Kit v2 (ACD, Hayward, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Briefly, tissue sections were baked, deparaffinized and H2O2-blocked, boiled, pretreated with Protease
Plus and hybridized with mouse Tac4, Kcnn3, Rbfox3, mouse 3-plex positive and negative control probes.
Signal amplification and channel development were applied sequentially. Nuclei were counterstained
with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) and mounted with ProLong Glass Antifade Mountant
for confocal imaging. Probes, applied dilutions of fluorophores are listed in Supplementary Table S1.
Fluorescent images were acquired using an Olympus Fluoview FV-1000 laser scanning confocal
microscope (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) and Fluo-View FV-1000S-IX81 image acquisition software system.
The confocal aperture was set to 80 µm. The analogue sequential scanning was performed using a 40×
objective lens (NA: 0.75). The optical thickness was set to 1 µm and the resolution was 1024 × 1024 pixel.
The excitation time was set to 4 µs per pixel. Virtual colours were selected to depict fluorescent signals:
blue for DAPI, green for fluorescein (Polr2a), red for Cyanine 3 (Tac4 and Ppib) and white for Cyanine
5 (Ubc). Images of the respective four channels were stored both individually and superimposed to
evaluate the co-localization of fluorescent signals. Basal and elevated Tac4 expression levels were
analyzed semi-quantitatively using ImageJ software according to the manufacturer’s guideline in a
blinded-manner. On rat TG, Tac4 transcripts were quantified on Tac4-positive neurons and SGCs from
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CFA (neuron, n = 120; SGC, n = 69)-and saline (neuron, n = 68 SGC, n = 52)-treated animals, n = 4–6
rats/group. Similarly, on mouse TG, Tac4 transcripts were quantified on Tac4-positive neurons and
SGCs from CFA (neuron, n = 119; SGC, n = 54)-and saline (neuron, n = 71; SGC, n = 38)-treated animals,
n = 4–5 mice/group.

4.6. Mononuclear Cell Separation from Peripheral Blood

PBMCs were obtained by Ficoll-PaquePREMIUM (GE Healthcare, Budapest, Hungary) standard
density gradient centrifugation method [49]. Briefly, the mixture of fresh anticoagulant-treated blood,
pooled from 3 individual mice and an equal volume of balanced salt solution was carefully overlaid on
Ficoll-PaquePREMIUM and centrifuged. The mononuclear layer was transferred into a new tube and
washed twice with the salt solution. The supernatant was discarded, the cells were resuspended in TRI
Reagent (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA, USA) and stored at −80 ◦C until use.

4.7. Quantitative Real-Time PCR (RT-qPCR)

Total RNA purification, transcription and RT-qPCR from rat samples were performed exactly as
described previously [49]. In the case of samples from mice, the same protocol was used with minor
modifications as follows. TRI Reagent manufacturer’s (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA, USA) protocol was
followed up to the step of acquiring the aqueous phase. Further RNA purification was made from the
aqueous phase using the Direct-zol RNA MiniPrep kit (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA, USA) according to
the manufacturer’s protocol. Nanodrop ND-1000 Spectrophotometer V3.5 (Nano-Drop Technologies,
Inc., Wilmington, DE, USA) was used to define the quantity and purity of the extracted RNA. Total RNA
was reverse transcribed using Maxima First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (ThermoScientific, Santa Clara,
CA, USA), PCR amplification was performed using SensiFast SYBR Lo-ROX Kit (Bioline, Taunton,
MA, USA). From the enlisted reference genes: glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (Gapdh),
hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase 1 (Hprt1), beta-2-microglobulin (β2m) and Peptidyl-prolyl
cis-trans isomerase (Ppia), after transcripts were detected in all samples, Ppia (TG) and Ppia, Gapdh
(PBMCs, TNC) were chosen as internal controls. Primers of similar efficiencies were used and 2−∆∆Cq

fold change values were calculated. All the primers used for RT-qPCR are listed in Supplementary
Table S2.

4.8. Nanostring

NanoString nCounter® technology (NanoString Technologies, Seattle, WA, USA) was used,
for expression profiling of RNA isolated from TG, according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Mouse Neuroinflammation Panel was composed of probes for 770 genes related to immunity and
inflammation, neurobiology and neuropathology.

Total RNA isolation and purification from mouse TG samples were performed using TRI Reagent
and Direct-zol RNA MiniPrep kit as previously described, performing column DNase treatment as
well. The RNA quality and quantity were measured using Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent, Santa Clara,
CA, USA), Qubit Fluorometer Fluorescence Qubit 3.0 (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA)
and Nanodrop ND-1000 Spectrophotometer V3.5 (Nano-Drop Technologies, Inc., Wilmington, DE,
USA). Only samples with an RNA integrity number RIN >8.1 and 260/280 ratios of ∼2.0 were used for
further analysis.

The RNA samples (25 ng of each) were processed using Mus musculus Neuroinflammation
panel v1.0 according to the manufacturer instructions (user manual MAN-10023-11) on
NanoString SPRINT Profiler instrument. Analysis of data was performed using nCounter®

Advanced Analysis plugin v2.0.115 for the nSolver Analysis Software v4.0.70 with the
ProbeAnnotations_NS_Mm_NeuroInflam_v1.0 file provided by NanoString, using default settings.
Briefly, raw data with gene counts lower than 50 were removed, suitable reference genes were evaluated
using geNorm pairwise variation statistic, gene count data were normalized, differentially expressed
genes were determined and cell type profiling was performed for each comparison.
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Differentially expressed genes were plotted on heat maps where rows represent genes and columns
represent TG samples. Normalized gene counts data are shown as row-wise z-scores (scale is shown on
legend). Rows and columns were hierarchically clustered using Pearson correlation distance measure
and average method. Distances are shown as dendrograms. Clustering and heat map generation were
performed using the R language version 3.6.1 and the pheatmap package v1.0.12.

4.9. Statistical Analysis

GraphPad Prism software (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA) was used for the statistical
analysis of behavioral data, RT-qPCR and RNAscope quantification. After testing datasets for normal
distribution, two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures followed by Tukey’s
multiple comparison tests was performed for time-matching samples (behavioral studies). One-way
or two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison tests was used for RT-qPCR data.
Student’s t-test for unpaired samples was preferred for RNAscope analysis to compare saline- and
CFA-treated tissues. Sample numbers for each experiment are listed in Supplementary Table S3.
Results are plotted as the mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). Probability values p ≤ 0.05 were
accepted as significant in all tests.

Analysis of NanoString data was performed using nCounter® Advanced Analysis Software
v2.0.115. Differentially expressed genes were determined by applying log-linear model (linear
regression) with a p-value threshold of 0.05. Correlation of cell-type marker genes was determined
with a threshold of p < 0.05 for each comparison.

Supplementary Materials: Supplementary Materials can be found at http://www.mdpi.com/1422-0067/21/8/2938/s1.
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Abbreviations

CFA Complete Freund’s Adjuvant
CGRP Calcitonin gene-related peptide
GFAP Glial fibrillary acid protein
HK-1 Hemokinin-1
IBA1 Ionized calcium-binding adaptor molecule 1
PBMCs Peripheral blood mononuclear cells
SGC Satellite glial cell
SP Substance P
TG Trigeminal Ganglion
TNC Trigeminal Nucleus Caudalis
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